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ABSTRACT
The prebuckling, critical and postbuckling response o f five different kinds o f models 
is thoroughly discussed. These models are subjected to simultaneously concentrated 
loading and temperature variation as well as to other control parameters. More 
specifically:
The first type o f model is a rectangular two-bar frame, subjected simultaneously to 
axial compression and uniform temperature variation along the axes. The prebuckling, 
critical and post-buckling behaviour under various support conditions is investigated 
in detail. It is found that the temperature variation does not affect appreciably the 
critical state o f the frame.
The second type o f model is a simply supported beam-column, made from an open 
asymmetric angle o f thim-walled cross-section under axial thrust. The buckling, 
critical and postbuckling analysis is performed by using the variational method o f 
Galerkin. The same model is also solved via the Finite Element Method and the 
results are practically coincident and satisfactory. The advantages and disadvantages 
o f each o f these methods are fully discussed.
The third type o f model is a one-degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) system, which consists 
o f two rigid links o f equal lengths pinned to each other. The model, which has an 
initial imperfection, is supported by a non-linear quadratic spring. The critical and 
postcritical response have been discussed also in terms o f the Catastrophe Theory.
The fourth type consists o f four models which are one-degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) 
systems with various control parameters. These models are analyzed using the 
Catastrophe Theoiy after being classified into some o f the seven elementary types o f 
Catastrophes.
Finally, the fifth type o f model is a rectangular two-bar frame eccentrically loaded, 
which is studied by using Catastrophe Theory. The same frame is also analysed 
making use of the Finite Element Method (FEM). The results obtained from the 
different methods o f analysis are compared and have been proved to be particularly 
satisfactoiy.
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INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. General
Modem design o f safe and economical structures demands the use o f light and stiff 
structures o f high load-carrying capacity. In order to achieve these types o f structures, 
engineers have to consider the buckling phenomena and ensure sufficient elastic and 
plastic stability. Moreover, the postbuckling behaviour o f structures has to be 
considered carefully.
Up to now, linear elastic stability was unable always to yield critical loads (e.g. for 
imperfection sensitive structures). This led to the application o f nonlinear stability 
analysis through which one may evaluate more accurately the effect o f initial 
imperfections sensitivity. It is also necessary to employ this type o f analysis in limit 
point systems.
By applying nonlinear and postbuckling analysis, one can determine whether the critical 
point is stable or unstable. Subsequenly, the actual load-carrying capacity o f a structure 
can be readily assessed. Structures with unstable critical points are sensitive to initial 
imperfections. Due to this sensitivity, considerable reduction in their load-carrying 
capacity is encountered.
The reduced load-carrying capacity associated with a nonlinear primary equilibrium 
path cannot be determined by using linear theoiy o f elastic stability. On the other hand, 
for a stable critical point the structure exhibits postbuckling strength and, hence, its 
load-carrying capacity is higher than the critical load.
These points mentioned briefly above show the need for the application o f nonlinear 
stability analysis. It is worth noticing that the elastic stability analysis is related to 
geometric nonlinearities while the material remains linear, obeying Hooke’s law.
1.2. The Buckling Phenomenon
When examining the evolution o f structural systems during the last 200 years, one can 
reveal a consistent trend towards thin and light structures. This was achieved by the 
production o f high strength materials and the development o f new and more accurate
1
analysis methods (especially in the second half o f this century due to digital 
computers). Financial and sometimes aesthetic reasons encouraged the development o f 
such types o f structures. Nevertheless, due to their reduced stiffness, these structures 
cannot be constructed without examining their buckling behaviour.
The word “buckling” implies the abrupt loss o f stability when the external load reaches 
a value which is called the critical buckling load. For very slender members this load 
corresponds to a stress (critical stress) much less than the yield stress o f the material. 
This critical stress is independent from the stress associated with the strength o f the 
member material and depends on various factors, including member dimensions, 
support conditions and modulus o f elasticity.
Depending on the type o f loads (static or dynamic), two types o f buckling are 
encountered, static and dynamic buckling. Dynamic buckling is o f great importance in 
structures strained by dynamic loads, such as bridges, factories etc., and will not be 
considered herein.
Depending on the postbuckling behaviour, there are mainly two types o f buckling 
under statically applied loads. The violent or snap-through buckling and the mild or 
gentle buckling. The first one is catastrophic because it may occur for loads much less 
than the theoretical buckling load (o f the perfect structure), causing large deformations 
beyond accepted limits. On the contrary, gentle buckling is related to postbuckling 
strength, which means an increase in the load-carrying capacity with an increase in 
deformation. These two types o f buckling can be investigated with the aid o f nonlinear 
stability analysis. Figs 1.1 and 1.2 show an example o f these types o f buckling in a two 
bar arch (violent buckling) and in an axially compressed simply supported bar (gentle 
buckling).
Depending on the type o f deformation through which buckling occurs, there are many 
types o f buckling such as flexural, torsional, lateral, flexural-torsional etc. Each o f 
these types is related to a kind o f external loading. For example flexural and torsional 
buckling are connected with axial compression only, lateral buckling with bending 
and so on.
Let us consider the bar shown in Fig. 1.2.a, compressed with an axial load P. As long 
as the magnitude o f loading is relatively small, an increase o f the loading implies only
2
an axial shortening o f the member. When the loading reaches the aforementioned 
critical value, the member suddenly bows out sideways, that is, it buckles flexurally 
about the axis o f minimum flexural stiffness.
P
Fig. 1.1. V iolent buckling o f a two bar arch.
|  __
(a) (b)
Fig. 1.2. Simply supported bar under axial compressive load.
Fig. 1,2.b shows the P versus 8 diagram (8 stands for the deflection in the middle o f the 
bar). It is obvious that for values o f P less than Pcr, 8 equals to zero. Therefore,
3
increasing the loading from zero, the bar follows the line AB which is called the 
primary or prebuckling path. For P=Pcr which is when buckling occurs, a branch is 
observed. Point B therefore is called a branching point or bifurcation point. The curve 
CBD is called the secondary or postbuckling path. Systems associated with such types 
o f diagrams are called bifurcational systems. Nevertheless, there are structures 
exhibiting another type o f P versus 8 diagram. Such a diagram is shown in Fig. 1.3., 
and it is obvious that no branching occurs. Point L in such diagrams, corresponding to 
the maximum load the structure or member can carry out, is called limit point. Systems 
exhibiting such behaviour are called limit point systems.
Fig. 1.3. P  versus 8 diagram of a structure exhibiting lim it point.
1.3. Types of equilibrium
Consider the bar shown in Fig. 1.2. While the axial compressive force is smaller than 
its critical value, the axis o f the column remains straight. However, it is known by 
intuition that at P=Pcr the straight configuration becomes unstable and the bar bends 
sideways because the corresponding deformed configuration is always stable. As the 
bar passes from the unstable (straight) configuration to the stable (deformed) one, a 
transition equilibrium is obtained, called neutral or indifferent equilibrium.
4
The types o f equilibrium states are quite comprehensively explained by considering the 
equilibrium o f a rigid ball on a surface as shown in Fig. 1.4.
(a) stable (b) unstable (c) indifferent
Fig. 1.4. a) Stable, b) unstable and c) indifferent equilibrium o f a rigid ball.
I f  the ball in Fig. 1.4.a is slightly displaced from its position, it will return to its original 
position after the removal o f the cause o f the slight displacement (o f course after an 
oscillation o f continuously decreasing amplitude due to friction). This type o f 
equilibrium is called stable. On the contrary, a slight displacement o f the ball shown in 
Fig. 1.4.b will cause the ball to continuously move farther from its original position. 
This equilibrium is called unstable. I f  now one imposes a small disturbance to the ball 
in Fig. 1.4.C, it will remain in the position to which the disturbance will have moved it 
to. This situation is named neutral or indifferent equilibrium. It should be noted that the 
existence o f a neutral equilibrium state is related to linear stability analysis only. In 
nonlinear stability analysis, a state o f equilibrium can be either stable or unstable.
The equilibrium type o f a system can be determined through the study o f its energy. 
For example, in the case o f the rigid balls o f Fig. 1.4.a, a slight displacement from the 
initial state o f equilibrium results in the increase in the height o f its centroid, which 
means that work must be provided. Therefore, the potential energy increases for any
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displacement from the initial position. On the contrary, a slight displacement o f the ball 
in Fig. 1.4.b results in a decrease in the height o f its centroid and thus in the decrease 
o f the potential energy. From the above, it is clear that the potential energy is minimum 
in the case o f a stable equilibrium state and maximum in the case o f an unstable one. In 
the neutral state o f equilibrium there is no change in the system’s potential energy (Fig.
1.4.c). At this point it should be noted that the type o f equilibrium is a function o f the 
magnitude o f the external disturbance (see Fig. 1.5.). It is obvious that for the case 
shown in Fig. 1.5.a, the equilibrium is stable for a disturbance o f small magnitude 
(stability in the “small”) and unstable if  the disturbance is o f rather big magnitude 
(instability in the “large”). On the other hand, for the case shown in Fig. 1.5.b one can 
observe a stable equilibrium for a disturbance o f big magnitude and an unstable one for 
disturbance o f small magnitude. The above are also valid for elastic systems, whether 
they are continuous or discrete.
Fig. 1.5. a) Instability and b) stability for a perturbation o f large magnitude.
Let us examine the stability o f a cantilever with an initially straight axis which is axially 
compressed by a force P at its free end as shown in Fig. 1.6. Using a linear stability 
theory, one can derive that the straight equilibrium state is stable for small values o f the 
external load P, and more specifically for P<Pcr, where Pcr is the critical axial load o f 
the cantilever, equal to Pcr=7r2EI/4^2, where El is the elastic flexural stiffness o f the 
column. In this case, if the system is slightly disturbed, the column after a finite number
6
o f oscillations returns to its initial position. On the contrary, for values o f P greater 
than the critical value Pcr (P>PCr)5 the undeformed state o f equilibrium is unstable.
w
O
Fig. 1.6. Axially loaded cantilever.
I f  it is assumed that there is a neutral equilibrium state between the stable and the 
unstable, then the value o f the external load for which the undeformed equilibrium state 
ceases being stable, is the one corresponding to the neutral equilibrium. This load is the 
critical buckling load, for which the cantilever balances in both deformed and 
undeformed configuration. On the basis o f this technique one can determine the critical 
load. It is the so-called neutral equilibrium method. It is worth noting that the 
determination o f the flexural displacement o f the cantilever’s end is impossible via the 
elastic stability theory. This can only be achieved by applying nonlinear stability 
analysis.
Our references until now concerned the failure due to elastic instability. However, 
failure is exhibited many times via overturning instability, which means loss o f stability 
o f a structure as a rigid body for loads lower than those o f elastic instability.
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The ftmdamental terms o f stability analysis were presented in brief in the preceding 
paragraphs and the need for postbuckling analysis was clearly noted. Postbuckling 
analysis is connected to nonlinear stability analysis and nonlinear stability theory. The 
formulation o f the expressions that build this nonlinear theory is discussed herein and 
the differences between linear and nonlinear theory are emphasised. The various types 
o f nonlinear stability theoiy are also described, along with the assumptions that relate 
to them. Furthermore, the methods used to study stability’s problems and determine 
the critical loads o f structures are presented.
As it is well known, the most popular method for the determination o f critical buckling 
load is through the linear stability theory, also called classical buckling theory. The 
basic assumptions o f linear (classical) stability theory are the following:
a. The structure is made o f homogeneous, isotropic, linearly elastic material, obeying 
Hooke’s law.
b. The stress-strain diagram is assumed to be the same for tension and compression.
c. Plane cross-sections perpendicular to the undeformed axis before bending 
(buckling), remain plane and perpendicular to the deformed axis o f the member after 
buckling (Bernoulli’s assumption).
d. The external transverse loads pass through the shear centre o f the cross-section and 
are parallel to a principal axis o f it. This rules out any rotation (twisting o f the cross- 
section (which is subjected only to bending in one o f the principal planes o f the cross- 
section).
e. Axial displacements u and transverse displacements w o f a point along the x-axis 
(i.e. components o f displacement) is very small compared to the dimensions o f the 
member cross-section. Thus, for the strain e, axial displacement u, curvature k =l/p, 
(where p is the radius o f curvature) and transverse displacement w, one can write the 
following relationships:
1.4. Linear and nonlinear stability theoiy
k = - T ?  d -2)dx
where both e and k correspond to points on the x-axis. Note that eq. (1.2) is derived 
on the basis that the axis o f the member does not change length (incompressibility or 
inextensionality assumption).
f. The critical buckling loads are obtained by considering that elastic deformation takes 
place due only to bending.
Generally, nonlinearity occurs due to the nature of material, which involves the stress- 
strain relationship or/and due to geometrical reasons. The linear stability theory o f 
structures involving a linearly elastic material is a nonlinear theory because the 
equilibrium equations are formed regarding the deformed configuration. Thus, actually, 
the so-called linear stability theory is a nonlinear theory. The nonlinearity in nonlinear 
stability theory is connected with more precise expressions o f eqs ( 1.1) and ( 1.2). 
Therefore the nonlinearity o f nonlinear stability theory is o f a geometrical nature.
The assumptions (a) to (d) are also valid for the nonlinear stability theoiy. Depending 
on the nonlinear terms employed, nonlinear stability theory is discriminated to the 
theoiy o f moderately large displacements and the theoiy o f large displacements. The 
first theoiy refers to an intermediate class o f deformation, and it is also known as the 
theoiy o f moderately large rotations. According to this theory, the relations for strain 
and curvature are the following:
du 1 
S = dx + 2
(  duV (  dwY
IdxJ HdxJ (1.3)
d2w
k - l ?  ( M )
In the above expression, the strain e is small compared to unity, just like in the linear 
stability theory. The basic characteristic o f this deformation categoiy is that the slope 
dw/dx is o f moderate magnitude, and the quantity 0.5(dw/dx)2 is much smaller, but 
cannot be neglected when compared to unity. I f  the former quantities are small 
compared to unity and the term 0.5(dw/dx)2 can be neglected, then du/dx must also be 
quite small and hence the quantity 0.5(du/dx)2 can be ignored as a higher order term.
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In this case Kounadis (1998) proposed the following formulation for the first o f the 
above equations
The large displacements theory is based on the more accurate expression for the 
curvarure k
The determination o f displacements according to eq. (1.6) is connected with the theoiy 
o f large deformations known as Elastica Theory (Timoshenko & Gere, 1961). The 
nonlinear stability theory based on eq. ( 1.6) is also called stability in the “large” .
1.5. Methods for determining the critical loads of structural problems
Various methods have been successfully employed to study stability and determine the 
critical loads o f structures. These methods can be divided into the following three basic 
categories:
1. The Euler’s classical approach, known also as the static equilibrium approach or 
adjacent equilibrium approach.
2. The Energy approach or Potential Energy approach.
3. The Dynamic or Kinematic approach.
The Principle o f Virtual Work in Statics is the most well-known method enlisted in the 
second approach, while the Principle o f Virtual Work in Dynamics and Hamilton’s 
Principle belong to the third category o f methods. It is worth noticing that the methods 
enlisted in this category can be applied to all types o f systems (conservative and non­
conservative ones). More clearly, a non-conservative system is one with follower load,
i.e. the load follows the deflection o f the model. Such a system is associated with 
flattering. On the other hand, the first two approaches can only be applied strictly to
(1.5)
d2w
k - dx2 (1.6)
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conservative systems. A  conservative system is characterized by the fact that the loads 
always maintain their direction.
1.5.1. Euler’s classical approach
According to this approach, as the load increases statically, it is examined if, for some 
values o f the external load, the existence o f a deformed state o f equilibrium is possible 
(o f course, the primary undeformed state is excluded). In other words it is examined if 
there are two or more equilibrium states corresponding to the same value o f the 
external load. I f  the latter is valid, the aforementioned value is called the critical value 
o f the load or the critical buckling load. Therefore, the determination o f the critical 
buckling load is made on the basis o f the infinitely adjacent equilibrium configuration 
which belongs to the secondary equilibrium path and leads to the differential equation 
o f equilibrium. It is obvious that if  the primary equilibrium path is linear, then the 
adjacent equilibrium configurations are related with a bifurcation point. From a 
mathematical point o f view the stability problem is linear and can be reduced to an 
eigenvalue problem. The values o f the buckling loads are the eigenvalues and the 
normal buckling modes are the eigenfunctions or eigenmodes, each o f them 
corresponding to an eigenvalue. I f  conservative systems are considered, all the 
eigenvalues are positive. The smallest o f them, which is o f practical interest, is the 
critical load while the eigenfunction associated with it is the first normal buckling 
mode.
1.5.2. Energy approach
Similar to the Euler’s approach, the energy approach can only be applied in 
conservative systems. The total potential UT o f an elastic conservative system is equal 
to the potential o f internal forces U, which is also called strain energy, plus the 
potential o f external forces Cl. In other words:
U t = U  + Q (1.7)
The total potential UT in the case o f systems o f many degrees o f freedom (DOF) is a 
function o f generalized coordinates (through which any possible deformed 
configuration can be determined) and external forces. The total potential energy or 
total potential o f an elastic system in a deformed configuration is defined as the work
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done by all the internal and external forces if  the system moves from the above 
mentioned deformed configuration to the initial undeformed one. It is now obvious that 
the potential o f external forces is equal to the strain energy and is also negative, 
because each load acting on the system performs negative work as the system returns 
from the deformed to the initial undeformed state. Hence, in the case o f concentrated 
loads Pj (i= l,2,...,n) the potential o f external forces Q  is given:
□  = - £ > , 8, ( 1.8) 
i=l
where 8j (i=T,2,...,n) are the deflections at the points where the loads are applied. The 
most important energy criteria, which exhibit the widest use, will be reported below.
1. A  conservative system under static loading is in equilibrium at a specific position, 
when the total potential UT has a stationary value at this position.
2. A  state o f equilibrium o f a conservative system is stable for a small magnitude 
perturbation (stability in the “small”) if the total potential UT corresponding to this 
state exhibits a total minimum.
The first criterion is known as the principle o f stationary potential energy, while the 
second is known as the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem, and according to this, if  at a 
specific state o f equilibrium the total potential has the smallest value, compared to the 
values corresponding to all the adjacent states o f equilibrium, then this state is stable 
(Kounadis, 1998). Liapunov gave the inverse o f this theorem (Kounadis, 1998). The 
two theorems that Liapunov proved are the following:
1. I f  the total potential energy o f a conservative system, corresponding to an 
equilibrium state has not a local minimum, then this state o f equilibrium is stable.
2. I f  the total potential energy o f a conservative system, corresponding to an 
equilibrium state has a local maximum, then this state o f equilibrium is unstable.
The above two theorems are known as the first and second Liapunov’s theorems. 
From all the aforementioned it is obvious that there is no general proof o f the inverse 
o f the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem. However, experimental results show that the 
inverse o f this theorem is valid, a fact which is widely accepted nowadays, named as 
the principle o f minimum potential energy. It is worth noting that the Lagrange-
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Dirichlet theorem has been proved for discrete systems and up to now there has not 
been a rigorous proof concerning continuous systems. Koiter’s theorem (Kounadis, 
1998), formulated by Koiter after slightly modifying the strain energy and introducing
This theorem, which generalizes the Lagrange-Dirichlet theorem is:
1. The existence o f a relative (local) minimum o f the potential energy corresponding 
to a state o f equilibrium constitutes -from a practical aspect- a requisite and 
sufficient stability condition. . ;
This theorem, also known as principle o f minimum potential energy, is associated with 
distinct and continuous systems and satisfies the inverse o f the Lagrange-Dirichlet 
theorem.
The total potential energy for the case o f distinct systems is a function o f the 
generalized coordinates q; (1= 1, 2, ..., n) and also a function o f the external loading, 
symbolically represented with the letter P. Hence,
where q^O is an arbitrary state adjacent to the equilibrium state qi=0 and R 
corresponds to the sum o f higher order terms. Because the state q,=0 represents an 
equilibrium state, the total potential energy corresponding to this state, according to 
the first energy criterion has a stationary value and therefore,
the effect o f damping which is always present in a physical system, is stated below.
UT= U T(q,;P) (1.9)
A  Taylor series expansion o f the total potential UT (corresponding to an arbitrary 
adjacent state q^O) in the static equilibrium state qi=0 leads to:
(1.10)
(1.11)
On the basis o f this equation, the former expression is now written:
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U T(q 1,q 2, - . q » ; P ) - U T(0,0,...,0;P) =  AUT = - £ £ a ijq iq j
82U T | T | 
where’ a« =^ + =u +
The above expression can also be written as follows:
AUt = 8U t + £ s 2U t + L 83U t + R (1.13)
where the quantities 8 UT, S2 UT and 83 UT are identical to the respective ones o f eq. 
( 1.10) and are called first, second and third variations of the total potential energy.
According to the principle o f a stationary value o f the total potential energy, for the 
equilibrium state qi=0, it follows that:
8UT=SUT(0;P)=0 (1.14)
In the case o f searching for local suprema o f the total potential energy function UT, 
every non-zero term is absolutely much greater than the sum o f all its next terms:, i.e.
| 83Ut | >6 | R |. Therefore, the sign o f the function AUT depends on the sign o f the 
second variation 82UT, which for discrete systems is a rectangular form. I f  82UT>0 or if  
the corresponding square form matrix [ay] is positive definite, then AUT>0 and the 
total potential energy corresponding to this state o f equilibrium has a local minimum.
Second variation criterion: I f  the second variation (o f matrix [ay]) corresponding to a 
state o f equilibrium o f a discrete conservative system is positive definite, then this state 
is stable. More specifically, if for all the kinematically accepted adjacent configurations 
o f the examined equilibrium state, corresponding to the same value o f the load P, it 
occurs that 52UT>0, then this equilibrium state is stable. It is worth noticing that the 
inverse o f this criterion is not always valid. Also, if the second variation 52UT is 
negative definite, then the function AUT is negative for all the adjacent and 
kinematically accepted configurations. Hence, the total potential energy U has a local 
maximum and according to the second o f Liapunov’s theorems, the state o f 
equilibrium is unstable.
o nr o T
I f  the second variation 8 U is a positive semidefinite function or 8 U =0 then the total 
potential at the equilibrium state may or may not have a minimum. In this last case, the
1 n n
(1-12)
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linear stability theory, in which AUT=8UT+1/252UT, is insufficient and further research, 
through the consideration o f higher order terms, is required.
More specifically, if for the examined equilibrium state,
54U T >0
then AUt>0, leading to a local minimum o f the total potential energy and o f course to 
a stable equilibrium state. I f  84UT=0 or 84UT=0 (by identity) and
then the equilibrium state is stable. In general, i f  a variation o f odd order is non-zero, 
then the corresponding state o f equilibrium is unstable.
It is obvious that a specific value o f the load P corresponds to every point o f an 
equilibrium path. For small values o f P, the equilibrium states on the primary path are 
stable. This means 52UT>0 for all the adjacent and kinematically accepted states o f the 
system corresponding to the same value o f the load. As the load increases from zero, 
for a specific value P=P*, 82UT=0 for the first time and for at least one state (on the 
secondary path), while for all the other adjacent and kinematically accepted states 
corresponding to the same value o f the load S2UT>0. The aforementioned value 
corresponds to the critical load, which is the smaller load for which the initial 
equilibrium configuration o f the primary path loses its stability. Therefore, one can 
observe that the critical load is the smallest load for which the second variation 
82UTceases being a positive quantity. More specifically, for conservative systems with 
many degrees o f freedom, where the potential energy is a function o f a finite number o f 
variables, the second variation o f the potential energy is an algebraic square form. The 
critical load is then the smallest load for which the second variation 82UT(or the matrix 
[ay] which elements are functions o f the load P) ceases being positive definite. Hence, 
one can search for the value o f the load P for which for the first time the second 
variation 52UT(or the matrix [ay]) becomes a positive semi-definite, meaning S2UT>0. 
This is equal to the following equation:
53U t = 0 
and (1.15)
S5U T s  0 
56U t > 0
(1.16)
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a ij = °
(1.17)
The smallest root (eigenvalue) o f eq. (1.17) (which is called buckling equation) is the 
critical load.
In the case o f continuous systems, the corresponding energy criterion for the 
determination o f the critical load was introduced by Trefftz, as quotted in Brush & 
Almroth (1975). In such systems, the total potential energy and its second variation are 
functionals. For small values o f the load P, the primary equilibrium path is stable and 
therefore S2UT>0 for all the adjacent and kinematically accepted configurations. As the 
load increases from zero, the smallest load for which the second variation becomes 
zero for at least one adjacent and kinematically accepted configuration (while for all 
the others S2UT>0) is the critical load. The above means that for P=Pcr the second 
variation’ s functional exhibits a stationary (minimum) value for a kinematically 
accepted configuration. Therefore the critical load is determined by the expression:
5(52UT)=ff (1.18)
From all the aforementioned, one can derive that, since for P=Pcr the second variation 
is equal to zero, the study o f stability o f the critical point demands the use o f higher 
order variations (nonlinear stability theoiy), which means that,
AUt = 3-83U t + ] - 5 4U t + Y 5U t + 4 56U t +... (1.19)
3! 4! 5! 6!
From the previous expansion, the first and second variation have been neglected 
because the second variation is equal to zero at the critical point and the first variation 
is also zero in a equilibrium state. It is now obvious why the linear stability theory is 
insufficient for the determination o f the equilibrium configuration at the critical point, 
which leads to the introduction o f the concept o f neutral or indifferent equilibrium. 
Such a concept is no longer needed if a nonlinear stability theory is adopted.
In summary, it is clear that nonlinear analysis must use high variation orders.
1.5.3. Dynamic or kinematic approach
The concept o f the kinematic criterion o f the dynamic or kinematic method was 
initially introduced by Lagrange for conservative discrete systems (1788). This
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criterion was examined later by Ziegler in the case o f non-conservative systems, 
discrete and continuous (Kounadis, 1998).
Consider that the state o f a system with many degrees o f freedom is determined by the 
generilized coordinates (i= l, 2, ..., n). For simplicity, let us assume that a static state 
o f equilibrium is determined by the following equation:
qi=0 i= l ,2, ..., n (1.20)
According to the kinematic method, to investigate whether this equilibrium state is 
stable at the time t=0, a small disturbance is provided to the system. Therefore,
.0
|q°|<n, < n (1.21)
where n is a sufficiently small positive quantity and q =dq/dt. Then, the kinematic 
configuration o f the system for the arbitrary time moment t>0 can be determined via
the generalized displacements and velocities qj(t) and q ;(t). Next, the motion o f the 
system for t>0 is examined in order to find if this configuration is bounded, that is if,
|q,(t)|<s,|q(t)|<e ( 1.22)
where e (>0) ia a quantity o f specific magnitude.
Then, stable is the equilibrium state for which, for arbitrary s>0, it is always possible to 
find a corresponding quantity n=n(s) that for initial conditions satisfying the eq. ( 1.21) 
results for t>0 in a bounded kinematic configuration, as determined by the eq. ( 1.22).
When the equilibrium state qi=0 is stable, the resulting oscillation has a bounded width, 
while on the other hand, if the equilibrium state is unstable, the resulting oscillation is 
o f continuously increasing width. In other words, in the case o f stable equilibrium 
states, one can always find initial generalized displacements and velocities so that the 
resulting kinematic configuration o f the system is bounded.
I f  the motion is not bounded, it has been proved that the eigenfrequencies o f the 
system are not real, while when the motion is bounded, the eigenfrequencies are real 
and positive. According to the kinematic or dynamic criterion, the critical load o f a 
conservative system is the load for which the fundamental eigenfrequency tends to 
zero, that is coi2-h>0.
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The above inequalities can be interpreted from geometrical aspect at the phase plane 
defined by qb q ;. For example, in the case n=l, shown in Fig. 1.7., there are two
vicinities o f the coordinate’s origin (0,0) in the phase plane (q, q ), which correspond to
the above two inequalities. Assuming that the beginning o f the coordinates q=q=0 is a 
stable equilibrium state, then for given e>0, one is always able to find a positive n=n(s) 
so that every motion (due to a slight disturbance) which starts at the time t=0 inside a 
square with centre coordinates (0,0) and a side length o f 2n, is always (for every t->oo) 
inside a square with the same centre but side equal to 2s (see also Fig. 1.7.).
Fig. 1.7. Geometrical interpretation of the kinematic criterion.
Let us now consider the simple case o f motion described by the following linear 
differential equation:
q(t) + kq(t) = 0 (1.23)
Searching for a solution o f the form q=Cept one can easily obtain the following 
characteristic equation:
p2+k=0 (1.24)
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q (t)=  C1e4~’‘' + C2e~'7~^ t (1.25)
represents for t - » o o  a motion that is not bounded (hence the equihbrium state q=q=0 
is unstable), because with the increase o f time the width o f the increased oscillation 
continuously increases. On the contrary, if  k=coV0, then the oscillation is periodic and 
harmonic. The general integral in this case is given by the expression:
•
q(t) = q0 coscot+ —  sin cot (1.26)
co
where q0, q0 are the initial displacement and velocity. The former equation represents 
a bounded motion because for a given positive number s, one can find initial conditions 
satisfying the inequalities:
If  k<0 then the general integral o f eq. (1.23), which is:
ko| < n> <n , (forn=ns) (1.27)
so that the resulting motion, as resulting from eq. (1.26) is bounded. Then, the truth o f 
the inequalities below must be proved.
q(t)<  |q0|+ ~ q0 < q(t) < ® |q0| + q0 < 8 (1.28)
Indeed, this can be easily established, because the inequalities o f eq. (1.27) are satisfied 
when, for example, n=min (e/2co, coe/2) is chosen. Therefore, the harmonic motion is
bounded, and the equilibrium state q= q =0 is a stable one. In this case it is noticed that
the eigenfrequency o f a single degree o f freedom system (oo=Vk) is real and positive. 
For k=0 the critical state is obtained, which can be studied only through a nonlinear 
motion equation.
It is worth noticing that when the above oscillation refers to states o f stable equilibrium 
o f physical systems, it is not only o f bounded width for t - » o o ,  but also, with the 
increase o f time (and if internal friction exists), it is subjected to a gradual decrease o f 
its width. Finally, the system will be immobilized around the static equilibrium state, if 
it is also a stable state. This state is called asymptotically stable.
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It should also be added that if  the static equilibrium equations o f a conservative 01* non­
conservative system are known, it is easy to assemble from them the equations o f 
motion governing its oscillation, taking into account the inertia forces. These equations 
in the case o f conservative systems with many degrees o f freedom, can be derived 
using Hamilton’s principle. In the case o f continuous systems, the derivation can be 
done through the principle o f virtual work.
Lagrange’s function (for systems with many degrees o f freedom), has a stationary 
value, and hence for the first variation:
where K  is the total kinetic energy and U the total potential energy o f the system. 
According to Hamilton’s principle, during the motion o f every conservative system, 
between all the kinematically accepted paths which are possible as the system passes 
from a state A  corresponding to the time to a state B corresponding to the time t2, 
the path providing a stationary value to the above Lagrange’s functions is followed. 
This path satisfies, at every time interval, Newton’s second law.
1.6. Objectives
A  brief introduction on the basic nomenclature used in stability analysis was made in 
this first chapter, in order to get familiar with the terms used in this thesis. Further 
development o f each individual case examined is made in the following chapters.
The aim o f this thesis is to investigate multi-parameter structural systems through a 
systematic and readily employed nonlinear stability analysis, since quite often a linear 
stability analysis is inadequate to establish exact critical loads, in cases where various 
parameters have coupling effects on the critical load and postbuckling path. The 
methods o f analysis used include analytical theory for postbuckling analysis, 
Catastrophe Theoiy, which classifies these parameters as respective control parameters 
o f the seven elementary Catastrophes and the Finite Element Analysis Method. Finally, 
a comparison between the methods used will be presented, in order to assess the 
results that derive from different methods o f analysis.
*2
On the basis o f Hamilton’s principle, the integral jLd t, where L=K-U is the
(1.29)
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C H A P T E R  2  
LITERATURE REVIEW
CH APTER  2 
LITE R A TU R E  R E V IE W
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the area o f research with which the thesis is concerned is put into its 
wider context via a broad review o f the most significant works. The chapter is 
organized in such a way that it covers the basic concepts related to the stability 
analysis o f multi-parameter systems and the fundamental theories around this topic.
2.2 General theory o f elastic stability
Nonlinear structural instability was first investigated by the Dutch researcher and 
academician W.T. Koiter in 1945. Koiter (1945), using nonlinear continuum theory, 
investigated distinct bifurcational critical points. This analysis was suitable for perfect 
or imperfect structures (associated with small initial imperfections). Although his 
doctoral dissertation pioneered in the field o f struts, thin plates and shells, nonlinear 
behaviour, it attracted relatively little attention until the 60’s, when interest in the 
general theory o f buckling grew, almost simultaneously, in the U.K. and in the United 
States.
In 1963, Thompson correlated Koiter’s, Poincare’s and Lyttleton’s theoiy to derive 
the basic concepts o f elastic stability o f a structural system described by n generalized 
coordinates and a variable loading parameter. He used a locally principal set o f 
coordinates. The total potential energy function o f a general system was expanded as 
a power series, thus enabling the study o f the critical point and neighboring 
equilibrium paths. This work showed the inter-relationships between the critical 
configurations o f snapping and buckling.
One year later, Thompson (1964) worked on the initial postbuckling path and derived 
the exact first-order solutions for the path. These solutions were compared to the 
predictions o f a nonlinear Rayleigh-Ritz analysis. Using the energy expansion 
technique, he established four theorems concerning the results o f this analysis.
Thompson (1965), with the aid o f the static perturbation technique, studied the 
stability o f ideal and imperfect points o f bifurcation, as well as their imperfection
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sensitivity. This technique was then expanded by Thompson (1967a) in order to 
enable the study o f cases where loss o f stability o f an equilibrium path occurred. 
Through this approach, Thompson established two lower bound theorems.
In a study by Britvec and Chilver (1963), the statical equilibrium o f plane triangulated 
frames was examined. They utilized a nonlinear analysis o f the elastic behaviour o f 
the frame and the analysis results were compared to experimental test models. During 
the same year, a second publication by Britvec (1963) appeared, which dealt with the 
postbuckling behaviour o f pin-jointed frames. From the observation o f tests on model 
frames, it was shown that the theoretical equilibrium paths are never reached 
experimentally, due to the presence o f imperfections. Furthermore, the post­
equilibrium paths may be stable or unstable, depending on the properties o f the 
members, the frame’s geometrical configuration and the system o f loading.
Britvec (1965) investigated the flexural equilibrium o f prismatic members and derived 
the exact expressions that govern these structures. He proposed a generalized 
nonlinear analysis in order to examine the postbuckling equilibrium o f continuous 
frameworks. The exact expressions obtained from this work were in agreement with 
the approximation analysis performed by Britvec and Chilver (1963); however, the 
nonlinear expressions made the theoiy o f elastica more accurate.
Haftka and Nachbar (1970), using Koiter’s method for postbuckling analysis, applied 
an approximation technique to solve a cantilever model loaded laterally by a tip force. 
This model was characterized by the fact that the imperfection was not geometric.
Hutchinson and Koiter (1970) made a review on postbuckling theory and its 
applications. They considered three cases-models. For each one o f the three cases, 
they compared the critical buckling loads with or without imperfection and presented 
the equilibrium paths. Furthermore, they reported two examples: one o f a two-bar 
frame and one o f a cylindrical shell under axial compression. The comparisons 
between experiments and postbuckling analysis were remarkably good.
Sewell (1965) proposed the static perturbation technique to establish equilibrium 
configurations by successively differentiating the equilibrium equations o f a system 
with respect to some perturbation parameter. He derived a set o f linear equations the 
solution o f which yielded the derivatives with respect to the perturbation parameter.
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Thus, the advantage o f this technique was that the solution o f a nonlinear problem 
could be achieved by solving sets o f linear equations.
Roorda (1965) investigated the effect o f small imperfections on the buckling loads o f 
elastic structures that, in the ideal case, lose their stability through a discrete point o f 
bifurcation. By means o f the theory o f generalized coordinates and by using a Taylor 
series expansion o f the total potential energy function, Roorda derived the yA and 2/3 
power law imperfection sensitivities associated with asymmetric and symmetric 
bifurcation points. The results o f the experiments he conducted coincided with the 
theoretical results.
Supple (1967) proposed a general theory for the initial elastic postbuckling o f 
structural two-degree-of-freedom systems, whose postbuckling equilibrium paths are 
symmetric. In particular, he investigated doubly-symmetric systems and the possible 
forms o f the coupled equilibrium paths o f the ideal system. This work led to the 
establishment o f four theorems on the types o f coupled buckling, valid for systems 
which approach the simultaneous buckling condition and for which the deformations 
are small. According to the first theorem, in structural systems which have both 
uncoupled post-buckling equilibrium paths rising, the coupled post-buckling 
equilibrium paths branching from the primary uncoupled equilibrium path will be 
rising provided V im  V????>(3Vn??)2 and falling provided V im  V 2222<(3V ii22)2. 
Theorem 2 assumes that in structural systems which have one or both uncoupled post­
buckling equilibrium paths falling, the coupled post-buckling equilibrium paths 
branching from the primary uncoupled equilibrium path will always be falling. 
Theorem 3 establishes that in structural systems which have one or both uncoupled 
post-buckling equilibrium paths rising, the coupled post-buckling equilibrium paths 
branching from the secondary uncoupled equilibrium path will always be rising. 
Finally, according to theorem 4, in structural systems which have both uncoupled 
post-buckling equilibrium paths falling, the coupled post-buckling equilibrium path 
branching from the secondary uncoupled equilibrium path will be rising provided 
Vm i V2222<(3V 1122)2 and falling provided Vm i Vr2222> (3Vn22)2.
One year later, Supple (1968) attempted to explain qualitatively the changes in buckle 
pattern presented in Stein’s experiments, by introducing two major imperfections into 
a doubly-symmetric system. His study indicated that systems displaying the elliptical 
coupled path form for the ideal system could demonstrate these buckle pattern
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changes. However, i f  the imperfections were present, this behaviour could only occur 
for systems with hyperbolic coupled paths.
A  significant contribution was made by Roorda and Chilver (1970) who, based on the 
static perturbation technique, analysed the nonlinear postbuckling behaviour o f a 
simple two-bar frame and compared the problem solutions to previously published 
experimental and theoretical works. They demonstrated that the perturbation approach 
starts with the nonlinear differential equations o f equilibrium o f the frame, thus it is a 
purely equilibrium analysis. Pertinent to this subject is the work by Britvec (1973) in 
which particular emphasis was placed on frames with rigid joints.
Huseyin (1970) studied the fundamental aspects o f the buckling behaviour* o f discrete 
conservative structural systems under combined loading. He observed that the limit 
and bifurcation points are not sufficient to describe the buckling behaviour o f the 
above structures under combined loading. Therefore, he suggested that two other 
types o f critical points, namely the “general” and the “special” critical points, describe 
more adequately the buckling behaviour*. Moreover, he described in detail the way the 
equilibrium surface and the nature o f buckling are connected.
Ho (1971) presented work based on a perturbation approach for a nonlinear pre-
v . t
buckling path. The model he used was an initially defective column with a nonlinear 
elastic middle support. He compared the analysis results to previous ones obtained by 
Thompson to the exact solutions.
Hunt (1971), based on the assumption that a discrete critical point may be considered 
as a single degree-of-freedom (1-DOF) problem, argued that a discrete bifurcation 
point could be turned into a 1-DOF system involving only the active displacement. He 
used a perturbation technique to eliminate the passive displacement coordinates. 
Moreover, he showed that, after this transformation, the equilibrium and stability 
conditions apply to the new energy function.
The textbook o f Thompson & Hunt (1973) gave an advanced review o f the nonlinear 
bifurcation theory. Attention was focused on the elastic buckling and postbuckling o f 
conservative mechanical systems and structures.
During the same period, stochastic analysis appeared as a different approach used to 
appraise the problem o f imperfection sensitivity. Due to the fact that it is practically 
difficult to know the exact magnitude o f a particular imperfection/s in a given system,
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it seemed helpful to use a statistical approach to construct a probability density 
function o f the buckling load o f the system. However, in order to use a probabilistic 
study o f a real system, firstly one must know the imperfection sensitivity o f a model 
through a deterministic study. One o f the works dealing with the probabilistic features 
o f imperfection sensitive systems was a work by Amazigo et al. (1970), who studied 
an imperfection sensitive model by various techniques and for various kinds o f 
deterministic and stochastic initial imperfections. Moreover, Hansen and Roorda 
(1974) defined probabilistic stability criteria and used a Koiter type analysis to yield a 
general analysis for randomly imperfect systems.
Bauer et al (1975) dealt with the “splitting” o f multiple bifurcation points. By means 
o f a perturbation method, it was shown that a multiple bifurcation point might split 
into two or more simple primary bifurcation points and several secondary bifurcation 
points. This method was applied on a rigid link-spring model, with 2-DOF. It was 
shown that the magnitude o f energy parameters, used to alter the stiffness o f the 
springs, governed which o f three possible forms o f coupled paths occurred.
Kounadis et al. (1977) presented a nonlinear stability analysis o f a rectangular two-bar 
frame studied theoretically and experimentally by Koiter (1966) and Roorda (1965). 
Kounadis et al. argued that there is a critical loading eccentricity. In cases where the 
eccentricity is lower than the critical one, then the frame presents rising stable paths. 
In cases where eccentricity is higher than the critical one, the frame loses its stability 
through a limit point. A  small discrepancy between the results o f Kounadis et al., as 
well as those o f Koiter, with the experimental findings o f Roorda was reported. This 
discrepancy may only be attributed to the presence o f small geometric imperfections 
in Roorda‘s experimental setup.
Simitses and Kounadis (1978) worked on a model o f an imperfect multistory rigid- 
joint frame, using the intermediate theory o f deformation, which is valid for small 
strains and moderate rotations. They performed a systematic nonlinear stability frame 
analysis, including a direct evaluation o f the critical load, by using a perturbation 
technique.
In a brief note, Thompson (1978) performed an analysis o f initial stresses, such as 
residual welding stresses, which preoccupy the civil engineer community. He 
concluded that an initial stress or strain pattern contributes to the presence o f
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imperfection sensitivity only through the initial deflections it produces. Therefore, 
Thompson suggested that initial distortions should be taken into account in any 
analysis.
Reis and Roorda (1979) examined the role o f  the type o f coupling in a doubly- 
symmetric system in the rise o f imperfection sensitivity. They conducted experiments 
on an elastically restrained rigid bar- under axial load and a simple triangular truss. 
Imperfections were introduced into the trass by a controlled variation o f the length 
between supports; at a particular distance the two members buckled simultaneously. 
Following this verification, Reis and Roorda concluded that the imperfection 
sensitivity o f this model, when coincident buckling occurred, was similar to that when 
the two buckling loads were well separated.
Qashu and DaDeppo (1983) developed a method for the analysis o f in-plane 
deflections. This method was based on numerical integration o f the exact differential 
equations, which govern the finite bending and axial deformations o f beams. They 
applied the method on non-rectangular rigid frames and obtained exact results.
The considerable computational difficulties encountered in the postbuckling analysis 
o f frames with more than three members were overcome via using computer 
programs, by Economou (1984), Vlachinos et al. (1986), and Simitses et al. (1986).
In 1985, a simplified but more efficient nonlinear stability analysis o f frames when 
the effect o f translational displacements o f the joint due to bending is neglected, was 
presented by Kounadis. This work, based on linear kinematic relations, was o f major 
importance due to the simplification o f the analysis.
Christodoulou and Kounadis (1986) performed a nonlinear elastica stability analysis, 
based on moderately large rotations and small axial strains, on a simple two-bar 
frame. The numerical results were compared to those o f Kounadis (1985), obtained by 
a nonlinear kinematic stability analysis. The major discrepancy o f the critical loads -  
always on the safe side -  reached even the 40%. Also, they found that the 
compressibility o f a bar brings about a slight increase in critical load, which could be 
safely neglected. Furthermore, they assumed that the limit point could be replaced by 
the bifurcation point. This simplification allowed the application o f a stability analysis 
o f frames by considering their bars as incompressible.
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The effect o f nonlinear elastic material on the critical load was presented by Kounadis 
(1987) on a simple 1-DOF model. The linear component o f the material influenced 
the value o f the critical load. The nonlinear component o f the nonlinear elastic 
material, in cases o f symmetric bifurcation points, affected their stability or 
instability. In cases o f asymmetric bifurcation points, the upper equilibrium path 
changed from stable to unstable through a limit point.
Economou and Kounadis (1987) used a three-storey, single span, frame subjected to a 
set o f two equal eccentric vertical loads to derive a nonlinear elastic stability analysis 
with a general matrix formulation o f nonlinear equilibrium equations. Economou and 
Kounadis proposed this analysis, based on nonlinear kinematic relations and moderate 
rotations, for frames with bent members. This analysis resulted in easily establishing 
the effect o f various parameters on the frame load-carrying capacity.
Kuo et al. (1993) argued that the assumption that rotations o f a body are additive, 
used by many researchers to update the end rotations o f frame elements, was 
sufficient only when the rotations were small. For the study o f cases with finite 
rotations, where one should consider the noncommutative nature o f rotations in three 
dimensions, they derived the unique, analytical expressions, on the basis o f Euler’s 
finite rotation formula. The model they used to demonstrate the validity o f this 
procedure for postbuckling analysis was a circular arch with large rotations in three- 
dimensional space.
Bazant and Xiang (1997) examined for the first time the postcritical imperfection 
sensitivity o f periodic interior buckling o f braced and unbraced rectangular 
multistorey and multibay rectangular frames. There existed a certain bracing stiffness, 
for which the symmetric and antisymmetric buckling loads coincided. One could 
assume that this represented an optimal design. However, Bazant and Xiang showed 
that in this design the imperfection sensitivity was significantly increased. In order to 
obtain a truly optimal design, one should increase the bracing stiffness, perhaps up to 
50%.
Kounadis and Ioannidis (1997) observed the behaviour o f two-bar frames with 
geometrical imperfection. They used two simple frames, one perfect and one 
imperfect (see Fig. 2.1), under nodal loading, to study the conditions under which 
initial bending does not appear. They derived the linear equations for the 
determination o f the primary equilibrium path and o f the bifurcation point for the two
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models and also found that the stability analysis o f these frames is related to 
eigenvalue problems. An interesting result was that when no initial bending occurred, 
the nodal load could be analyzed into two components following the direction o f the 
two node’s bars.
2.3 Flexural-torsional buckling
Despite the fact that postbuckling analysis has attracted the interest o f many 
researchers, investigations concerning other types o f postbuckling instability analysis, 
such as lateral, torsional and flexural - torsional buckling, are limited. One o f the first 
approaches to the analysis o f flexural-torsional instability was made by Bleich (1952). 
The linear differential equations governing the coupled flexural-torsional buckling o f 
variable open thin-walled cross-section beam columns were presented in a classical 
book by Vlassov (1961). The linear equations for constant singly symmetric cross- 
sections were given by Timoshenko and Gere (1961) and Brush and Almroth (1975). 
In these well-known textbooks, the mathematical formulation is presented by a system 
o f three ordinary differential equations that are coupled i f  the centre o f gravity o f the 
cross-section does not coincide with the shear centre. More complete mathematical 
formulations were given by Culver (1966), while Chajes and Winter (1965) obtained 
the solution for constant and symmetric cross-section columns and developed design 
rales. Chen and Atsuta (1977) derived a complex formulation based on numerical 
simulation and nonlinear kinematic relations.
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During the 80’s, many o f the studies on flexural-torsional buckling have been 
conducted using the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) method. In a rather recent 
publication, Pi and Trahair (1994) presented a small review o f investigations based on 
the FEA method. In 1989, Sridharan and Ali yielded a nmnerical solution based on a 
modified FEA scheme, which dealt basically with the interaction o f local, flexural and 
flexural-torsional modes o f buckling for columns with singly-symmetric thin-walled 
cross-sections.
Paavola and Salonen (1992) presented a study o f singly symmetric cross-sections 
under various boundary conditions. By using two o f the three governing linear 
equations given by Timoshenko and Gere (1961), they introduced an analytical 
solution technique.
Trahair (1993), in his classical textbook, refers to the modern developments on the 
theory o f flexural-torsional buckling, clarifying the general concepts o f equilibrium, 
total potential energy and buckling. Apart from the theoretical issues, he presents 
hand methods o f solving buckling problems, as well as the finite element computer 
method.
Eisenberger and Cohen (1995) gave exact solutions for the coupled flexural-torsional 
buckling loads o f variable and open cross-sections columns. They used the exact 
shape functions for deflections, slopes, twist and warping in order to obtain the exact 
stiffness matrix, based on a new FEA method.
In 1999, Ioannidis and Kounadis presented for the first time the postbuckling 
behaviour* o f simply supported bar models with open thin-walled monosymmetric 
cross-sections, using a nonlinear analysis. By an approximate technique for solving 
nonlinear boundary-value problems, they derived the initial parts o f the postbuckling 
equilibrium paths. Following that work, Ioannidis, Polyzois and Kounadis (2000) 
studied the postbuckling behaviour o f simply supported models with symmetric cross- 
sections.
2.4 Postbuckling under simultaneous axial load and thermal stresses
Previous work on the effect o f thermal stresses on the postbuckling behaviour under 
thermal loading concerns mainly the behaviour o f plates or sandwich-plates. On the 
contrary, rather few studies have been conducted in the field o f the postbuckling
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behaviour o f frame structures under simultaneous axial loading and uniform thermal 
loading. One o f the characteristic investigations on this subject is the work by Kanaka 
Raju and Venkateswara Rao (1993), who used a column model under thermal load in 
order to evaluate the effect o f an elastic foundation on the deformation shapes and 
transition foundation stiffness. Using a Rayleigh-Ritz method, they showed that the 
lineai* and the nonlinear deformation patterns change according to the value o f the 
foundation stiffness parameter in terms o f the numbers o f half sine waves. Concerning 
the nonlinear deformation pattern, it appeared that it depended on the central 
deflection.
2.5 Catastrophe Theoiy
Catastrophe theory has generated substantial interest among both mathematicians and 
users o f mathematics. This theory deals with the nonlinear phenomena in which a 
continuous change in control parameters results in a discontinuous alteration o f a 
quantity characterizing the examined system. In the scientific society, catastrophe 
theoiy is sometimes considered as part o f the theory o f singularities, while other times 
the theory o f singularities is thought to be included in catastrophe theoiy.
Considering the above paragraph from a broader aspect, it emerges that scientists 
investigating stability theory, like Hunt (1971), Thompson and Hunt (1973) etc, had 
approached the basic concepts o f catastrophe theoiy.
Mathematician R.Thom in a monograph (1972) formulated the program o f catastrophe 
theoiy, based on topological theoiy o f dynamical systems, originated by Poincare 
(1957). His fundamental theorem was that in a four-dimensional world there are only 
seven basic types o f elementary catastrophes, defining catastrophe as a change in 
form. This book was illustrated with biological examples, such as discontinuities in 
biological models. However, apart from modeling discontinuous changes in biological 
phenomena, this theorem finds application in all physical phenomena that exhibit 
discontinuities, thus permitting the classification o f every discontinuity problem into 
one o f the seven types o f catastrophe. In 1980, Thom expanded catastrophe theoiy to 
cover mainly phenomena o f human sciences, from a more philosophical viewpoint.
Brocker, in his book translated by Lander (1975), clarified Mather’s theoiy (1968, 
1969) o f unfolding o f singularities and its application to Catastrophe Theory. The
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book was accompanied by many figures illustrating the seven types o f elementary 
catastrophes.
Poston and Stewart (1976), in a five-paper collection, attempted to relate Taylor series 
expansion to catastrophe theoiy. Analytically, they dealt with the topological 
interpretation o f Taylor expansion o f smooth functions, from a geometrical point o f 
view. They also referred to the basic computational techniques related to determinacy 
and unfoldings.
Zeeman (1977) in a collection o f  nineteen papers presented the use o f the seven 
elementary catastrophes for modeling phenomena in biology, social and physical 
sciences and in mathematics. He justified the rising interest in this method o f 
modeling by the fact that one can describe, explain and predict phenomena in which 
gradually changing forces produce sudden, discontinuous effects.
Poston and Stewart (1978) tried to make catastrophe theory accessible to scientists 
aiming at applying the theory to their field o f research. They explained the 
mathematical basis and aspects o f the theory in the minimum required technicalities. 
Moreover, they explored the misunderstanding that catastrophe theory is a purely 
qualitative method. Instead, they claimed that catastrophe theory has well-established 
quantitative applications that may also be tested experimentally, especially in the 
domain o f physical sciences. They focused on the computational aspects and on the 
explicit calculations performed by using the theory. Instead o f placing attention on the 
proofs o f the theorems, they gave a new viewpoint o f the geometric heart o f the 
proofs.
Golubitsky (1978) described in a concise and complete way the basic theorems o f 
catastrophe theory and supported with heuristic descriptions the truth o f these 
theorems. By describing in brief three applications, he argued about the power as well 
as the limitations and the universality o f catastrophe theory.
Hunt (1979) applied Catastrophe Theory on a stiffened plate sensitive to imperfection. 
He introduced a splitting parameter to allow for the separation o f the two bifurcations 
on the fundamental path o f the ideal system. The introduction o f this imperfection 
allowed him to plot the imperfection sensitivity surfaces. The full imperfection 
sensitivity surfaces were generated for both zero and non-zero splitting parameters. 
This indicated the distortions caused by the separation o f the two buckling loads.
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Saunders (1980) gave an explanation o f catastrophe theoiy by including many 
applications to show the way the theory deals with the analysis o f complex systems, 
rather than by providing complicated mathematical proofs o f the theorems that are the 
foundations o f the theory.
Gilmore, in his book (1981) analysed in detail the mathematics behind Thom’s 
theorems and discussed catastrophe functions more complicated than the ones 
introduced by Thom, while he described clearly the qualitative properties o f 
dynamical systems. Moreover, Gilmore discussed many applications o f catastrophe 
theory on the engineering disciplines, particularly in thermodynamics, structural 
mechanics, aerodynamics, quantum mechanics and so forth, giving technical aspects.
Hunt (1982) investigated the role o f symmetry properties in determining the nature o f 
structural responses. The buckling models he used included arch, stiffened and 
unstiffened plates and cylinder. In order to describe the postbuckling behaviour o f 
these models, he used passive coordinate elimination.
Thompson and Hunt (1984) related the buckling and postbuckling behaviour o f 
conservative systems to advances in catastrophe theory. They referred to the 
contribution o f the concept o f structurally stable topology to outlining interactive 
buckling at compound branching points. Their book was illustrated by numerous 
applications in the field o f engineering structures and components.
In his doctoral dissertation, Wicks (1986) dealt with the imperfection sensitivity o f 
coincident doubly-symmetric systems. After obtaining simplified equilibrium 
equations, by using simple coordinate transformations on the total potential energy 
(TPE) function, he classified these systems into two main categories, depending on 
the number o f branching paths that exist for the ideal system. Each one o f the 
categories was in turn subdivided into two groups, depending on the sign o f the 
particular transformed energy coefficients, which governed whether the post-critical 
paths were rising or falling with respect to load. Wicks then introduced firstly one 
major imperfection and then two major imperfections into each group, in order to plot 
the form o f the imperfect equilibrium paths. Afterwards, he applied the general theoiy 
to two theoretical models: a strut on a Winkler-type elastic foundation and a bi-axially 
loaded plate and plotted the full imperfection sensitivity surfaces for these two 
examples.
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Woodcock and Davis (1988) made a review o f the wide range o f applications 
catastrophe theory has on almost all scientific fields.
Gaspar and Domokos (1990) applied catastrophe theory to the analysis o f a simple 
discrete model, in order to determine the equilibrium paths. They changed the ratio o f 
the spring constants among the critical points and found out standard, fold and dual 
cusp, butterfly and elliptic umbilic catastrophe points.
Johnson (1990), in her PhD dissertation, applied the general theory to three models to 
generate the imperfection sensitivity surfaces. The models comprised o f a strut on a 
Winkler type foundation, a modified Stein model analogous to thin rectangular plates 
and a simply supported rectangular plate laterally restrained. The theoretical results 
were verified qualitatively by a series o f experiments.
Okninski (1992) presented in detail the fundamental concepts o f catastrophe theory 
and applied the calculus o f the theory to chemical kinetic equations.
Arnol’d (1992) provided a brief, non-mathematical review o f catastrophe theory and 
made an introduction to the rigorous mathematical structure and to the fundamental 
concepts o f the theory o f singularities and catastrophe theory.
Kounadis (1999) investigated the dynamic buckling universal solutions o f discrete 
non-dissipative systems under step loading o f infinite duration. The model he used 
was a cantilever, on which he applied catastrophe theoiy. He derived the equilibrium 
paths and the asymmetric-symmetric bifurcation points, as well as the hysteresis 
points, which occurred for both static and dynamic loading. The catastrophe 
manifolds were also generated.
2.6. Organization of the thesis
Looking more closely at the state o f the art, one may notice the lack o f research on the 
postbuckling analysis o f specific types o f multi-parameter frames, which either have 
not been investigated, or have been considered using a different approach. In 
particular, to the knowledge o f the author, there is no investigation regarding the 
postbuckling behaviour o f frames under simultaneous axial load and thermal stresses. 
Moreover, there is no research providing an analytical solution o f the postbuckling 
behaviour o f a simply supported beam-column with an open asymmetric thin-walled
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angle cross-section. Furthermore, continuous systems have not been investigated 
using Catastrophe Theory.
The thesis is organized in the following manner:
Chapter 1 contains an introduction to the buckling phenomenon, linear and nonlinear 
stability theory and methods o f establishing the critical loads.
In Chapter 2, the present state-of-the-art is presented and related to the topic o f the 
thesis..
Chapter 3, in addition to the loading effect, addresses the problem o f the effect o f 
thermal stresses on the postbuckling response o f simple structures. A  simple 
rectangular two-bar frame with four different sets o f support conditions, subjected 
simultaneously to an axial compressive load and a uniform temperature variation 
(along the length o f both o f its members), is studied in detail.
Chapter 4 deals with the nonlinear buckling analysis o f a beam-column o f asymmetric 
open thin-walled angle cross-section by using linear and nonlinear analytical methods 
as well as the Finite Element Method.
Chapter 5 deals with models exhibiting nontypical (special) critical points and 
contains the solution o f an one-degree-of-freedom (1—DOF) two-bar model 
supported by a nonlinear spring, which is analyzed using the classical Euler approach. 
The analysis and the results are assessed in terms o f the Catastrophe Theory.
In Chapter 6, four models are examined by using Catastrophe Theory associated with 
various phenomena (hysteresis or cut-off point and fold, dual cusp and tilted cusp 
catastrophe) and useful conclusions are drawn. One o f these models is also 
investigated via the Finite Element Method. The results obtained by the Finite 
Element Method are compared to those established by Catastrophe Theoiy, as well as 
by an analytical approach.
In Chapter 7, a comparison between the three nonlinear methods o f analysis is 
presented along with a general discussion and general conclusions. Finally, future 
work is suggested.
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CHAPTER 3
THE EFFECT OF THERM AT, STRESSES ON THE 
POSTBUCKLING RESPONSE OF SIMPLE
STRUCTURES
THE EFFECT OF T H E R M A L  STRESSES O N  THE PO ST B U C K LIN G  
RESPONSE OF SIM PLE  STRUCTURES
3.1. General
This chapter deals with the postbuckling response o f simple determinate and 
indeterminate structures subjected simultaneously to axial compression and uniform 
temperature variation along their member axis.
A  model o f a simple two-bar rectangular frame, shown in Fig. 3.1, (with three sets o f 
different support conditions) is used. The column o f the frame is subjected to an axial 
compressive load, while a uniform temperature increase along the length o f both 
members is applied simultaneously.
A  nonlinear analysis is performed using the energy method and results are compared 
in order to obtain conclusions about the effect o f thermal stresses on the postbuckling 
response o f the frame.
3.2. Introduction
The effect o f small temperature variations (so small that properties o f the material 
remain unchanged) on the response o f steel structures has already been object o f 
extensive study. It is well known that temperature variations produce thermal stresses 
in indeterminate (i.e. constrained) structures. The effect o f these stresses is given in 
classical textbooks o f structural analysis dealing with indeterminate structures 
(Kleinlogel, 1958). However, the majority o f  studies on the effect o f thermal stresses 
on buckling was based on classical linear analysis. Despite the bulk o f the work on 
nonlinear buckling analysis (Brash and Almroth, 1975), which has been reported 
during the last twenty-five years, there is a lack o f such analysis dealing with the 
coupling effect o f geometric nonlinearities and thermal stresses. A  reasonable 
question that arises with this respect is whether or not thermal stresses can be 
developed in determinate structures when their nonlinear behaviour is considered.
The objective o f this study is to present a comprehensive and easily applied 
postbuckling analysis o f three, simple, two-bar frames (one statically determinate and 
two indeterminate), where the members are simultaneously subjected to a uniform 
temperature increase along their length and in addition an axial compressive load
CHAPTER 3
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acting on the frame’s column. Some interesting byproducts o f this work based on a 
parametric study will also be reported.
3.3. General considerations
In a statically indeterminate structure a uniform temperature change along the length 
o f the axes o f its members will produce stresses, called thermal stresses, because the 
entire structure is constrained against expanding or contracting freely. Consider, for 
instance, a simply supported bar o f length i  under a uniform increase in temperature 
At0 (> 0). I f  such a bar is subjected to an axial compressive force P at its movable 
support, the critical buckling load is not affected by the temperature, being equal to
where I the moment o f inertia, F the area o f the cross-section, E the modulus o f 
Elasticity and X the slenderness ratio.
Let us now examine the case according to which geometric nonlinearities are taken 
into account. Using one-dimensional elastica theoiy for large displacements and small 
strains, one can write the following functional for the total potential energy o f the bar:
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to x; 0 = 9(x) is the angle o f rotation 
o f the bar cross-section and 0' = 9 '(x) the curvature; s is the axial strain and
is the thermal load, where a is the coefficient o f thermal expansion.
Application o f the principle o f the stationary value o f the total potential energy, 
5U t = 0, yields the following differential equations
or (3.1)
UT = f  f —EI9'2 + -E F s2 -  N ,8 Jdx-P j [ l  - ( l  + s)cos0]dx (3.2) 
v 2 2 J
N t = EFaAt0 (3.3)
E F s -N t + Pcos9 = 0 (3.4)
EI0" + P(l + e)sin 0 = 0 (3.5)
and natural boundary conditions
9'(0) = 0'(*)=0 (3.6)
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Eq. (3.5) due to eq.(3.4) becomes
EI0" + P
A N. -PcosOV
1 +
EF
sin0 = 0 (3.7)
/
For very small 0 one can adopt the approximations sinG = 0 and cos0 = 1, due to 
which eq. (3.7) is simplified as follows
/
EI0" + P 0 =  0 (3.8)
Integrating eq. (3.8) and using conditions (3.6), one can obtain the following equation
(3.9)_P_
El
( n  _p£ 
1+ 1 *
7T2
or
P ( N -P ^  
1+ 1I e f  J ~ T EF L EF J
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The smallest root o f eq. (3.9), related to the critical load, is given by
(l + s„)Ik
EF
1- 1-
4tt
^2(1 + So)2
(3.10)
(3.11)where 80 = N t / EF = aAt0.
From eq. (3.10) one can infer that the critical load is affected by the temperature 
At0(i.e. by e0). However, such an effect, even for small slenderness ratios, is very
small. Indeed, for 1=40, a  = 12*1(T6 (steel) and AtQ = 80° C the linear analysis gives
Pcr /EF = Ti1 /I2 = 6.1685*10~3, while the elastica theory [eq. (3.10)]
Pcr /EF = 6.2070* 1CT3 (forso=0) and Pcr/EF = 6.2010 *10“3 (for s0 = 0.00096*0).
Namely, the effect o f uniform increase in temperature on the critical load o f a simply 
supported bar can be practically ignored, regardless o f whether or not geometrical 
nonlinearities are included. Note also that the critical load obtained from nonlinear 
analysis when Ato*0 is 0.6% higher than that o f the linear analysis. However, for 
X>40 this difference tends to zero.
3.4. Nonlinear buckling analysis
The subsequent nonlinear buckling analysis assumes geometrically perfect bars made 
from homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic (Hookean) material, which can 
undergo moderately large rotations but small strains.
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Let us now consider the two-bar rectangular frame ABC shown in Fig. 3.1. under 
uniform increase in temperature At0 throughout its length which is subjected 
simultaneously to a joint compressive load P.
3.4.1. Case A, two-bar frame (statically determinate)
Fig. 3.1. Two-bar rectangular frame under uniform increase in temperature At0 and a joint compressive
load P.
Application o f a linear* buckling (2nd order) analysis shows that thermal stresses are 
not produced. However, it is not known whether this is also true if  a nonlinear 
buckling analysis is employed.
Let £i,li and Fj be the length, the moment o f inertia and the cross-sectional area o f 
the ith bar (i=T,2). The frame is subjected simultaneously to a joint compressive load 
P and to a uniform increase in temperature At0 along the axes o f both bars. Let also Wj 
and Sj be the lateral and axial displacements components o f the center-line o f the ith 
bar (i=l,2) with the sign convention shown in Fig. 3.1.
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According to the theory o f moderately large rotations, one can write the following 
total potential energy
U t = U  + Q (3.12)
where the functional o f the strain energy U and potential Q o f both the external load P 
and o f the temperature effect At0 are given by
u = f  S - w 1”2+ ^ - (5 ;+ ( i/ 2 )w 1'2)2 d x , + f  M i W "2+ ^ ( h ' ; + (i/ 2)w ;2)2 
and n  = - f  N 1(a ;+ (l/2 )W ,'2)dX1+PH1(/) (3.13)
Using eqs (3.12), (3.13) and the nondimensionalized quantities
x, , , w , „ , N a, , 2 F^ 2 ^  N./J d2 P/j I,
x , = y ,  w i(x i ) = — , 5 , (X , ) - - .  P = i v  P = P = t
(3.14)
one can establish the following dimensionless total potential energy functional 
VT = 0 0  =  } I [ W12 + M fe + a / 2 )w ;2)2]lx 1 | [w f  +X2A '2 + (1/2)w’22J  Jj*, -
-  fN , f e + ( i/ 2)w ;2)dxI +p2i 1a )
(3.15)
Application o f the principle o f the stationary value for the total potential energy, 
8V t=0, yields the following differential equations
L + ; + ( i / 2)w ;2) - n J  = o  (3.16)
X2f a  + (1/2)W;2) ' = 0 (3.17)
w r - M ’,+(i/2)w ;2)-N ,]w ;} ' =0  (3.18)
+ (l/ 2)w'22)w d  = 0 (3.19)
In view o f the kinematic boundary conditions
w , (0) = (0) = w 2 (0) = 0 (3.20)
Wl(l) = p^2(l) (3.21)
dX2
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^i(l) = —pw2(l) (3.22)
w ,1(l) = w'2(l) (3.23)
the variational equation 8VT = 0 yields the following natural boundary conditions
A  [§; (0)+(l/2)wJ (0)] = 0 (3.24)
w j(0 ) = w j(0 ) = 0 (3.25)
w "(l) + (jj,/p)w2(l) = 0 (3.26)
-  w f(l )  + {a?, fe; (1) + (1 / 2)w ;2 (1 )]- N, }w; (l) = 0 (3.27)
p2 +A2, k ( l )  + (l/2)w ;2( l ) ] -N ,  + J L w ;a )  = o (3.28)
p
Integrating eqs (3.16) and (3.17), due to eqs (3.24) and (3.27), we get
A  ki'(xi) + 0 '  2)w[2 (x,) ] -  N, = - k 2 (3.29)
'^2(x 2) + (l/2)w'22(x 2) = 0 (3.30)
where k2 =S£]/ EIj with S being the axial force o f the bar AB.
Eqs (3.18) and (3.19) due to eqs (3.29) and (3.30) become
w " '+ k X  = o(k2 =S ^/E I,) (3.31)
w "=  0 (3.32)
The general integrals o f eqs (3.31) and (3.32) taking into account conditions (3.20) 
and (3.25), are given by
Wj(Xj) = AsinkXj-J-Tx! (3.33)
w 2 (x2) = ^ 2  + E x2 (3.34)
Condition (3.27), due to eqs (3.29) and (3.33) leads to T=0, and hence
w j x j  = AsinkXj (3.35)
Condition (3.28), due to eq.(3.29), becomes
p2(p2 - k 2)+|xw"(l) = 0 (3.36)
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Conditions (3.23), (3.26) and (3.36) with the aid o f eqs (3.34) and (3.35) yield
A  = p(k2 - p 2)/k2 sink 
A = p2(k2 — p2)/ 6(4.
Eqs (3.34) and (3.35) by virtue o f relations (3.37) become
-P (k 2- P l ,
v j
(3.37)
w 1(x1) = f' v“  .- j  sinkXj 
k sink
w 2(x2) = p(k2 - p 2) px2
6ft
+
cotk p  ^
k 2p
x*
(3.38)
(3.39)
A  further integration o f eq. (3.29) yields
aN. - k 2>
i . - J f w i ’ d . W + C (3.40)
By virtue o f condition (3.20), implying 0=0, and using eq. (3.38), the last equation 
after integration gives for xi=l
SiO) =
^ N .- k 2Nl p2 (k2 — p2J ( .  sin2k^
4 k sin k
1 +
v 2k
(3.41)
Finally, using eqs (3.39) and (3.41), condition (3.22) yields the following nonlinear 
equilibrium equation
(k2 — pJ
/cotk p  ^ N t - k 2 p
I  k 3p X]
V - p 2^
ksink
1 +
sin 2k 
2k
= 0 (3.42)
Setting N t = 0 (i.e. At0 = 0) eq. (3.42) coincides with eq. (3.8) also given by Brush 
and Almroth (1975).
Eq. (3.42) governs the entire (prebuckling and postbuckling) equilibrium path. It can 
be solved numerically with respect to k for fixed At0 (or N t), p,ft and X\, and various 
values o f the external load p2 gradually increasing from zero. For each level o f p2, two 
values o f k are found; one for the prebuckling state and the other for the postbuckling 
path. The entire response o f the frame for two values o f At0 (=40°C and 80°C) is
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conveniently established by plotting the relationship o f p2 against the joint rotation 
w j(l) = p(k2 - p 2)/ktank. Numerical results are given in both tabular and graphical
form.
According to a nonlinear simplified stability analysis (Kounadis, 1985) one can 
neglect the integral-term in eq. (3.40) due to which eq. (3.42) is simplified as follows
This equation [more easily solved compared to eq.(3.42)] gives, in general, numerical 
results o f excellent accuracy for structural design purposes.
3.4.2. Case B, two-bar frame (statically indeterminate)
In this frame shown in Fig. 3.2., the support A  is fully fixed; this is the unique 
difference between the boundary conditions o f both frames. Hence, eqs (3.12) to 
(3.19) are still valid. The geometric boundary conditions (3.20) and (3.21) are also 
valid together with the condition
The natural boundary conditions (3.24) to (3.28) are also valid except one, because 
Wj'(0)* 0. Similarly eqs (3.29) to (3.32) remain unchanged.
The general integrals o f eqs (3.31) and (3.32), due to conditions (3.20), (3.25) (with 
w"(0) *  0) and (3.44) (implying A= -kT, B= - A, B = A = 0 ) are
Condition (3.27) implies r=0 and hence A=0 (k*0). Thus, eq. (3.45) becomes
Conditions (3.28) and (3.29) yield eq. (3.36), which due to eq. (3.46), yields
(3.43)
w j(0 ) =  0 (3.44)
w j x j  = A(sinkx, -k x J  + BfyoskXj -1) (3.45)
w 2(x 2) =  A x 2 +  T x (3.46)
w ,(X j)  =  B(coskXj -1 ) (3.47)
A = p2(k2 - p 2) / 6 p (3.48)
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Fig. 3.2. Statically indeterminate two-bar frame under uniform increase in temperature At0 and a joint
compressive load P.
Conditions (3.26) and (3.23), due to eqs (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48), give
B = p(k2 - p 2)/k2 cosk
T = p(p2 - k 2)
tank p 
+
k 2p
Using relations (3.48) and (3.49), eqs (3.47) and (3.46) become 
w i(x i) =-^|— ^ ( l - c o s k x j )
k cosk
W2(x 2) = p(k2 - p 2)
PX32 Yank _ P _ )
6ft k 2M,
X2
(3.49)
(3.50)
(3.51)
Eq. (3.40), due to eq. (3.50) and taking into account that C=0, instead o f eq. (3.41) 
yields
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N t - k *  p2 (k2 - p 2)2
§ 1 ®
A 4 k2cos k
1 -
sin2k
2k
(3.52)
Condition (3.22), due to eqs (3.51) and (3.52), yields the following nonlinear 
equilibrium equation
p2(P2 - k 2)
tank p^ | (N t - k 2) p2(k2~p2y
■ + —  + 
k 3 p j Afj 4k cos k 
The joint rotation wj (1) is given by
sin 2k 
2k
= 0
w 'l(1) = — 2 tank
k
(3.53)
(3.54)
3.4.3. Case C, two-bar frame (statically indeterminate)
Let us now consider the previous frame, in which support A  is movable, but support C 
is fully fixed (Fig. 3.3.). In view o f these conditions, joint B is not subjected to sway 
as in the previous frame.
E L X2
W2t
EL
AXi
A
w, -A-
Fig. 3.3. Statically indeterminate two-bar frame without sway under uniform increase of temperature
At0 and a joint compressive load P.
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Eqs (3.12) to (3.19) are still valid because there is no axial force in the girder BC 
since the horizontal force at support A  is zero. This will be proved below.
The kinematic boundary conditions (3.20) are replaced as follows
^  (0) = w 2 (0) = w 2 (0) = (0) = 0 (3.55)
while the remaining kinematic conditions (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) are still valid.
The variational equation 5VT = 0 gives the following natural boundary conditions 
-  w"(0) + fa  k ; (0) + (1 / 2)w;2 (0 )]-  N, K  (0) = 0 (3.56)
w7(0) = 0 (3.57)
w?(l) + (n/p )w ;(l) = 0 (3.58)
- w ro ) + k ; (1) + (l/2)w;2(1)]- N ,}w ;(l) + X,k ’2(0) + l/2w'22(0 )]=  0 (3.59)
p2 + ^ k ; ( l )  + (l/2)w ;2( l ) ] -N ,  + —w2(l) = 0 (3.60)
p
Integration o f eq. (3.16) yields eq. (3.29) due to which we obtain eq. (3.31), whose 
general integral due to condition (3.57) yields
w 1(x 1) = AsinkjXj +Fxj + A (3.61)
Condition (3.56) using eqs (3.29) and (3.61) yields r=0 and hence the last equation 
becomes
W j(x,) = Asinkx, + A (3.62)
Clearly, due to eqs (3.29) and (3.62), the shearing force in the column is zero
throughout its length and thus condition (3.60) yields eq. (3.24); namely as anticipated 
there is no axial force in the girder BC (since there is no restraint to the horizontal 
displacement o f joint B. This implies the validity o f eqs (3.17) and (3.32). The last 
equation due to conditions (3.24) and (3.55) gives
w 2(x2) = Ax2 + B x 2 (3.63)
Condition (3.28) due to eqs (3.29) and (3.63) becomes
from which we get
p2 (p2 -  k 2) + 6pA = 0
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A -  p2(k2 - p 2)/6p 
Conditions (3.23) and (3.26) with the aid o f eqs (3.62) and (3.63) yield
A k cosk -3 A -2 B  = 0 j
Ak2 sin k -  (p / p)(6A  + 2B) = Oj
From eqs (3.65) due to relation (3.64) one can obtain
(3.64)
(3.65)
A  =
p(k2-|32)
/
2k2 sin k 1 - p
V
P(k2- P 2)B =
cotk
pk
1
-(pksink^pcosk)
k tank- — 
P.
(3.66)
With further integration o f eq. (3.29) and using condition (3.20) (i.e. ^ (0 ) = 0 ) we 
obtain
5l(X!) =
^N t - k 2 ^
A
X, jw|2(x,)dx; (3.67)
Using eq (3.62) and the first o f eqs (3.66) the last equation for Xr=l yields
/vr i,2 \
?i0 )
N t -k *  ~2
A
(k2- p 2) 2
16
k2 sin2 k 1
pcotk
pk
0  sin 2k1 + ------
2k
(3.68)
Finally, condition (3.22) with the aid o f eqs (3.63), (3.66) and (3.68) leads to the 
following nonlinear equilibrium equation
N t - k 2 p: (k2- p 2) 2
A  16 , 2
k2 sin2 k
^  pcotk^2 
pk
0 sin 2k ^1 +-------
2k
p2(k2 - p 2)(pksink-4pcosk)
(3.69)
12pksink
^  pcotkN 
pk
The joint rotation wj (1) is given by
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~P 2) 00^  (3.70)
pcotk^
pk ,
3.5.Numerical results
The tliree cases introduced above are numerically solved for p=l and p=0.25 for three 
values o f slenderness X\. The temperature increase considered is 0, 40 and 80°C. The 
results are presented in tabular- form below. The values in the last column o f the tables 
represent the percentage difference o f p2cr between zero up to 40°C and 80°C uniform 
axial temperature.
3.6.Discussion
In this chapter, the nonlinear prebuckling and postbuckling response o f a rectangular 
two-bar frame with various support conditions, simultaneously subjected to a joint 
concentrated load and to uniform temperature variation along their member axes is 
thoroughly discussed. The analysis considers moderately large rotations but small 
strains.
The governing differential equations have been derived as Euler-Lagrange equations 
by employing the principle o f the stationary-value o f the Total Potential Energy. 
Subsequently, the nonlinear (algebraic) equilibrium equations have been solved 
numerically by using the Newton-Raphson scheme (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky & 
Vetterling, 1986).
The models chosen have been analyzed for various levels o f the external load and 
temperature variations, while the other control parameters (slenderness ratios, length 
and moment o f inertia ratios) were kept constant. The nonlinear equilibrium 
(prebuckling and postbuckling) paths were established o f function o f the loading p2 
versus the joint rotation wj (1) ,  for various values o f the temperature variation and o f 
the parameters.
The results o f the analysis concerning the critical limit points are presented in Table
3.1. The values in the last column represent the difference in percentage between zero 
up to 40°C and 80°C uniform axial temperature. From the observation o f Table 3.1., 
one draws the conclusion that as the temperature increases, the load-carrying capacity
'/ix P\k w 1(l) = -A-
2k
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of the frame slightly increases. Figs. 3.4. to 3.6. show the equilibrium paths for the 
frames with three different support conditions, as temperature varies as mentioned 
above. The paths are plotted for (32 vs w', (1) and for slenderness ratio Ai=80. The limit
point loads correspond to temperature variation 0°, 40° and 80°C.
From eq. (3.2.) it is clear that a new term N t s (where N t = EFa At) is included in
the Total Potential Energy. This term describes the effect o f the axial thermal load. 
For temperature variation At= 0, the thermal load vanishes (Nt= 0) and the equilibrium 
equation o f the frame is the same with that reported by Kounadis (1985). Thus the 
results o f critical loads p2 and the joint rotation wj (1) coincide with those o f the last 
reference. The inclusion o f the termNt e in the Total Potential Energy Function is
presented for the first time, as well as for the first time the coupling o f loading and 
temperature is discussed, to the knowledge o f the author.
3.7.Conclusions
The most important conclusions based on the model discussed are the following:
1. A  comprehensive treatment o f the pre-critical, critical and post-critical behaviour 
o f frames subjected simultaneously to compression and uniform temperature along the 
axis o f their elements is for the first time established. The differential equations o f 
equilibrium are produced for a simple frame with three cases o f different boundary 
conditions.
2. I f  the compressive joint loading is kept constant, one can draw the following 
findings regarding the effect o f uniform axial temperature on the chosen structures:
2.1.Determinate structures
For an increase o f uniform temperature up to 80°C, both the critical load and the 
margins o f postbuckling strength increase slightly; however, these effects can be 
neglected as negligibly small. Clearly, the increase in the critical load lies in the fact 
that the increase in temperature resulting in the extension o f the element axes acts in 
the opposite direction to the compressive loading.
2.2.Indeterminate structures
For the above rate o f increase o f uniform axial temperature, the effect on both the
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critical load and on the margins o f postbuckling strength is smaller than that o f the 
previous case. Note that when sway o f the girder is allowed (case B), the buckling 
load is not increased with the increase o f temperature from 40 to 80 °C.
From this analysis one can conclude that, regardless o f whether or not the frame is 
determinate or indeterminate, the effect o f thermal stresses does not change 
essentially, or it increases very slightly the critical load. In view o f the above, the 
effect o f temperature in the structures under discussion can be ignored, as negligibly 
small.
Table 3.1. The Critical Load corresponding deformation
Case A (two-bar frame with a hinged column and a rolled beam)
F P X, At P cr k2 %
0 1.515997 0.009035522 1.6833
40 40 1.5188052 0.00895986 1.6852 0.185
80 1.52162862 0.00888680776 1.6873 0.186
0 1.78447118 0.003614967 1.8831
1 0.25 80 40 1.78746952 0.003565884 1.8852 0.168
80 1.79049768 0.00351604633 1.8873 0.169
0 1.88489702 0.00216673202 1.9543
120 40 1.88796527 0.006491752 1.9564 0.163
80 1.8910789 0.00208656538 1.9586 0.165
Case B (two-bar frame with a fully fixed column and a rolled beam)
F P At P2cr wi(l)*102 k2 %
0 6.16101556895 0.0354960821382 6.78137
40 40 6.16364445889 0.0354243119072 6.78338 0.043
80 6.16627699074 0.0353524367461 6.78539 0.043
0 7.18788752543 0.0141804822859 7.56654
1 0.25 80 40 7.1907647576 0.0141324656746 7.56858 0.040
80 7.19364200002 0.0140845580061 7.57063 0.040
0 7.57728260867 0.0085036804770 7.84622
120 40 7.58023887218 0.0084640687647 7.84827 0.039
80 7.583205899 0.0084244606732 7.85033 0.039
Case C (two-bar frame with a rolled column and a fully fixed beam)
F P Xi At P2cr W!(l)*10-2 k2 %
0 1.64415063257 -0.010363170753 1.72995
40 40 1.64521186448 -0.0102803211541 1.73155 0.065
80 1.6462918101 -0.0101973694202 1.73316 0.066
0 1.810361844640 -0.0039046230921 1.9128
1 0.25 80 40 1.812910804777 -0.0038480631281 1.91494 0.141
80 1.815501110417 -0.0037913949885 1.91711 0.143
0 1.906420711649 -0.0022350213794 1.99177
120 40 1.909601242871 -0.0021900633496 1.99416 0.167
80 1.912845093923 -0.0021448540108 1.99659 0.170
Legend: Length ratio p=t2/ Cb moments of inertia ratio p=I2/Ii; temperature variation At, dimensionless 
load p2; dimensionless axial loading of column k2 .
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CHAPTER 4
POSTBUCKLING ANALYSIS OF THIN-WALLED 
ASYMMETRIC ANGLE CROSS-SECTIONS 
UNDER AXIAL THRUST
PO STBU C K LIN G  A N A L Y S IS  OF T H IN -W A L L E D  A SY M M E T R IC  A N G LE  
CROSS-SECTIONS U N D ER  A X IA L  THRUST
CHAPTER 4
4.1. General
As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, there is a continuously growing trend towards 
lighter structures. This implies the use o f light members, such as thin-walled 
members. Although using the above type o f members lowers the cost o f construction 
and creates a better aesthetical result, the calculation o f the structure becomes more 
complicated, because such members must be treated with care due to their different 
behaviour compared to the common ones.
Buckling is one o f the phenomena that must be taken into account when a structure is 
composed o f thin-walled members. Due to the small thickness t o f the cross-section the 
slenderness is greater, therefore buckling becomes even more critical. Local buckling 
also occurs in such members. The above points highlight the importance o f stability 
analysis in the design o f thin-walled structures.
4.2. Introduction
In this chapter the postcritical (postbuckling) response o f simply supported beam- 
columns, subjected to central axial thrust, is discussed in the vicinity o f the trivial 
critical state. The analysis refers to overall instability (buckling) o f prismatic beam- 
columns with thin-walled open cross-sections, whose centroid does not coincide with 
the shear centre. This implies that flexural-torsional buckling is expected.
The Euler classical approach is first used to form the differential equilibrium equation. 
A  more accurate relationship between bending moment and curvature is then adopted 
and a nonlinear analysis is performed. The proposed theoretical method is illustrated by 
a numerical example o f an asymmetric L-shaped cross-section beam and the results o f 
the linear and non-linear* analysis are discussed. The linear equations used have been 
generated by Timoshenko and Gere (1961) and are also quoted by Trahair (1993). 
Nonlinear equations for mono-symmetric cross-sections have been extracted by 
Kounadis (1998b). Based on these equations and after making the necessary
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modifications to fit the full asymmetric cross-sections, some new nonlinear equations 
were derived and they were used for the solution o f the asymmetric angle cross- 
section.
The above numerical model with the same geometric properties is also solved by 
making use o f the Finite Element Method (FEM), performing both a linear and a 
nonlinear analysis. The results are compared with those yielded by the application o f 
the theoretical equations.
4.3. Elastic buckling analysis
Let us examine the case o f a beam-column o f constant thin-walled open cross-section 
subjected at one o f its ends to a compressive load P. The load is applied at the centroid 
o f the cross-section. Regardless o f the boundary conditions, since the centroid o f the 
cross-section C does not coincide with the shear centre, instability o f the beam-column 
usually occurs through a combination o f bending and torsion. Let x and y be the 
principal centroidal axes o f the cross-section, and Xo and y0 be the coordinates o f the 
shear centre O.
Fig. 4.1 Asymmetric thin-walled cross-section subjected to translation and twisting due to an axial
compressive load.
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According to Euler’s classical approach, the equilibrium o f the beam-column in a 
slightly deformed configuration consisting o f cross-section translation and rotation is 
considered. The translation o f the cross-section in the deformed position is defined by 
the deflections u (along the axis x) and v (along the axis y) o f the shear centre O (as 
well as o f the centroid C). Let O' be the new position o f the shear centre O and C  the 
new position o f the centroid C. In addition, the cross-section twists about the shear 
centre by an angle tp, making the centroid move to a position C". Due to the 
corresponding final deflections u+y0<p and v-Xo<p o f the centroid C" in the directions o f 
x and y respectively, the bending moments (with respect to the centroidal axes) 
produced by the central thrust P when both supports are pinned are given by
Considering the equality o f the (above) external and (the corresponding) internal 
moments
at an arbitrary point o f the axis z, one can obtain the following differential equations 
for the deflection curve o f the shear centre axis
where EIX and EIy the bending rigidities with respect to the centroidal axes x and y o f 
the cross-section. By employing the condition that at any cross-section the external 
torque for non-uniform torsion is equal to the internal torque, the third
differential equation is obtained
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
where GJ and ECW are the torsional rigidity and the warping rigidity o f the cross- 
section, respectively.
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In order to determine the external torque Mfx a longitudinal strip o f the cross-section 
at a point with coordinates x, y is considered. The area o f the strip is dA = tds, where 
t is the thickness o f the open cross-section. As shown in Fig. 4.1., after deformation 
due to buckling, the new displacement components o f the centroid in the directions o f 
x and y are
u + (y0 -y)q> 
v - ( x 0 -x)<p
(4.4)
The strip is in equilibrium in the deformed configuration under the influence o f two
equal and opposite forces adA acting at the origin (e.g. left support) and at any cross-
section along the z-axis. The latter force can be analyzed into a tangential component 
which (due to the small magnitude o f q>) is equal to adA and two components in the 
plane o f the cross-section equal to
asinfu' + (y0 -  y)q>f]dA = a[u' + (y0 -  y)q>']dAl
asin[v' -  (x0 -  x)(p']dA = a[v' -  (x0 -  x)q>']dAj
(4.5)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to z.
The elementary torque dM“  due to the above forces (4.5) and causing positive dcp/dz
(angle o f twist per unit length), taking into account that the distances o f the 
longitudinal strip in the directions x and y from the centre o f rotation (shear centre) O 
are (xQ-x) and (y0-y) respectively, is given by
dM°x = a y +  (y« -y)yl(y. -y)dA-<j[y-(x0 -x )^
dz dz dz dz
(x0 -x )d A
(4.6)
By integration over the cross-sectional area A  and by virtue o f  the relations 
P = a JdA, JxdA = JydA = 0
A A A
I* = Jy2dA> I y= Jx2dA, I0 = I x + I y + (x 2+ y j)A
(4.7)
we obtain
du _ dv dtp
M ex = Pv — - P x  — + al 
1 0 dz 0 dz p dz
(4.8)
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Setting dM“ =dM tex, from eqs. (4.3) and (4.8) we get
^  d3cp r T l o t* dv r. du— J_ — O T--2_P —i - — Py  Pv  
w dz3
G J -— P ]— = Px0 -7- -  Py0 ™  (4.9)
A dz 0 dz 0 dz
which, after differentiation, has been presented by Timoshenko and Gere (1961). Since 
there are no end moments the normal force P is o f primary importance and hence the 
Wagner coefficient K  is equal to —(I0 / A )P  (see also Chen and Atsuta, 1977).
Eqs (4.2) and (4.9) are the differential equations governing the elastic instability 
(buckling) o f the beam-column due to the combination o f bending and torsion.
With the aid o f the following transformations:
.2  P
kX = ,x EL
(4.10)
2 P
kv =y El
eqs (4.2) and (4.9) can be decoupled as follows:
Differentiating eq. (4.9) with respect to z and substituting the expressions o f d2u/dz2 
and d2v/dz2 from eqs (4.2), we obtain
(4.11)
where the superscript (i) in a function denotes i (=1,2,...) times differentiation with 
respect to z.
Differentiating twice eq. (4.11) with respect to z and substituting the expressions o f u(2) 
and v(2) from eqs (4.2), we get
ECwcp.(6) - [G J - ^ p jc p -  -P (k 2x 2 + k 2y2)q>(2) +P (k ; y 2 +k^x02)9 = Pk:x0v -P k 4yc
(4.12)
The derivation o f eq. (4.12) is valid for the case o f a pin-ended beam-column 
Assuming that the beam-column has simple supports (Fig. 4.2.), both ends are free to
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warp and rotate about the x and y axes, but cannot translate along the x and y axes and 
are not free to rotate about the z axis. The boundary conditions are
u(0) = v (0) = <p(0) = 0 
u (l) -  v(£) = cp(£) = 0 
d2u(0) = d2v(0) = d2q?(0) _  y 
dz2 dz2 dz2 
d2u (l) _  d2v (l) _  d2(p(l) _  
dz2 dz2 dz2
Fig. 4.2. a) Asymmetric simply supported steel beam and b) cross-section geometry.
Solving eqs (4.11) and (4.12) with respect to u and v, and introducing their derivatives 
ii' and v' into eq. (4.9), we obtain the following equation
EC >(6> + ETk2+kj)-fGJ-fyll9(4>+EC^k5-p(^+^Ulc2+k2l
v x yy
I ' 
G J - ° P  
A
(2) (pw  —
- k \ 2
x y
9 = 0
(4.14)
since the integration constant C is zero. Indeed, evaluating eq. (4.11) at z=0 (or z=£), 
due to conditions (4.13), we also obtain 9(4-0. Moreover, from eq. (4.12), due to eqs
(4.13), it follows that (p<6) =0 at z=0 (or z=£). Hence, C=0.
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In order to solve eq. (4.14), one could integrate the sixth-order differential equation 
with constant coefficients. Instead o f this, the Galerkin technique is used and proved to 
be more convenient. This is eased due to the simplicity o f the boundary conditions 
allowing the use o f the following shape functions
4.4. Solution procedure
. nz 
u = u sin —
i
TCZ
v = v sin
9 = 9o s in y
(4.15)
where, u0 = u(f? / 2),v0 = v(£ / 2) and (p0 = <p(f? / 2).
By multiplication o f the first o f eqs (4.2) by u and the second by v, and integration o f 
the resulting equations from zero to I , one can obtain using notation (4.10),
z c c
ju"udz + k2 ju 2dz = - k 2y0 Jcpudz 
0 0 o
t t I
JV'vdz + k2 Jv2dz = k2x 0 jqwdz
(4.16)
Integrating by parts, the first integral in each o f eqs (4.16), taking into account 
conditions (4.13) and inserting into the integrals the expressions o f u, v and (p given in 
eqs. (4.15), we get
.2 A
k2 -  —
y £2 «o + k;y<,<Po = o
' ,o - k xXo(l)» = 0
(4.17)
Multiplying eq. (4.9) by cpr and integrating from zero to I , we obtain
i i p i p t
jV y d z  + k2 JV2dz = A -  f v Y d z - A -  JuVdz
w o ECw 0
where k2 = -^ P -G J /EC,
(4.18)
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Integrating by pails the first integral o f eq. (4.18), taking into account that 
cp"(0) = (p"CO = 0 and introducing into the integrals the expressions o f u, v and q> from
eqs (4.15), we find
Py0u0- P x 0v0+ECw 2 ^ 
~ T
2 A
K - 9o = ° (4.19)
Since we search for an equilibrium state in a slightly deformed configuration, the above 
homogeneous system o f eqs. (4.17) and (4.19) must have a non-trivial solution. Thus 
the determinant o f the system must be zero, meaning
k2 -  —y a2
0
Py0
o k2yy  J o
k2 -
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K * 0
-P x „ EC,
2 A
k f -
n
T
= 0 (4.20)
Introducing into eq. (4.19) the expressions 
P ,
e
7T2EIy
p = — - j -
pt = A
L
GJ + “ -EC
e  '
(4.21)
denoting the flexural buckling (critical) loads about the x and y axes, respectively, and 
the torsional buckling (critical) load, after some rearrangements, eq. (4.20) becomes
P “ P y
0
0
P -P „
Py„
— Px,
I.
Py„ -P x .  + ( p - p .)A
(4.22)
Expansion o f eq. (4.22) yields the following instability (buckling) equation for the 
combined action o f bending and torsion given also by Timoshenko and Gere (1961)
A p 3 + A (pxyo +pyx02)- (p x +Py +P t) P2 +(pxpy +pxpt +pypt)p - p xpypt =0
(4.23)
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where I c= I x + I y  is the polar moment o f inertia about the centroid o f the cross-section. 
Clearly, the smallest value o f P obtained from the above cubic equation is the critical 
buckling load which is o f practical importance.
It can be shown (Timoshenko and Gere, 1976) that the above eq. (4.23) has three 
positive roots, the smallest o f which (being the critical load) is smaller than Px, Py and 
Pt. For non-symmetrical sections the mode o f failure is always that o f simultaneous 
bending and torsion. However, for section with one axis o f symmetry the failure may 
occur either through bending or via simultaneous bending and torsion.
Eq. (4.23), valid for simultaneous bending and torsion, is also obtained if eq. (4.9) is 
replaced by eq. (4.11). Multiplying eq. (4.11) by q>, integrating by parts, applying 
conditions (4.13) and using eqs (4.15), we obtain
The stability determinant (4.20) due to eq. (4.24) and relations (4.21), after some 
manipulation, becomes
Expanding this determinant we rederive eq. (4.23).
4.5. Postbuckling Analysis
Subsequently, the beam-column’s response in the vicinity o f the critical (bifurcational) 
state is investigated, in order to determine the stability or instability o f the critical state 
(Kounadis, 1989, 1992). Thus, a nonlinear analysis shall be performed. The more 
accurate relationship between bending moment and curvature (Kounadis and Ioannidis, 
1994) is used
(4.24)
= 0 (4.25)
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u'
My (Z) = -Ely „  j f2Nl/2 = -ElyU"
( l - u '0 1
M x (z) =  -E I}
r i a l + -u'2 
V 2
1 ti 1-— - = -E Ixv11 + - v
(1- v '2) 1'2 I 2
(4.26)
Using these relations, eqs (4.2), due to eqs (4.10), become
uff + kyU = -kyy0cp---u u
1
v" + kxv = kxx0(p -—v v
(4.27)
An approximate analytic technique developed by Kounadis (1989, 1992) and Kounadis 
and Ioannidis (1994)) for solving nonlinear boundary-value problems is followed by 
introducing into the R.H.S. (Right Hand Side) o f eqs (4.27) the expressions for cp, u 
and v given in eqs (4.15). We then obtain
u 3tt;4
u" + k2u = -k 2y 0cp0 sin7t^ + —2— cos2 7tfysin7i^
— 3 „ 4
v" + kxv  = k2x 0cp0 sin te£ + — cos2 TC^ ’ sinTi^
(4.28)
where
£ = z I I  
u =u  I £ 
v  =  y / £
y0= y 0/t
X. = x „ / /
L2 = 1r2 p2A y  ’ -■A'y'''
k2 = k 2/2 
n„ = u„// 
v„ = v „ ! £
(4.29)
Taking into account that
cos2 • sin te£ = -j(sin + sin 3tiZ) (4.30)
the general integrals o f eqs (4.28) are given by
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u g ) = C, sinky§ + C2 cosks§ -  .^ / ^ sinni~ +
-2  /8 Y s in 3 ,I^ ( k y *  > 9 n 2 )
U2 2 Ky -71
ky -9 n
v(^) = D t sinkffi + D2 coskx^  + ^ xX°^ -°2+ -sinn£, +
J£„ 71
(” 4/ «y .
k; -9 it'
sin 37T ,^(k2 ^ ti2 ,9n2)
(4.31)
Due to the boundary conditions (4.13), u(0) = u(l) = v(0) = v (l) = 0 which yield 
C1=C2=D1=D2=0 (4.32)
Eqs (4.31) become
u &  = -
^yy09o - (^ 4/8)ii;
ky-7C2 sin tc£, + —
(tc4 / 8)TT3
sin 371^ ,(k^ ^ 7r2,97t2)
( K ~ 9 M )
v ©  =
kxX0cpo +(tc4/8K
4 / o\— 3
k?-7i2 sin + —
(Jt4 /8)v 3
sin 37ti;,(k4 ^ 7t2 ,9ti2 )
(k« -9n  )
(4.33)
Integrating eq. (4.9) and taking into account that the integration constant due to eqs
(4.13) is zero, we obtain
<P'U) +£?<p(?) = p2 (x„v -  y0u) (4.34)
where k2 = k2^ 2,|32 =P i"/E C W (4.35)
Introducing into the R.H.S. o f eq. (4.34) the expressions o f u ©  and v ©  from eqs
(4.33), we get
(p"(^)+kf(p(^) = |32[(A1y 0 + A 2x0)s in ^  + (A 4x0 -  A 3y 0)sin37^ ]  (4.36)
where
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kfyo<Po-(Il4/8) i'o k;X0<Po+(’t4/8)vo
A , ~ kl - n 2
A  — /7~2
{n'/SL  _  f r / 8>
+*4 — ,'T'i
( k l - ^ 2) ’ 4 ( ^ - 9 * * )
(4.37)
Following the previous procedure and taking into account that the homogeneous part 
o f eq. (4.36), due to (p(0)=cp(l)=0, is zero, it follows that
<p(0 = p :
7A ,y 0 + A 2x „ s'
Ik.2- * 2)
sin +
7A 4x„ - A 3y „ N 
(k[ -  9n2)
sin 3 ^ (4.38)
Setting £=0.5 into eqs (4.33) and (4.38) we obtain the following system o f non-linear 
equilibrium equations
u„(kj - * 2XkJ -97t2)= -k ;y 0(po(k; -9it2) -n 6u;
-* 2Xk2 — 9ji2)=k2x0.po(k; - 9 n 2) - n 6vl
<p„(kf -7 i2Xk[ -97i2)= p 2fr0[A,(kf - 9m2)+  A 3(kt2 - t i 2) ]+ x 0[a 2^  -9 it2) - A 4(k,2 - i t 2)
(4.39)
where Aj (i=l,2,3,4) are given in eq.( 4.37).
Introducing the notation
k2 = p xp2,ky = pyp2,kf = p(32 -  v , (4.40)
where
px = C w /Ix£2 
Py = cw/ y 2 
p = I 0/A/2 
v = GU 2 / EC,,
one can establish the initial postbuckling path for given values o f these parameters by 
solving numerically the system o f eqs (4.39) with respect to u0,v0,(p0 for various 
values o f the external (dimensionless) load p2.
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Clearly, the trivial solution uo = v o =cpo =0,  which defines the fundamental 
equilibrium path, satisfies eqs (4.39). The intersection o f this path with the nonlinear 
postbuckling path associated with eqs (4.39) corresponds to the critical bifurcational 
state whose stability or instability is under discussion.
4.6. Illustrative example
4.6.1 Theoretical approach
4.6.1.1 Model description
Let us now consider a simply supported steel beaim-column with an asymmetric thin-
walled angle cross-section o f length I  = 200cm subjected to a central axial thrust P
(Fig. 4.2.). The chosen beam-column is a standard hot rolled cross-section, so thus the
local buckling can be excluded. The beam-column has the following geometric data
and material properties.
Cross-sectional area: A=29cm2
Distances between shear centre and centroid: Xo=l.55172cm and y0=6.55172 cm
Moments o f inertia: Ix=T227.59cm4 and Iy=217.589cm4
Product o f inertia: Ixy=-294.828cm4
Polar moment about the shear centre: I0=2759.83cm4
Polar moment about the centroid: Ic=1445.179 cm4
Torsional rigidity: J=9.66667cm4
Warping rigidity: Cw=229.785cm6
Modulus o f elasticity: E=21000 kN/cm2
Shear Modulus: G=8076.9 kN/cm2
4.6.1.2 Linear analysis
The three reference buckling loads associated with flexural buckling about the x axis 
(Px), flexural buckling about the y axis (Py) and the torsional buckling about the z axis
(PO
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px = ^ L ? k = 6360.8kN
P =
y e
pt = —1 i O V
y =1127.45kN
7C1 x
GJ + 7r ECw = 832.93kN
(4.41)
Setting the stability determinant (4.22) equal to zero for non-trivial solutions, one can 
obtain
— P3 + f  (pxy2 +pyx 2) - (p x +py +p .) p2 +(pxpy +pxp, +p yp ,)p -p xpyp, =o
O
(4.42)
The smallest positive root o f this equation is associated with the critical load Pcr.
By virtue o f relation (4.42), it follows that
P„ = 569.43kN < min(p,,Py>Px)=  832.93kN (4.43)
The dimensionless critical load p2 is equal to
B2 = & lL  = i 88806.35
CT EC,V
(4.44)
4.6.1.3 Nonlinear analysis
Eqs (4.39) and relations (4.40) lead to 
» o ( R - 9 j t 2)= -k 2y<><p0(k; -9jt2)- n svf2
-rc2)(R  -97c2)= k 2x090(k2 -9n j - j t 6?3 
<P0(kf - ’'"Xk? -9 ii2)= P 2K [ A i(kf -9 ji2)+ A 3 (kf - jt2)]+ x 0[A2(k? -97t3) - A 4(k[ -7t2) ] }
(4.45)
where
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PyP2y.<Po-(*4/8)U; 
1 Psp2 - * 2
P x l X v o + A / s L
(4.46)
Considering the values o f px, py, p, v, x o,y0 as given above, and solving the system o f 
eqs (4.45), the postbuckling equilibrium paths are obtained.
Successively, a nonlinear* analysis was applied and numerical calculations were carried 
out using the Newton-Raphson method, and with a load step increase a set o f solutions 
for the values (p0, u0 and v0 were derived. For P< Pcr, the set o f solutions had only 
one real solution (zero solution), while all the others were complex, denoting a vertical 
primary path. For P= Pcr, the sets stalled having two real conjugational groups o f <p0,
u 0 and v0, as well as a zero group.
Obviously, the critical buckling load corresponds to bifurcation symmetrical branches 
and it starts simultaneously for cpQ, u0 and v0, which shows that there exists 
simultaneous flexural and torsional buckling.
The equilibrium paths obtained from the nonlinear analysis o f the asymmetric angle 
thin-walled beam-column are plotted in the following diagrams. The initial 
postbuckling paths, plotted for p2 vs q>0, are presented in Fig. 4.3., while Fig. 4.4.
shows the initial postbuckling path p2 vs u0 and Fig.4.5. p2vsv0. Apparently, the
initial postbuckling paths are rising, which means that they are stable. Nevertheless, the 
paths are extremely shallow.
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4.6.2 The Finite Element Method
4.6.2.1 General
Due to the fact that the Finite Element Method (FEM) is a powerful and widely 
applied numerical method, familiar to many engineers, it is useful to consider the way a 
model is described, formulated and solved for a specific set o f boundary conditions and 
loading, the interpretation o f the output and finally the comparison o f the results to 
those obtained by the theoretical analysis.
The finite element program used in this analysis is MSC NASTRAN 4.5 for Windows 
(Kilroy, 1998). This software offers not only a variety o f recent numerical analysis 
features, but also a powerful graphic environment, which is extremely helpful in order 
to rigorously represent any specific geometry. The variety o f elements and the 
satisfactory library o f properties, combined with the sufficient analysis capabilities, 
create a very strong package which can be used in almost every problem an engineer 
might encounter.
It is useful to discuss here the methods o f analysis that are used in order to obtain 
solutions for the previously mentioned models. First, a buckling analysis is applied and 
the critical load is compared to the theoretical one. This procedure validates that the 
model is properly described and discretized and the correct loads and boundary 
conditions are set. Afterwards, a nonlinear analysis is performed and the equilibrium 
path is derived. A  comparison with the theoretical results is then possible and the 
results are discussed.
As mentioned above, the first method o f analysis used is an elastic buckling analysis. 
The basic matrix equation that describes the concept o f this type o f analysis is 
det[Kcr]=0, where [K] is the stiffness matrix and the superscript cr denotes the critical 
state. The former equation is equivalent with the following eigenvalue problem: 
[*‘AtK ]* { <D} ( [tAtK ]- [‘K ])* {<!>}. The solution o f this equation will provide the
eigenvalues X and the eigenvectors {<D}. The smallest eigenvalue corresponds to the 
critical buckling load, while the respective eigenvector to the buckling mode.
On the other hand, the basic nonlinear solution approach involves a series o f 
incremental solutions. The load is applied in increments. During each increment, a 
solution is “predicted” using the current state (stiffness and load increment).
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Depending on the type o f nonlinearity, a force imbalance or “residual” is created 
during an iteration where nonlinear behaviour occurs. Solution iterations are 
performed to balance (correct) equilibrium for unbalanced forces. The iterations 
continue during an increment until the convergence criteria are satisfied. Once 
convergence is satisfied, a solution is obtained for the increment and the solution 
progresses to the next increment using this “predictor-corrector” method.
The most common method o f representing nonlinear behaviour is updating the stiffness 
matrix during the solution. The most conceptually simple method for this purpose is to 
update the stiflhess matrix after each iteration (Newton-Raphson method, Press et al., 
1986). Due to the large amount o f computational resources required, a simplified 
approach has been developed. In this approach, we can assume a constant value o f 
stiffness for a specified number o f iterations and change the stiflhess matrix only 
periodically, not after each iteration. This method is known as the modified Newton- 
Raphson method (Press et al., 1986; Garcea et al., 1998).
Furthermore, additional numerical approaches in conjunction with the Newton- 
Raphson and Modified Newton-Raphson methods are used to accelerate numerical 
solution convergence. One o f these methods based on computing an approximation o f 
the inverse o f the updated stiffness matrix, instead o f computing the inverse directly, is 
the Quasi-Newton approach (Press et al., 1986; Kim & Kim, 2001). Another method 
for convergence acceleration is the line search method (Tong, Li & Qi, 2002). This 
method uses linear interpolation to scale an existing incremental solution in a way that 
improves convergence.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the “displacement control” method, which is very useful 
for solving numerous problems exhibiting unstable behavior such as snap-through or 
negative stiffness. This method controls force and displacement increments 
simultaneously and limits the value o f the force increment in an attempt to attain a 
stable solution.
4.6.2.2 Model description
Let us consider the case o f a thin-walled angle-shaped beam column, with length 200 
cm, o f the same geometry with the one examined at 4.6.1.1, pinned at its ends, 
subjected to axial thrust applied at the centroid o f the cross-section. The model is
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simulated by plate elements generated on two surfaces, which describe the beam- 
column. The material defined is steel with the following properties E=21000 kN/cm", 
and G=8076.9 kN/cm2, where E is the modulus o f elasticity and G is the shear 
modulus. The yield stress o f the material is fy=23.5 kN/cm2. As mentioned above, 1cm 
thick plate elements are employed. The finite element model that was created consisted 
o f 1500 elements and 1616 nodes (see the discretized model in Fig.4.6).
VI
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Fig. 4.6. Discretized model and boundary conditions and loading.
Additional care is taken in the simulation o f the boundary conditions. Simulating the 
beamh-column support presented major difficulties, since on the one hand cross-section 
warping shouldn’t be constrained, while on the other hand supporting the beam- 
column at the center o f gravity (which was outside the cross-section) was not possible. 
An attempt to simulate the support at the centre o f gravity using moments resulted in 
phenomena o f local buckling at the cross-section ends. Moreover, supporting the 
beam-column with simple pins would cause the model to exhibit a mechanism.
As a result, the optimum solution would be to place the supports on the ends o f the 
cross-section -  more specifically, exactly at the point where the two cross-section 
surfaces join each other, that is to say, on node No 716 and No 46, which also 
represent the position o f the cross-section shear centre.
Both the two nodes are constrained against translation along the x and y axis and 
against rotation about the z axis, while in addition node No 46 is constrained against
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translation along the z axis as well. In that way, the boundary conditions are similar to 
those described in eqs. (4.13). Figure 4.7. shows the details o f applied loading and the 
applied constraints.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.7. (a) Detail o f applied loading, (a) and (b) details o f applied constraints.
The load is applied by a combination o f two distributed forces, 300 kN each, on the 
cross-section sides, in a way that the theoretical application point coincides with the 
center o f gravity o f the cross-section. Therefore, this combination o f forces simulates a 
concentrated axial load o f 600 kN, which is larger than the theoretical buckling load 
yielded from the solution o f 4.6.1.2.
4.6.2.3 Linear analysis
Due to the non-symmetrical shape o f the model cross-section, the centroid and the 
shear center do not coincide; thus, one should expect that under a compressive thrust 
applied at the centroid, buckling will occur at a critical load Pcr smaller than Pcr-X, PCr-y 
and Pt, where Pcr.x is the Euler flexural buckling load about the x axis, Pcr-y is the Euler 
buckling load about the y axis and P t is the torsional buckling load. Moreover, the 
mode o f failure is expected to be that o f simultaneous bending and torsion.
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Fig. 4.8. Buckling mode, derived from linear buckling analysis.
A linear buckling analysis is initially performed. Figure 4.8 shows the normal buckling 
mode derived from this analysis. The critical buckling load obtained is Pcr=643.65 kN. 
One can observe that this critical buckling load derived from the linear FEM analysis is 
13.03% larger than the load derived from the theoretical/analytical solution (chapter 
4.6.1.2). From the buckling mode, it is obvious that the beam-column loses its stability 
through simultaneous bending and torsion. Another interesting feature one can observe 
is that no rotation about the member axis occurs at the beam-column ends. Thus, the 
boundary conditions [see eq. (4.13)] cp(0)=0 and q>( £ )=0] are justified. The shape o f 
deformation is clearly the same as the one considered in the theoretical analysis. A  
closer look at the middle o f the span shows that the beam-column bows away on the x 
and y axes and simultaneously rotates about the shear center o f its cross-section.
4.6.2.4 Nonlinear analysis
A nonlinear analysis is applied successively with the load set to a maximum 600 kN. 
The load is applied in exactly the same way as with the linear analysis. No initial 
imperfection is needed to be given to the load or to the beam-column (geometry) to 
starting the nonlinear analysis, since the beam-column support at the shear centre itself 
gives an initial loading imperfection to the model. Here, the solution is derived through 
a nonlinear static analysis for large displacements, applying the load in 50 incremental 
steps. Each incremental may take up to 50 iterations. The stiffness matrix is updated 
every 5 iterations.
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The modified Newton-Raphson method is used in conjunction with the arc-length 
method and in particular the Crisfield method (Chan, 2001; Ragon et al., 2002). The 
analysis, as one can see in Figs 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, resulted in the beam-column losing its 
stability via a limit point, corresponding to a critical buckling load Pcr=582.75 kN. The 
critical buckling load yielded from this analysis is only 2.34% larger than the load value 
extracted from the theoretical-analytical solution.
The beam-column’s buckling mode at the critical load is presented in Fig. 4.9. By 
observing the figure, one can conclude that the beam-column exhibits simultaneous 
buckling, both on the x and on the y axis, while at the same time it exhibits rotation 
around the z axis. At the beam-column ends, the boundary conditions o f eqs (4.13) are 
satisfied.
The diagrams presented in Figs. 4.10, 4.11 & 4.12 have been plotted for node 691, 
which is situated at the bean>-column centre and at the intersection o f the two surfaces 
comprising the angle cross-section.
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Fig. 4.9. Buckling mode o f a simply supported beam-column o f asymmetric cross-section, derived
from non-linear buckling analysis.
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Fig. 4.10. P vs translation along the x axis obtained from the nonlinear Finite Element Analysis o f a 
simply supported beam-column o f asymmetric angle cross-section.
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Fig. 4.11. P vs translation along the y axis obtained from the nonlinear Finite Element Analysis o f a 
simply supported beam-column o f asymmetric angle cross-section.
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Fig. 4.12. P vs rotation about the z axis obtained from the nonlinear Finite Element Analysis of a 
simply supported beam-column of asymmetric angle cross-section.
4.7. Discussion
In this chapter, a simply supported beam column model o f open thin-walled cross- 
section associated with an asymmetric angle is subjected to axial thrust. This model has 
been analysed using linear and subsequently a nonlinear stability theory. This has been 
achieved via an analytical method and thereafter via the Finite Element Method.
The procedure which has been adopted for the linear analytical method is based on a 
similar technique to that presented by Timoshenko and Gere (1961), Trahair (1993) 
and Kounadis (1998b). The linear critical buckling load has been found to be Pcr = 
569.43 kN, which is smaller than the corresponding Euler buckling loads Px, Py and Pt 
(Trahair, 1993).
Afterwards, the nonlinear equilibrium equations governing the model response have 
been derived and subsequently solved. The nonlinear critical buckling load has also 
been found to be Pcr = 569.43 kN, which is identical to the one derived from the linear 
solution. This fact confirms once more that the critical buckling load is associated to a 
bifurcation point.
From the above solutions, the equilibrium paths o f the model have been plotted (see 
Figs. 4.3, 4.4 & 4.5) for load p2 vs translation u0,v 0 and rotation (p0 (about the
^ 7 7 --------------
p = 582 .74kN Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis
Rotation Z = -0 .1996  rad Applied load=600kN \
a =10cm \
b=20cm j \
t= lcm \
L=200cm 1
E=21000kN 1
G=8076.9kN
i  1-------- 1-------- >-------- 1-------- ■-------- 1-------- »-------- 1--------*--------1-------- «-------- r
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longitudinal axis). One can observe that the buckling occurs via bifurcation. From the 
diagrams in Figs. 4.3, 4.4 & 4.5, it is shown that the buckling occurs simultaneously 
about both axes u and v, accompanied by a rotation about the longitudinal axis. Thus, 
the non-EuIerian instability is associated with a flexural-torsional buckling.
The equilibrium paths are monotonically rising (i.e. stable paths). However, one should 
mention that these paths, although stable, are extremely shallow, which means that the 
postbuckling load-carrying capacity is limited.
The same model has been analysed numerically by means o f the Finite Element Method 
(FEM). Firstly, a linear FEM analysis has been performed, which led to the expected 
(from the theoretical analysis) buckling mode for flexural-torsional buckling (see Fig. 
4.8) and the critical buckling load Pcr = 643.65 kN. Apparently, the critical buckling 
load is 13,03% higher than the one derived from the theoretical (analytical) solution.
Subsequently, a nonlinear Finite Element analysis has been employed, which yielded 
the buckling mode o f Fig. 4.9, as expected, since the model exhibits a flexural- 
torsional buckling. From this analysis, the equilibrium paths have been plotted in the 
form o f load vs translation (along the axes x and y), as well as load vs rotation (about 
the longitudinal axis z), as shown in Figs. 4.10, 4.11 & 4.12.
From the diagrams shown in Figs. 4.10, 4.11 & 4.12 one can conclude that buckling 
occurs via a limit point at a critical buckling load Pcr=582.75 kN. This critical buckling 
load, compared to that obtained from the theoretical analysis, is 2.34% higher.
The results derived from the theoretical (analytical) method and from the Finite 
Element Method are compared graphically in diagrams o f Figs. 4.13, 4.14 & 4.15. It is 
worth noticing that the equilibrium paths obtained from the theoretical analysis are 
very shallow, approaching near constant straight lines, a fact which implies that there 
is practically no postbuckling strength.
Another interesting point is the following: although the support assumption in the FEM 
model constitutes an imperfection, which would imply a lower critical buckling load, 
however this is not the case. Indeed, the load obtained by the Finite Element Method is 
by 2.34% higher than the theoretical one. I f  this is not due to numerical error a similar 
finding (i.e. higher critical load for the imperfect system than the perfect one) was 
reported by Kounadis & Economou (1984).
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The stability o f the initial postbuckling path is established both analytically and
numerically. More specifically, one may list the following findings:
1. The critical load, resulting from the linear theoretical buckling equations, coincides 
(as expected) with the critical load obtained by a nonlinear analysis.
2. The initial postbuckling paths based on the theoretical analysis are associated with 
bifurcation points. Thus, the beam-column exhibits simultaneously flexural and 
torsional buckling, provided that the centroid o f the cross-section does not coincide 
with its shear centre.
3. The critical state derived from the theoretical analysis corresponds to a stable 
symmetric bifurcation point and thus the beam-column exhibits postbuckling 
strength. Nevertheless, in actual structures it is almost impossible to apply a load 
exactly on the centroid o f the cross-section. This implies uncertainty as far as load- 
carrying capacity o f the model is concerned.
4. Application o f the Finite Element linear method gives higher loads than the 
theoretical ones. Such a deviation is due to the weakness o f performing a proper 
support at the center o f gravity o f the cross-section..
5. The Finite Element nonlinear method can provide satisfactory results, even for 
models with complex loading conditions. The deviation from the theoretical 
solution is quite small (2.34%) but within the limits o f the safety factors imposed by 
national standards. Hence, the reliability o f this method o f analysis is veiy good for 
structural engineering purposes.
6. The theoretical analyses, either linear or nonlinear, cannot simulate the actual 
conditions o f loading and supports, although the obtained results are satisfactory. 
However, both (linear and nonlinear) Finite Element Analysis can simulate better 
the loading and support conditions, since it describes the model in a more realistic 
manner.
7. Such a comparison between the nonlinear theoretical and Finite Element Analyses 
for structures o f this type is established, to the knowledge o f the author, for the first 
time.
4.8. Conclusions
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CHAPTER 5 
NON-TYPICAL (SPECIAL) CRITICAL POINTS
NON-TYPICAL (SPECIAL) CRITICAL POINTS
5.1. General
The main types o f critical points are the symmetric branching point (stable or unstable), 
the asymmetric branching point and the limit point (Koiter, 1945). The majority o f 
structural systems exhibiting branching points o f any o f the above types are associated 
with trivial fundamental equilibrium paths. These systems correspond to the ideal case 
o f perfect bifurcational systems (Koiter, 1945). However, there are cases o f structural 
systems with symmetric imperfections (Figs 5.1 & 5.2.), which may lose their stability 
via a branching point lying on a nonlinear fundamental equilibrium path (Brush and 
Almroth, 1975).
It is generally well known that the presence o f a small initial imperfection in perfect 
bifurcational systems causes the degeneration o f the branching point (which lies on the 
trivial fundamental path) into a limit point with a reduced corresponding load, 
compared to the bifurcational load, when the branching point is either unstable 
symmetric or asymmetric.
C H A P T E R  5
8 ^ 6  *-E-
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.1. a) Unstable symmetric bifurcation system and b) its corresponding equilibrium path.
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(a) (a)
Fig. 5.2. a) Asymmetric bifurcation system and b) its corresponding equilibrium path.
Both types o f perfect bifurcational systems are clearly imperfection sensitive. A  perfect 
system corresponding to an asymmetric brandling point is more imperfection sensitive 
than the one corresponding to a symmetric branching point. It is also known that 
unstable bifurcational systems with symmetric imperfections and limit point systems as 
those shown in Figs 5.1. and 5.2. are less imperfection sensitive than perfect unstable 
bifurcational systems (Thompson and Hunt, 1986; Kounadis, 1998).
While focusing attention on perfect bifurcational systems, one should observe that the 
above types o f branching points occurring in discrete perfect models do not appear 
usually in actual continuous systems associated normally with several kinds o f 
imperfections. Practically, the loss o f stability in the majority o f structural systems 
takes place through a limit point rather than through a branching point. This is true, 
even in the case o f simple, perfect, two-bar rectangular frames ABC as those depicted 
in Fig.5.3. Indeed, regardless o f the two kinds o f support conditions, it was found 
(Kounadis, Giri and Simitses, 1977; Simitses and Kounadis, 1978; Kounadis 1985, 
1988) that for perfect rectangular frames (with absolutely straight bar axes) under a 
joint load P, centrally applied to the center line o f the column, lose their stability 
through a limit point. However, if support C is a movable hinge in the vertical 
direction, the frame loses its stability via an unstable symmetric bifurcation (Kounadis 
et al., 1977).
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c
c
A c
Fig. 5.3. Perfect rectangular two-bar frame under a joint load applied centrally to the column axis.
5.2. Imperfect bifurcation
Consider the rectangular two-bar frame shown in Fig. 5.3. I f  the angle ABC o f this 
frame differs slightly from n/2, the frame and every similar frame may lose stability via 
an asymmetric branching point (Yiagos and Kounadis, 1988; Yiagos, Ioannidis and 
Kounadis, 1989). Namely, in this case geometrically imperfect frames lose their 
stability through asymmetric branching points. These types o f branching points 
associated with imperfect systems have been called “imperfect” bifurcation (or 
branching) points (Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 1979). The same phenomenon may occur 
in both the above perfect rectangular frames if  the joint load is applied eccentrically to 
the center line o f the column by a certain eccentricity ecr. Then, the postbuckling 
equilibrium path, as will be shown in the successive discussion, intersects the trivial 
fundamental path at an asymmetric bifurcation point, which in view o f the above is an 
“imperfect” bifurcation point. Then for e<eCT the frame exhibits a limit point, while for 
e>ecx it experiences a monotonically raising equilibrium path.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.4. a) Geometry of a two-bar frame and b) its equilibrium path which for e=ect yields an
imperfect bifurcation.
The nonlinear equilibrium path o f this frame is given by eq. (5.1) (see also Kounadis, 
1985, 1989)
p(p2 - k 2) | [k2 +p 2(e - l)1 _k
3 p ktank p2A.2
[k2 +P 2(e - 1)]’ 2 
2k sink
sin2k\
1+ ^ r l=0
(5.1)
where
P2 =P^/EX, , k2=S/[/EI, , , jLt=I2/I1
t= e !l2 , k, = (a ^ / I ,)I/2
(5.2)
Clearly, Si is the axial compressive force in the column.
The horizontal joint displacement and the joint rotation are given by eq. (5.3) (see also 
Kounadis, 1985, 1988).
w ,(l)=  J [ k 2 +P 2(e -1 )] 
w ; ( l )= £^ + [ k 2+ p 2( e - l ) ]
(5.3)
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From eq. (5.1) it follows that 
P2 = p 2(k)
d(P2)
Clearly, the necessary condition for establishing the critical load is
(5.4)
dk
=0 (5.5)
from which it is obtained (Kounadis, 1985)
k2 + p2(e - 1) 
k2 sink
k2+ p 2( e - l )  
k2 sink
- \2  r
3ksink 3sinksin2k k2 cosk 
+ —
4 8
(2k + sin2k) +2cosk -2 1  + p
(5.6)
V p X  ' 3\x)
k sin k =0
One should also observe that when considering eq. (5.1) as a 2nd degree algebraic 
equation with respect to p2, condition (5.5) implies a double root in eq. (5.1) with 
respect to p2. Then, the critical buckling load is derived via the solution o f eqs (5.1) 
and (5.6) with respect to p2 and k.
The condition for the existence o f a bifurcation on the trivial fundamental equilibrium 
path yields both Wj (1) and wj ( 1)  equal to zero, i.e.
W j(l)=w ;(l)=0 
from which it follows that 
k2 + p 2( e - l )=0 
Introducing this expression into eq. (5.1) it follows that 
p(p2 - k 2) k2
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
3p p2A,2
Inserting the expression k2 = p2 (1- e) from eq. (5.8) into eq. (5.9) it is yielded 
1
e „  =■
1+ P ^ i
3ft
(5.10)
For an imperfect frame due to the loading eccentricity e given in eq. (5.10), the critical 
buckling load resulting from eq. (5.9) is associated with the following equation
cosk = 1 + p
'vp2^  ■ 3)1)
ksink (5.11)
For given values o f p, p, Xi, one can establish via eqs. (5.11), (5.10) and (5.8) the 
critical buckling load p2 and the associated value kcr. For instance, if p=0.25, p=l and 
^i=80, from eqs (5.10) and (5.11), then
e =0.029, k2r =2.0938 (5.12)
Then, eq. (5.8) yields
p2r =2.1572 (5.13)
The entire postbuckling path (intersecting the trivial fundamental path at p2r =2.1572) 
is established by virtue o f eqs (5.1), and either one o f eqs (5.3) for p=0.25, p=l, X]=80 
and e =0.029. This postbuckling equilibrium path in terms o f p2 versus W i ( l )  is 
depicted below in Fig.5.5. Clearly, the asymmetric bifurcation corresponds to 
P2r =2.1572 and w t(l)=0 .
Fig. 5.5. Eccentrically loaded two-bar frame (imperfect frame) exhibiting an asymmetric (imperfect)
bifurcation.
The above type o f asymmetric bifurcation point corresponding to an imperfect frame 
(due to loading eccentricity e ^0) is defined as an “imperfect” bifurcation.
An “imperfect” bifurcation may be also generated from a symmetric bifurcation (either 
stable or unstable) by breaking its symmetry via a small perturbation (through the
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introduction o f a new control parameter). Then, the symmetric bifurcation is 
transformed into an asymmetric one, which according to the foregoing development is 
an imperfect bifurcation. For instance, for the unstable symmetric bifurcation point 
shown in Fig.5.6.a, the above transformation can be established via the small 
perturbation associated with the following transformation o f coordinates
q' = q - e  (5.14)
Such a type o f “imperfect” bifurcation has been firstly introduced by Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer (1979).
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.6. a) Perfect unstable symmetric bifurcations and b) asymmetric (imperfect) bifurcation.
In the sequel, structural systems associated with “imperfect” bifurcations (originated 
either from asymmetric or symmetric bifurcations), whose postbuckling equilibrium 
path exhibits extrema (maximum or minimum) as shown in Fig.5.7, will be considered. 
Then, the introduction o f a second imperfection (control) parameter implies the 
degeneration o f the imperfect bifurcation into limit points.
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! 1i limit point ( due to 
! some imperfection)
extre
limit point ( due to 
some imperfection)
'Perfect11 System
0 q
Fig. 5.7. Equilibrium path ff versus q associated with an “ imperfect” bifurcation with postbuckling
path exhibiting extrema.
Fig. 5.8. Postbuckling path with opposite curvatures compared to these of Fig. 5.7. 
Structural systems with (asymmetric bifurcational) postbuckling equilibrium paths
experience (when becoming imperfect) a new type o f limit point resulting from the 
coincidence o f two limit points. This phenomenon, which will be explained below (see 
Fig. 5.9.), does not occur in structural systems with the postbuckling path shown in 
Fig. 5.8., although these systems are associated with an asymmetric bifurcation 
because this path has no extrema.
imperfect bifurcation
0 q
exhibiting extrema (upper and lower limit points) as that shown in Fig. 5.7. may
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From Fig. 5.9.a the postbuckling equilibrium path o f a “perfect” system is associated 
with an asymmetric point, which is defined as “imperfect” bifurcation. In case that an 
imperfection parameter is present, the postbuckling path exhibits extrema.
5.3. Hysterisis or cut-off point
Fig. 5.9. a) Equilibrium paths P vs q of imperfect systems with two hysteresis points and b) limit point 
loads versus imperfection s with corresponding two tilted cusps.
At this point, one should clarify that the above perfect system is not perfect in the usual 
(classical) sense, because possibly a small imperfection parameter is present. Thus, 
imperfect systems are generated by introducing an additional (imperfection) parameter. 
Namely, apart from the loading, two additional control parameters are present. As 
reported in the literature, these conditions are satisfied (Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 
1979; Thompson and Hunt, 1984) through a small perturbation o f a symmetric 
bifurcation (stable or unstable).
However, as already mentioned above and as it will be shown below, nonlinear 
structural systems associated with asymmetric branching points may exhibit (when they 
become imperfect) hysteresis (Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 1979) or cut-off points 
(Thompson and Hunt, 1984). For instance, as will be proved, this may occur in 
nonlinear systems o f quadratic type material. Certainly, in this case apart from the 
loading, two additional control parameters must be present as in the previous case o f
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the perturbed symmetric bifurcation. From Fig.5.9.a it is clear that as the loading P 
increases above the bifurcational load Xc (or P decreases below Xc), all imperfect 
(s^O ) systems have two limit points approaching each other with increasing e, and at 
a certain s=eH, they coincide yielding a hysteresis or cut-off point for q>0 and q<0. 
Clearly, in this case the equilibrium path P versus q has an inflection point, i.e.
dP d2P „
d T * r °  (5-l5)
5.4 Imperfect bifurcations and hysteresis points for frames
Imperfect bifurcations and hysteresis (critical) points have escaped the attention o f 
structural analysis. These non-typical (special) critical points, being rather rare in 
nature, have been first discovered by mathematicians (Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 1979). 
A  simple mathematical model o f one-degree-of freedom, exhibiting such types o f 
points was recently presented by Kounadis ( l  999). This model simulates a partially 
fixed imperfect cantilever under the simultaneous action o f an axial compressive load P 
and a small transverse load G at its tip (Fig.5.l0.a).
w0=a sinfrx//)
n S  | eF
■4-
sT
(a) (b)
Fig. 5.10. a) Rigid-link partially fixed and b) corresponding beam (continuous) structure.
Another simple framed structure that can experience the aforementioned critical points 
is the initially crooked beam shown in Fig. 5.5.b with deflection
w 0(x )= a sin
7CX
where w 0(£/2)=a
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Clearly, the beam shown in Fig. 5.10.b, can be simulated by the cantilever model o f 
Fig. 5.10.a, taking into account that e = |w' (f)| = an 11 and c=3EI/7.
Another simple structure which can exhibit an “imperfect” bifurcation and a hysteresis 
point as will be proved below is the non-rectangular two-bar frame shown in Fig. 
5.11 .a if the support C is replaced by a hinge sliding freely in the vertical direction. The 
frame is subjected to an eccentrically applied joint load P.
(b)
Fig. 5.11. a) Imperfect frame and b) perfect frame.
Denoting by e the eccentricity and by s(= ABC -  tc/2) the deviation from the right 
angle o f the joint, it is clear that this frame from the onset o f loading is associated with 
bending. This frame, as it will be shown below through a qualitative analysis, may 
experience a limit point instability and at a certain critical eccentricity e=en a hysteresis 
point instability.
Let us first consider the case where the frame is ideally rectangular (Fig. 5.1 Lb) and 
there is no loading eccentricity, i.e. e=0 (perfect frame). Using the technique outlined 
above, it can be readily proved that the perfect frame loses its stability via an unstable 
symmetric bifurcation (Kounadis et al., 1977) as depicted in Fig. 5.12. Moreover, it 
can be readily found that the horizontal bar has no effect on the critical load Pcr since 
the trivial state cpB=0 is the fundamental equilibrium path. Thus, the critical buckling 
load o f the frame coincides with that o f a simply supported column (Kounadis, 1998),
i.e.
P„. =
7t2EIj
(5.16)
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0 9 p (joint rotation)
Fig. 5.12. Load-displacement path related to an unstable symmetric bifurcation.
Subsequently, the nonrectangular frame (s 5*0) in which the joint load P is applied at 
the center line o f the column AB (e=0) is considered. From the equilibrium in the 
vertical direction, one gets the values o f the vertical V  and horizontal H reactions (at 
the support A ) being equal to
V  = P, H = + P  (5.17)
h
Apparently, the resultant force o f V  and H has the direction o f the inclined column AB. 
Hence, as the loading increases slowly from zero up to its critical value P there is no 
bending. This observation leads to the conclusion that the fundamental equilibrium 
path is associated with the trivial state <pB=0. The intersection o f this path with the 
postbuckling path is related to a bifurcation point, which is asymmetric for e a 0 
(becoming symmetric only when s=0). Namely, the existence o f s AO breaks the 
symmetry o f the bifurcation point and the associated postbuckling equilibrium path. 
Such an asymmetric bifurcation resulting from the break o f the aforementioned 
symmetry is an imperfect bifurcation. Although evaluation o f the nonlinear 
postbuckling equilibrium path is possible only by performing a nonlinear analysis, 
establishment o f the imperfect bifurcation can be achieved readily via the subsequent 
linear stability analysis.
Before proceeding to this analysis, it is worth observing that, at the instant o f buckling, 
the joint B o f the frame is subjected simultaneously to rotation and translation.
Fig. 5.13. Kinematic diagram corresponding to buckling.
Fig. 5.14. Geometry and sign convention.
With the aid o f Fig. 5.13., one can establish the following relation which is valid at the 
instant o f buckling
BB" = B r - r B "  = £ - B T #)  - ( fT '+ B 'B "
-il/2
(5.18)
Since B T ' = I  then
B B " =  1-1
(  \ 2~
1- -
r r '+ B 'B "
£
\
1/2
(5.19)
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With the aid o f Figs 5.13. and 5.14., the following equation is derived
BB" = w2 { i ) ~ ,  r r '+  B'B" = — w 2 (0)+ w 2( f ) (5.20)
Taking into account that the quantity w 2 ( £ ) -  w 2(0) is neglibly small compai*ed to i  it
follows that BB" =0and thus within the limits o f linear stability due to relation (5.20) 
it follows that
w 2 (£)-0 (5.21)
Hence, one can obtain
W!(L)=0 (5.22)
At the joint B, the following kinematic boundary condition exists
w ;(L )-w '(-0 = 0  (5.23)
and the natural boundary condition related to the equilibrium o f moments
-  E IjW "(L)- EI2w"(0=O (5.24)
One can write the following displacement relationships
w 1(x 1)=  A 1sink1x1 + Txx 
w 2 (x2)~ A 2 sink2x2 + A
(5.25)
where kf = Sj/EI2 and k2 = S2/EI2; Si and S2 are the axial compressive forces in bars 
AB and BC whose expressions are given by
S1 =P
P£,
1/2
s2 = H = h
(5.26)
Clearly eqs (5:25) satisfy the support conditions at A  and C 
Wj(0)=  w "(0)=  w "(0)=  -E fyw 'TO -SjW 7 (0)=0 (5.27)
Eqs (5.25) using the boundary conditions (5.21), (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24) lead to the 
following homogeneous system
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-sinkjL sink2f
sink.L
k jeosk jL -— - —  - k 2cosk2L
AI
=0 (5.28)
For a non-trivial solution the determinant o f this system must be zero. This condition 
yields the following buckling equation
k.L
sink1Lsink2£ - —^— sink1Lcoski£-k1Lcosk1Lsink2£ =0
Using the dimensionless quantities
(5.29)
_ L . _  i .  &  Ph2
^ “  I, ’ P ~ h’ P” “  h ’ ^ ~ El,
(5.30)
eq. (5.25) is written as follows
p*/2 sinX1psinA,2p - p 1/2A.4I/3psinX1pcosA,2p - p 1/2A.1pcosA,lpsinX.2p =0 (5.31)
where
X ,= (l+ p 2) 3/4A 2 =(W>„)1/2P (5.32)
Numerical solution o f eq. (5.31) are given in the table below for p=5/3, p=5/4 and 
various values o f p0.
Table 5.1. Buckling loads p2r = Ph2 /El, for (1=5/3, p=5/4 and various values o f p0
po 0 0.01 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.75
Tt2 9.6050 5.6846 2.6162 1.3141 0.8485
Clearly, as the frame becomes more non-rectangular the critical load decreases 
accordingly. Hence, the maximum p2r corresponds to the rectangular (absolutely 
perfect) frame, being equal to 7t2.
As explained above, although all the above critical buckling loads correspond to 
bifurcations, only that o f the perfect system (i.e. p 2r =7c2)  corresponds to an unstable
symmetric bifurcation (see Fig. 5.12.) as shown by Kounadis et al. (1977) via a 
nonlinear stability analysis. Indeed, it can be shown qualitatively (using a nonlinear 
analysis) that a slight deviation o f right angle o f the joint B (i.e. pQ = f o/h*0)
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transforms the unstable symmetric bifurcation to an asymmetric bifurcation though an 
horizontal displacement o f the vertical (loading) axis in the plot loading versus 
displacement, as shown in Fig. 5.15.
Apparently, the asymmetric bifurcations corresponding to non-rectangular frames 
(i.e. p0 5*0) are “ imperfect” bifurcations in the sense outlined above.
Loading
symmetric
(unstable)
bifurcation
/
/
I
A
asymmetric
(imperfect)
bifurcation
0 O' 0" displacement
Fig. 5.15. Symmetric (unstable) and asymmetric (imperfect) bifurcations.
5.5. Non-rectangular frame under eccentric loading
Consider now a non-rectangular frame corresponding to a certain p0 (Fig. 5.16.).
*Loading
Fig. 5.16. Equilibrium path of a non-rectangular frame associated with an “imperfect” bifurcation.
I f  the joint load P at B is eccentrically applied to the center line o f the inclined bar AB 
by e, the “imperfect” bifurcation degenerates into limit points as depicted in Fig. 5.16.
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From this figure one can also see the hysteresis (or cut-off-point) corresponding to the 
maximum load occurring for a certain e=en. This load is higher than the limit point 
corresponding to e=0, and much higher than the bifurcational load (associated with 
e=0).
From the above analysis, the importance o f the hysteresis point corresponding to the 
maximum load-carrying capacity o f the frame is obvious. Another important 
conclusion is that the occurrence o f an imperfect bifurcation and o f a hysteresis point is 
not a rare phenomenon. This is so, since the existence o f an ideally rectangular frame is 
rather rare and the usual practice is associated with frames having both types o f the 
above imperfection; namely pQ 5*0 and loading eccentricity e 5*0 .
Subsequently, another type o f “imperfect” bifurcation related to slight material 
nonlinearity will be presented.
5.6. Imperfect bifurcation due to material nonlinearity (Numerical Example)
The case o f imperfect bifurcation due to material nonlinearity is satisfied, for instance, 
by a quadratic soft type o f material. Nonlinear structures made from such a material 
exhibit, in general, asymmetric bifurcations in their ideal state (Kounadis, 1993). I f  this 
asymmetric system also experiences a maximum (minimum) in its load-displacement 
relation (equilibrium path), then the introduction o f a geometric imperfection may lead 
to the occurrence o f a hysteresis point.
I f  such a case exists, one can draw the following important conclusion: The hysteresis 
point (implying a tilted cusp catastrophe) may occur not only from an imperfect system 
whose corresponding “perfect” one associated with an asymmetric bifurcation 
originated from a perturbed symmetric bifurcation. Indeed, as it will be shown below, 
nonlinear structural systems, o f a quadratic soft type material, may exhibit a tilted cusp 
catastrophe when they become imperfect.
The model presented in Fig. 7.17 consists o f two rigid links o f length I  interconnected 
to each other through a frictionless hinge, which is elastically supported with a 
translational spring formed from quadratic soft type material with a restraining spring 
force. This model o f two rigid bars presents a hysteresis point and tilted cusp 
catastrophe under the action o f the load P (see Fig. 5.17).
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f irM rm
Fig. 5.17. Continuous two rigid beams under axial compression, corresponding to 1-DOF system.
The reaction o f the translational spring is given by:
r A _
y i  £2.
(5.33)
where k and 8 are the linear and nonlinear spring components and 8 is the model’s 
eccentricity, while
A = /?(sin0-sins) (5.34)
The model is subjected to a horizontal force P and the relationship between the 
horizontal force P and F is
F = P • tan 0 (5.35)
After introducing eqs (5.33) & (5.34) to eq. (5.35) the above relationship becomes
F = kf[(sin 0 -  sin e) -  S(sin 0 -  sin e)2 J (5.36)
The reactions on the ends A  and B are equal to F/2 (vertical). Considering the 
equilibrium o f moments at the joint C, the equilibrium equation o f the above system is 
obtained as
Pf sin 9 = ^-cos0 [(sin 0 ~ sin s) -  S(sin 0 -  sin e)2 ] (5.37)
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k£
which, taking into account the dimensionless quantity X = — , is modified to
f(A,,0,s,8) = -Xsin0 + [(sin9~sins)--S(sinO-sins)2Jcos0 = 0 (5.38)
The critical state o f equilibrium yields after differentiation o f eq. (5.38)
+f(A,e,s,8) = 
de
-7,cos0 + cos2 0-(l + 2Ssine-28sin0) + sin9-(-sinE + sin0) ( - l - 8sins + Ssin0)
(5.39)
From eq. (5.39) the critical load L* o f the limit point is extracted. Replacing the value 
o f Li-to eq. (5.38) and double differentiation leads to
d2
—-2-f(A,,0,s,S) =
de2
A.cos0-2Scos3 0 + cos0(sins + 8sin2 s + 78sin2 0)-2(1 + 28 sins) sin 20 (5.40)
from which the hysteresis point can he obtained.
Keeping 8 constant (8=1.2) and for different values o f s, the equilibrium paths o f each 
case are established and presented in Fig. 5.18.
In order for a hysteresis point or a horizontal point o f inflection to exist, the following 
relations must be satisfied
f(A,,0,s) = O (5.41)
A f ( M , e )  = 0 (5.42)
d0
X f ( x , e , 8) = 0 (5.43)
Solving the system o f the above equations, values for XH, 0H,sH,which define the 
hysteresis point, are obtained. These values are:
Xu =1.627121, 0H =-0.360471, sH =0.058128
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AFig. 5.18. The set o f equilibrium path for various values o f e.
Keeping 8=1.2 constant and solving eq. (5.39) for various values o f 8, the angle 0 can 
be extracted. Introducing 0 into eq. (5.38) the critical points for each curve are 
specified.
Fig. 5.19. a)E quilib rium  paths (A. vs 0) and b) control space A. vs e.
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Fig. 5.20. Stability and instability area.
Table 5.2. Limit points for various values o f 8
8 \\) 0(i) Ti) 0(2) hi) 0(3)
-0 .08 - Im _ Im 1 .1 2 6 6 1 -0 .6 5 8 4 1
-0 .0 7 -
ii - II 1 .1 5 6 3 1 -0 .6 4 7 7 7
-0 .0 6 _ ii -
II 1 .1 8 6 7 5 -0 .6 3 6 7 3
-0 .0 5
ir _ II 1 .2 1 7 9 6 -0 .6 2 5 2 1
-0 .0 4 - it - II 1 .2 4 9 9 9 - 0 .6 1 3 1 6
-0 .0 3 -
ir - 11 1.2 8 2 8 8 -0 .6 0 0 4 7
-0 .0 2 -
it - 11 1 .3 1 6 6 8 -0 .5 8 7 0 3
-0 .0 1 _
ii _ It 1 .3 5 1 1 -0 .5 5 7 2 2
0 * * * * - 1 .3 8 7 3 3 -0 .5 5 7 2
0.001 0 .9 3 2 6 9 1 0 .0 2 8 5 7 1 .0 7 1 2 7 -0 .0 2 9 2 7 1 .3 9 0 9 7 -0 .5 5 5 6
0.0 0 2 0 .9 0 5 9 5 7 0 .0 40 28 1 .1 0 1 9 6 -0 .0 4 1 6 9 1.3 9 4 6 3 -0 .5 5 4
0.003 0 .8 8 5 8 9 1 0 .0 4 9 2 2 1 .1 2 5 9 7 -0 .0 5 1 3 7 1 .3 9 8 3 1 -0 .5 5 2 3
0.004 0 .8 6 9 2 7 4 0 .0 5 6 7 4 1 .1 4 6 5 1 -0 .0 5 9 6 4 1 .4 0 1 9 9 -0 .5 5 0 6
0.005 0 .8 548 6 0 .0 6 3 3 6 1 .1 6 4 8 5 -0 .0 6 7 0 2 1.4 0 5 6 8 -0 .5 4 9
0.006 0.8420 0 8 0 .0 6 9 3 4 1 .1 8 1 6 1 -0 .0 7 3 7 8 1.4 0 9 3 9 -0 .5 4 7 3
0 .0 0 7 0 .8 3 0 3 3 9 0 .0 74 8 4 1 .1 9 7 1 8 -0 .0 8 0 0 7 1 .4 1 3 1 1 -0 .5 4 5 5
0.008 0 .8 19 6 0 6 0 .0 79 9 6 1 .2 1 1 8 1 -0 .0 8 6 1 .4 1 6 8 5 -0 .5 4 3 8
0.009 0 .8 0 9 63 6 0 .0 8 4 76 1 .2 2 5 6 6 -0 .0 9 16 3 1 .4 2 0 5 9 -0 .5 4 2 1
0 .0 1 0.80 0 30 6 0 .0 8 9 3 1 1 .2 3 8 8 6 -0 .0 9 70 3 1 .4 2 4 3 5 -0 .5 4 0 3
0 .0 2 0 .7 2 8 4 1 7 0 .1 2 6 1 1.3 4 8 8 -0 .1 4 3 5 1.4 6 2 6 8 -0 .5 2 1 4
0.03 0 .6 7 7 2 2 6 0 .1 5 4 7 1 .4 3 6 7 2 -0 .1 8 4 6 1 .5 0 2 5 2 -0 .4 9 9 7
0 .0 4 0 .6 3 6 6 0 4 0 .0 1 7 9 2 1 .5 1 2 4 3 -0 .2 2 6 1 1 .5 4 4 1 8 -0 .4 7 3 3
0.05 0 .6 0 2 6 4 0 .2 0 1 1 1 .5 7 9 2 4 -0 .2 7 4 8 1.5 8 8 2 6 -0 .4 3 7 2
0 .0 5 8 1 2 7 0 .5 7 8 5 3 4 0 .2 1 7 5 3 7 1 .6 2 7 1 2 -0 .3 5 9 6 5 1 .6 2 7 1 2 -0 .3 6 1 2 9
0 .0 5 8 12 8 0 .5 7 8 5 3 2 0 .2 1 7 5 3 9 * Im * Im
0.06 0 .5 7 3 3 4 0 .2 2 1 2 - If _ 11
0.0 65 0 .5 5 9 5 0 7 0 .2 3 0 7 11 - fl
0 .0 7 0 .5 4 7 5 2 2 0 .24 - 11 - 11
0 .0 75 0 .5 3 5 6 6 9 0 .2 4 9 II - 11
0.08 0 .5 2 4 4 2 1 0 .2 5 7 7 - 11 _ 11
0.085 0 .5 1 3 7 1 8 0 .2 6 6 3 11 - 11
0 .0 9 0 .5 0 3 5 0 9 0 .2 7 4 7 _ tl II
0 .0 95 0 .4 9 3 7 5 0 .2 8 2 9 .
11 II
0.1 0 .4 8 4 4 0 2 0 .2 9 1 - II - 11
* Cut-off point
** Bifurcation point
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In this chapter, the conditions under which not typical critical points (i.e. imperfect 
bifurcation points and hysteresis or cut-off points) may appear have been properly 
established, through the solution o f an one-degree-of-freedom model. This model has 
been solved via an Euler analysis. Through successive differentiations o f the nonlinear 
equilibrium equation, the critical load and the hysteresis point have been derived. In the 
sequel, by keeping the nonlinear spring component 5 constant and for various values o f 
eccentricity s, the equilibrium paths, load X vs rotation 0, and the imperfection 
sensitivity in the control space A vs 8 have been plotted (see also Table 5.2). One can 
also observe that when the nonlinear spring component 8 takes values 8^0, the 
unstable symmetric bifurcation becomes asymmetric.
5.8 Conclusions
From this chapter one can draw the following important conclusions:
1. The two rigid-bar frame with a nonlinear spring experiences an “imperfect” 
bifurcation point and is characterized by a hysteresis point in the postbuckling 
equilibrium path, while the control plane exhibits a curve which is classified as tilt 
cusp catastrophe. The difference between the hysteresis (limit) point load and the 
bifurcational load depends on the value o f the non-linear spring component.
2. The occurrence o f hysteresis points and the associated tilted cusp catastrophes are 
not so rare in nature as it was reported by previous investigators. The importance 
o f such points lies in the fact that the corresponding load-carrying capacity at these 
points is maximum (or minimum).
3. An entire family o f non-rectangular frames experiences “imperfect” bifurcations, 
and thereafter a hysteresis point instability occurs upon introduction o f an 
additional imperfection parameter (i.e. loading eccentricity).
4. Hysteresis points may originate not only through suitable perturbations o f 
symmetric branching points, but also via asymmetric bifurcational systems that 
exhibit also limit points at different levels o f the external loading. In the first case, 
the occurrence o f a hysteresis point is associated with two geometric imperfection
5.7. Discussion
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parameters (load and material nonlinearity), while in the latter case it is due to a 
combination o f a geometric imperfection and material nonlinearities.
I f  the non-linear spring component takes the value 8= 0, then the critical load is 
reduced, associated with an unstable symmetric bifurcation point. On the basis o f the 
above one can establish that for positive (different from 0) 8, the symmetric bifurcation 
becomes an imperfect bifurcation associated with a limit point at a higher load. In this 
case, the frame exhibits also a hysteresis point at a load higher than the limit point load. 
The later case is related to a tilt cusp catastrophe in the control parameter plane. The 
occurrence o f the imperfect bifurcation and the hysteresis point is due to the presence 
o f a second control parameter, the nonlinear spring component.
It is worth observing that the limit point load as well as the hysteresis point increase 
with the increase o f 8.
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CHAPTER 6
NONLINEAR BUCKLING OF SIMPLE SYSTEMS 
USING CATASTROPHE THEORY
C H A P T E R  6
NONLINEAR BUCKLING OF SIMPLE SYSTEMS USING CATASTROPHE 
THEORY
6.1. General
Nonlinear static buckling o f simple systems associated with a typical discrete critical 
points is comprehensively presented in this chapter using elementary Catastrophe 
Theory. Attention is focused on the Fold and Cusp Catastrophe, all local properties o f 
which are assessed in detail. Also imperfect bifurcation, hysteresis point analysis and 
the special form o f Cusp Catastrophe, Tilted Cusp Catastrophe are discussed in detail, 
followed by applications using simple models. Hence, in dealing with stability 
problems o f potential systems, there is no need to seek any o f the above properties 
since all o f them are known a priori. Consequently, one has only to classify, after 
reduction, the total potential energy o f a system into one o f the universal unfoldings o f 
types o f catastrophe described above. Two illustrative numerical examples show the 
methodology o f the proposed technique related to Fold and Cusp Catastrophes. A  
simple 1-DOF model is used as an example o f imperfect bifurcation and hysteresis 
point analysis combined with tilted cusp. Finally, a two-bar frame is analysed using 
Catastrophe Theoiy. The numerical examples are discussed and important conclusions 
are derived.
6.2. Introduction
Instability phenomena occur in various ways in all applied sciences (e.g. Mechanics, 
Physics, Astronomy, Biology, Psychology etc.) and are o f paramount importance to 
scientists and engineers. The last thirty years has seen an impressive cooperation 
between researchers in the above disciplines and applied mathematicians, which has 
established a unified view o f these diverse instabilities, by drawing new ideas around 
Bifurcation and Catastrophe Theory. Rene Thom (1972) is considered to be the 
founder o f the Catastrophe Theory. However, the origins o f this theory lie in 
Whitney’ s Theory o f Singularities and on Poincare’s Theoiy o f Bifurcations (Arnold, 
1992). Rene Thom, after pointing out the importance o f the concept o f structural 
stability (i.e. insensitivity to small imperfections), remarked that any potential system 
could be described locally by one o f seven elementary catastrophes. Despite the
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controversy during the period 1978-80, regarding the application o f this theory mainly 
to Biology and Social Sciences, now it is considered to be mathematically a 
rigorously founded theory, after its completion by eminent mathematicians and 
topologists such as C. Zeeman, B. Malgrange, J. Mather, V. Arnold, J. Guckenheimer, 
M. Golubitsky et al. (Kounadis, 2000). Catastrophe Theory is widely accepted as 
providing a powerful universal method for the study o f jumps, discontinuities and 
sudden qualitative changes in the behaviour o f systems. Moreover, the solutions 
obtained by this theory are o f general validity (universal solutions). Thus, one does 
not have to deal with concrete models, as usually happens, but with families o f 
systems whose behaviour is governed by the standard (canonical) form o f potential 
energy functions, unique for each type o f the seven elementary catastrophes, which 
are associated with well-known a priori properties (i.e. the number and types o f 
singularities, basins o f attraction, etc). Hence, the major step in studying stability 
problems using elementary Catastrophe Theory is to classify the systems total 
potential energy function into one o f the seven Thom’s elementary catastrophes.
The aim o f this chapter is to investigate nonlinear static buckling (instability) through 
usual discrete critical points (limit points, asymmetric and symmetric bifurcations) o f 
potential systems by means o f Catastrophe Theoiy. More specifically, attention is 
focused on structural systems o f 1-DOF with one control (unfolding) parameter 
governed by universal unfoldings (standard or canonical form o f  potential energy 
function with the minimum number o f  such parameters) associated with fold and 
(dual) cusp catastrophes. Thus, discrete systems or systems that have been discretized 
via any convenient technique are considered.
Given that several terms that are used in the Catastrophe Theory have a different 
meaning to the terms used in Mechanics, clarifications are necessary to introduce 
these terms and concepts.
6.3. General considerations
In the sequel, simple discrete systems whose static response is governed by an 
analytical single-value total potential energy function V(qi,Pj) are considered, where 
q; (i=l,2,...,n) are generalized coordinates, while pj (j=l,2,...,m with m<4) are 
independent control parameters such as (potential) loading, initial imperfections, 
stiffnesses, etc; V is a nonlinear function o f qj and a linear' function o f the (potential)
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loading, being identified with one o f the aforementioned control parameters p,j. 
Assuming that qj and jij are non-dimensionalized quantities, one can obtain the set o f 
equilibrium points (or critical points o f V  in the terminology o f Topology) via the 
following nonlinear equations also in dimensionless form
Vi(qi,Pj)=0, i= l,2,...,n and j=l,...,4 (6.1)
where the subscript i in V  denotes partial differentiation with respect to the 
corresponding coordinate qb
We further assume that the above systems can be classified into one o f the seven 
elementary catastrophes associated with one or two state variables (i—1,2) and four - at 
most - control parameters (j<4). Hence, we consider systems that can be simulated by 
2-DOF models in which one o f the two generalized coordinates (state variables), e.g. 
q2, can be eliminated as a passive coordinate. Inserting q2=q2(qO into V we obtain a 
new total potential function with one (active or essential) coordinate qi=q. Thus, the 
original system is transformed into an equivalent 1-DOF system.
6.4. Tlie fold catastrophe
The corresponding total potential energy function V with the lowest degree algebraic 
polynomial in q, related to a nonlinear equilibrium path, is o f the form:
Y=q3+p2q2+Piq (6.2)
where according to Zeeman’s (1977) notation the control parameters pi and p2 are 
called normal and splitting factors, respectively. One can always put V  in eq. (6.2) in 
this form after rescaling the active variable. This two-control parameter function can 
be reduced into the simplest o f the seven elementary catastrophes, the fold 
catastrophe, whose set o f equilibrium points (catastrophe manifold M ) is obtained by 
the algebraic polynomial o f the lowest possible degree in q
V  i=3q2+2ji2q+pi=0 (6.3)
Indeed V  in eq. (6.2), after shifting the origin via the smooth change o f variable 
q —» q - p 2/3 and ignoring the constant term, becomes
V=q3+pq (6.4)
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where p = p, -  p2 / 3 is a new (single) control or unfolding parameter. Clearly, the last 
function V in eq. (6.4) is a universal unfolding o f the germ (or organizing centre) 
V=q3. Such a universal unfolding with co-dimension 1 (since p is a single control 
parameter) which incorporates all local qualitative properties o f the germ is related to 
the fold (singularity) catastrophe which is structurally stable or generic (Thom, 1972; 
Poston and Stewart, 1978). At this point, one shall recall that a function is structurally 
stable if any arbitrarily small perturbation leaves its qualitative behaviour locally 
unchanged. Thus, the original potential function and the perturbed function have the 
same local properties (i.e. number and type o f critical points, basins o f attraction, etc); 
namely the topology o f the catastrophe set (manifold) M is preserved. Clearly, the 
germ V=q3 is not structurally stable since its neighboring function V=q3+p2q2 has not 
the same qualitative properties near q=0, and thus the latter function V is not versal 
(Gilmore, 1981). Note also that the local character o f the analysis imposes some 
restrictions on the magnitudes o f the variables, so that all perturbed potential functions 
[incorporated into V o f eq. (6.4)] have the same nature and number o f critical points 
near q=0 (Saunders, 1980). Thus, the universal unfolding V o f eq. (6.4) is structurally 
stable for values o f p (or pi and p2) yielding such critical states near q=0.
ft
B (bifurcation set B)
(a) (b)
Fig. 6.1. a) The equilibrium surface (equilibrium path) with the singularity set S o f the (one parameter) 
fold catastrophe and b) the control parameter space (straight line) with the bifurcation set B.
The catastrophe manifold M related to eq. (6.4) is given by:
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Eq. (6.5) represents a 2nd order parabola shown in Fig. 6.1.s whose origin, i.e. point 
S(0,0), divides it into a stable (right) branch and an unstable (left) branch. Thus, point 
S is an asymmetric branching (bifurcation) point since a symmetric branching point 
has the entire path (i.e. both branches) stable or unstable. Nevertheless, one can 
observe that this point is also equivalent to a limit point (i.e. maximum in the pai’abola 
p vs q). Namely, the standard (typical or canonical) form o f the fold catastrophe 
related to eq. (6.4) embraces two distinct critical points (in the curve load versus 
displacement): the asymmetric branching point and the limit point, being thus 
equivalent to each other. The catastrophe manifold M is the above parabola, while the 
singularity set S (being a subset o f M) is given by
Vn=6q=0 (6.6)
which yields the degenerate (according to mathematical terminology) critical point S. 
The projection o f S(0,0) on the control line q=0 is the bifurcation set B, i.e. the single 
point p=0. The dimension o f the singularity set S is one less than the co-dimension o f 
the universal unfolding (namely dim(S)=T-l=0 , i.e. one point).
Note that the non-standard two-control parameter function V given in eq. (6.2) is 
structurally stable (being versal) but not universal unfolding as V  in eq. (6.4), being 
associated with the minimum number o f unfolding parameters (i.e. one parameter o f 
this type). Considering a finer classification o f critical points (Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer, 1979; Thompson and Hunt, 1984), one can include a second (secondary) 
control pammeter which in applied sciences is provided by an imperfection parameter 
e=pi. Let X-Xc=p2 be the loading (primary) control or bifurcational parameter, with 7^  
being the critical buckling load. Then, the two-control parameter function V  in eq. 
(6.2) becomes
V=q3+(l-X;)q2+qs (6.7)
This is a non-typical function V=V(q,Z,s) which incorporates two buckling 
phenomena against Thom’s single fold: the limit point (for imperfect systems, 8 *0 ) 
and the asymmetric branching point (for the perfect systems, s=0) which are not 
equivalent, as this occurs in the first elementary fold catastrophe o f Thom. For 8 * 0  
the function V  in eq. (6.7) -  as stated above -  is structurally stable, while for 8=0 it is
Vi=3q2+p=0 (p<0) (6.5)
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structurally unstable. Hence, the limit point (85* 0) is structurally stable, while the 
asymmetric branching point (e=0) is structurally unstable.
The catastrophe manifold M o f V  given in eq. (6.7) is
V  i=3q2+2(A-Xc)q+8=0 (6.8)
q
Fig. 6.2. a) The equilibrium (folded) surface of (hyperbolic paraboloid) of the fold (two parameters) 
catastrophe with the singularity set S and its projection b) on the (q,e) plane and c) on the (X,e) control 
plane showing the bifurcation set B (associated with an asymmetric bifurcation point).
This equation represents the equilibrium surface shown in Fig. 6.2.a in (q,A,e)-space 
which looks like a folded elastic sheet that can be deformed as a membrane to take the 
form o f a hyperbolic paraboloid. Indeed, through the transformation o f variables
X - X c -  V3Y and q = (X  -  Y ) / a/3 , eq. (6.8) takes the standard form o f a hyperbolic
paraboloid: X2-Y2+e=0. Point A  is clearly a saddle point o f the catastrophe manifold 
M (equilibrium surface) taken as the origin (0,0,0) in the (q,A,,e) - space. From the 
discriminant o f eq. (6.8) it turns out that there are no critical points (i.e. equilibria) for
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e > + _ £ L  (6.9)
3
while for s<0 or e>0 for which
( k - A > 2  ( 6 1 0 )
3
there ai*e two equilibrium states which coincide into one given by
(X — Xc)  = —3q (6.11)
when the discriminant is zero, i.e. when &=(X-Xc) 2/3. Introducing this expression o f s 
into eq. (6.11) results in
s=3q2 (ss >0) (6.12)
Eq. (6.12) shows that such double or degenerate critical points occur for s>0 and 
represent a parabola in the (q,s)-plane (Fig. 6.2.b), being the singularity set S, given by
V  l i—6q+2(X-Lc)=0 (6.13)
which yields eq. (6.11). Inserting X-Xc from the last equation into eq. (6.8), we obtain 
the set o f degenerate critical points which constitutes the locus o f the limit points o f all 
imperfect systems given in parametric representation by
Xs- L c = -3 q s 
gs =3qs (ss > ° ).
(6.14)
Eliminating qs from eqs (6.14) we get the parabola in the control (X,e)-plane C (Fig. 
6.2.c)
\ s = \ ' ± j 3 ( e s) m  (6.15)
This parabola (tangent to the loading axis X at X=XJ) shows that the load-carrying 
capacity o f the imperfect system is lower than that o f the perfect one. The last equation 
which illustrates the variation o f the critical (limit point) load Xs with the imperfection 
ss represents the well-known %-power law of the (asymptotic) equation o f 
imperfection-sensitivity. The parabola given by eq. (6.15) represents the bifurcation 
set B (associated with sudden qualitative changes in the form o f V ) which constitutes 
the failure locus in the control parameter (X,e) -  plane C.
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From the geometric viewpoint the singularity set S [degenerate critical (or limit) 
points] is the space-curve in Fig. 6.2.a, which divides the equilibrium surface M into 
stable and unstable domains o f equilibria (critical points). Such a curve (boundary 
between stability and instability) is given in parametric representation by eqs (6.11) 
and (6.12) or eqs (6.14). The projection o f this space-curve on the vertical (e,q)-plane 
(i.e. when A=const) is given by the second o f eqs (6.14) (Fig. 6.2.b), while the 
corresponding projection o f the same space-curve on the horizontal control (A,e)-plane 
C is given by eq. (6.15) (Fig. 6.2.c). The intersection o f the manifold M  with the 
vertical plane X=XC using eq. (6.8)  is the parabola
This parabola passes through its vertex: the saddle point A  (Fig. 6.2.a), i.e. the origin 
(0,0,0), since 8=0 yields q=0 and X=XC. Intersections o f the manifold M  with parallel 
vertical planes for various values o f Afy XQ)  are related, due to eq. (6.8), to
(6.14). The locus o f the limit points (singularity set S), as stated above, is the space- 
curve dividing the equilibrium surface M into stable and unstable domains o f 
equilibria. For a positive downward orientation o f the q-axis the lower sheet o f M is 
stable, while the upper sheet o f M  is unstable. Indeed, the equilibrium points using eq. 
(6.8) are given by
where for e<0 the plus sign yields q>0 (lower sheet), while the negative sigh gives q<0 
(upper sheet). Introducing eq. (6.18) into Vn=6q+2(X-Ac), we obtain
Intersections o f the equilibrium surface M with parallel vertical planes for s=const 
yield nonlinear equilibrium paths o f imperfect systems (s 5* 0) ,  where s<0 has gentle
s = -3q2 (e < 0 ) (6.16)
which yields the two equilibria
(6.17)
corresponding parabolas whose vertex (limit point) is governed by the second o f eqs
(6.18)
for q > 0 
for q < 0
(6.19)
effects, while s>0 leads to collapse as shown above. The variation o f V  against q for
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s>0 (no critical points), e=0 (degenerate or double critical points) and s<0 (two critical 
points, one stable for q>0, the other unstable for q<0) is shown in Fig.6.3.
Fig. 6.3. Variation of the total potential function V  vs q for s>0 (no critical points), e=0 (degenerate or 
double critical point) and e<0 (two critical points, one stable and the other unstable).
6.5. The cusp catastrophe
The total potential energy function V  corresponding to the next higher order algebraic 
polynomial in q is
v  = q4 + p3q3 + fi2q2 + m  (6*2°)
This is a three-control parameter function which is structurally stable. However, it is 
not the universal unfolding o f the germ q4 which, as it is known, is associated with 
two-control parameters. Indeed, this germ can become structurally stable with the aid 
o f two control parameters. This is achieved by shifting the origin via the smooth 
transformation o f variable q—>q~p3/4 and ignoring the constant term which yields the 
canonical (standard) form
V = q4 +p*2q2 +p !q  (6-21)
where p^  = (p j-p 2p3/2 + p3/8)and p2 = (p2-3p3/8); V  in eq. (6.21) corresponds 
to the universal unfolding o f the cusp or Riemann-Hugoniot catastrophe. Applying the 
control parameters used in Engineering Mechanics p2 = X ~ X C (loading) and
Pi =e(imperfection), the potential function (6.21) becomes
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V = q4 + (A, — Ac )q2 + eq (6.22)
The equilibrium surface or catastrophe manifold M  (i.e. the set o f non-degenerate 
critical points o f V ) is given by
Vj — 4q3 + 2(A. — A<c )q + 8 = 0 (6.23)
The singularity set S (i.e. the set o f degenerate critical points o f V ) is obtained by
Vu = 12q2 + 2(A, -  A,c) = 0 (6.24)
Introducing A-Ac from the last equation into eq. (6.23), we establish the locus o f the 
limit points (o f all imperfect systems) given in parametric representation by
^ - ^ = - 6qs2l
qs =0.5s" 3 J 
Eliminating qs from eqs (6.25) we obtain the following relation 
8(As- A c) 3+27e2 =0
(6.25)
(6.26)
which shows that the discriminant A o f eq. (6.23) is zero. Eq. (6.26) which represents 
the bifurcation set B in the control parameter (A,s)-plane C gives (Kounadis, 1998, 
1999)
Xs =X,c -1.5es2' 3 (6.27)
where Xs is the limit point load and ss the corresponding imperfection.
Fig. 6.4. The bifurcation setB in the control parameter (k, e) plane o f the dual cusp catastrophe 
representing the imperfection sensitivity law (associated with an unstable symmetric point o f
bifurcation).
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Eq. (6.27) constitutes the well-known 2/3-power law o f the (asymptotic) equation o f 
imperfection sensitivity. From eq. (6.27) it turns out that the branches o f this curve 
(for 8s>0 and es<0) are symmetrical with respect to the X-axis and tangent to the point 
X=Xc. This point (with infinite slope at e=0) is a cusp and due to the symmetry o f the 
curve Xs vs es is also called dual-cusp (Fig. 6.4.). Thus, quite often this catastrophe 
manifold is called dual-cusp catastrophe.
For a perfect system (e=0), V in eq. (6.22) corresponds to a symmetric branching 
point, either stable (pitchfork or supercritical) or unstable (subcritical) which is 
structurally unstable. This can be readily detected via the introduction o f an 
imperfection parameter e (*  0) ,  which breaks the symmetry o f the nonlinear 
equilibrium path (loading vs displacement) into two symmetrical branches associated 
with corresponding limit points or folds. Then, the symmetric branching point is 
degenerated into two limit points, which are structurally stable. Thus, the unfolding o f 
V in eq. (6.22) o f the imperfect system (s  5* 0 ) is versal (i.e. structurally stable) and 
moreover universal, since it is associated with the minimum number o f control 
parameters (i.e. two: X and e). Hence, the cusp or dual-cusp catastrophe is o f co­
dimension 2, while the dimension o f the singularity set S is equal to the co-dimension 
o f the universal unfolding minus one, i.e. 2-1=1; namely this set is a line. This line is 
the boundary between stability and instability represented by eq. (6.25).
«  more stable 
•  less stable 
i i stability
instability
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.5. a) The equilibrium surface q=q(X,e) o f the dual cusp catastrophe with the singularity set S and 
b) its projection on the control parameter (X,e) plane.
The cusp catastrophe manifold M related to eq. (6.23) represents the equilibrium 
surface M shown in Fig. 6.5. in (q,X,e)-space which looks like a twice folded (elastic) 
sheet (deformable like a membrane). The singularity set S is the folded space curve
Imperfection
E q u ilib riu m  su ifaue  q-q(A,t>)
Control plane (A,e)
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associated with maxima (unstable equilibrium points) o f the potential function V. The 
surface sheet surrounded by this space curve is inaccessible by the system and acts as 
repeller, while the remaining surface is stable acting as attractor.
V V
q
Fig. 6.6. The form (curve) o f the potential V vs q in various positions o f the equilibrium surface o f the
dual-cusp catastrophe.
Note that the number o f real roots o f eq. (6.23) depends on the sign o f the above 
discriminant A=8(LrAc)3+27e2. I f  A<0, there are three real roots in eq. (6.23), yielding 
three equilibrium points; two negative and one positive root for s<0 and two positive 
and one negative roots for e>0. The three equilibrium points correspond to three 
intersection points on the equilibrium surface formed by a vertical line starting from 
the red triangle o f the control space (see Fig. 6.5.). The shaded area (with the red 
colour) o f the equilibrium surface corresponds to unstable equilibria (maxima o f V vs 
q), while the upper and lower sheet o f the surface correspond to stable equilibria 
(minima o f V vs q). I f  A>0, there is one real root (positive for e<0 and negative for 
e>0) yielding one stable equilibrium point (minimum o f V vs q) and two complex 
conjugate roots (for which there are no critical points). Clearly, in this case the vertical 
line intersects the equilibrium surface only in one point. Finally, if  A=0, either two
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roots coincide for s^O (imperfect system) associated with a limit point in the curve A 
vs q (while the other root corresponds to a stable equilibrium), or all three roots 
coincide for s=0 (perfect system) associated with a symmetric brandling point (stable 
or unstable). Then, it is clear that the vertical line passes in the first case through the 
space curve (singularity set S), while in the latter through the cusp o f the equilibrium 
surface (Fig. 6.5.). Fig. 6.6. shows the typical shape o f the potential curve V vs q for 
five points on the control plane related to the above cases. The control plane C is 
divided into two areas by the bifurcation set B (having the form o f a triangle with two 
curved edges). The number o f minima and maxima o f V vs q (i.e. stable and unstable 
equilibria) is constant. The degenerate critical points (associated with Vii=0) are 
points in which one minimum (stable equilibrium) and one maximum (unstable 
equilibrium) o f V meet together to disappear. These are points 011 the control plane C 
where the system exhibits jumps (i.e. limit points or folds in the plot A vs q). At the 
point 8=0 and A=Ac (corresponding to the cusp) the bifurcation set line turns round and 
goes back, and thus V is a “ flat” minimum associated with V=q4.
Fig. 6.7. The five salient features (divergence, bimodality, inaccessibility, hysteresis and jump) o f the
dual-cusp catastrophe.
Zeeman suggested five properties (Gilmore, 1981), typical in the cusp catastrophe, 
which can be seen by means o f Fig. 6.7. These are: bimodality, inaccessibility, sudden 
jumps, divergence and hysteresis. By bimodality we mean that a system has more than 
one local minimum (i.e. stable equilibrium) for some values o f the control parameters 
(e.g. for points inside the curved triangle). Inaccessibility means that a system has an 
unstable equilibrium state (e.g. the middle sheet o f the equilibrium surface associated
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with local maxima is inaccessible). Whenever V  has one unstable equilibrium, sudden 
(or catastrophic) jumps occur if  small changes in the values o f the control parameters 
result in large changes in the values o f the state variable. This phenomenon occurs 
when a minimun and a maximum o f V  coalesce and annihilate each other (e.g. a 
sudden jump in the value o f the state variable occurs as the system jumps from one 
sheet to the other sheet o f the equilibrium surface). Divergence occurs when slight 
differences in the path may (without any jumps) produce large differences in the state 
variable, even when two trajectories start and end at the same control points. For 
instance, two nearby trajectories (one on the right and the other on the left o f X-axis) 
starting from a point on the control parameter plane C outside the curved triangle and 
ending at a point inside it can produce significantly different behaviour (Fig. 6.8.).
Fig. 6.8. The divergence property of the dual-cusp catastrophe with the aid of the equilibrium surface
and the control parameter plane.
Hysteresis occurs whenever a physical process is not strictly reversible. Namely, this 
occurs when the jump from one sheet to the other sheet o f the equilibrium surface does 
not take place for the same values o f the control parameters as the reciprocal jump, 
and thus the variation o f the state variable follows the characteristic hysteresis loop 
(Fig. 6.7.). This is clearly shown in Fig. 6.9. by considering the intersection o f the 
equilibrium surface by a vertical plane with X=const. by means o f which one can see 
the corresponding variation o f 8 and q that follows the path 1233*455’ 1. One can also 
see the projection o f this path on the control parameter (X,e) - plane C from which it is 
apparent that, when this path enters into the curved triangle, the system remains stable,
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but when it goes out, the system jumps to another far away stable equilibrium state 
becoming unstable (via a limit point in the curve e vs q).
intersection by vertical plane at A.=const. showing the variation o f £ vs q (following the path 
1233’455’ 1) and its projection on the control parameter (£,£) plane.
6.6. "Im perfect" bifurcation and hysteresis point
A small arbitrary disturbance is introduced into the energy function V o f a perfect 
bifurcational system associated with a symmetric (stable or unstable) bifurcation point 
governed e.g. by eq. (6.28a) in which pi=0. From a study o f the local behaviour o f V 
given in eq. (6.28a) due to such a small arbitrary perturbation (eg. imperfections), one 
can observe the following: this disturbance can break the symmetry o f this branching 
point (i.e. the symmetry o f the equilibrium paths P vs q with respect to the loading 
axis P), transforming it into an asymmetric bifurcation called "imperfect" bifurcation 
(Golubitsky and Schaeffer, 1979). To this end, the new term in V should be o f 3rd 
order (cubic term), since such a term is missing from V in eq. (6.28a). For instance, 
such a small disturbance could be realized through the change o f variable
Fig. 6.9. The hysteresis property o f the dual cusp catastrophe with the aid o f the equilibrium surface, its
V=q4+p2q2+Piq (6.28a)
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due to which the origin O is shifted in the new position O' as shown in Fig. 6.10.a, b.
q '=  0 -  s (6.28b)
q-t)-s ip r
s \
/ \/ \
.-6-
/
/
"hnperfect"
bifiircation
0
(a)
0 O’ q’ 
(b)
Fig. 6.10. a) Perfect model with symmetric unstable bifiircation and b) perfect perturbed model with
asymmetric imperfect bifurcation.
The equilibrium path P vs q in the new system o f coordinates P'O'q' (remaining 
qualitatively unchanged) corresponds also to the "perfect" (perturbed) model which, 
however, is related to an asymmetric bifurcation point and to a limit point, both o f 
which are the result o f the break o f symmetry. The energy function V upon 
introduction o f q' [from eq. (6.28b)] into eq. (6.28a) becomes an algebraic polynomial 
o f 4th order with all powers o f q present (among which the new cubic term, e.g. paq3) 
except the first one, since pi=0. This is equivalent to adding a cubic term in the 
potential energy function V o f eq. (6.28a), in which pi=0 [pi is the normal 
imperfection parameter, being equal usually to s (i.e. pi~e)]. The corresponding 
pi=£i=0 "perfect" perturbed (due to the cubic term) model as well as the resulting 
imperfect ones for various values o f p,i=s are shown in Fig. 6.11.a, b. Fig. 6.11.a 
shows the respective equilibrium paths P vs q, while Fig. 6.1 l.b illustrates the 
response o f the model in the control parameter plane Ps vs s, where Ps are the limit 
point loads corresponding to various values o f pi=e, whereas the coefficient o f the 
cubic term p3 is kept constant. It is also worth observing the following: I f  e>0, there
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exist limit points for q<0 (one for each value o f e), while for q>0 there are no limit 
points. I f  s<0, there are limit points for q>0 (one limit point for each s), as well as for 
q<0 (two limit points for each value o f s). As s increases (absolutely), the two limit 
points for s<0 approach each other and at a certain critical value o f 8, s = eh, they 
coincide to one point called (non degenerate) hysteresis point (Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer, 1979) or cut-off point (Thompson and Hunt, 1984). The equilibrium path P 
vs q corresponding to s=Sh exhibits an inflection point at this hysteresis point (q=qh, 
P=Pi,) associated with an extremum or limiting value Ph o f the limit point loads Ps ; in 
this case, Ph=max Ps. The projection o f the locus o f all limit points (qs, Ps) in the 
control parameter plane Ps vs 8 is composed from two curves which meet each other at 
a tilted cusp point (being the projection o f the hysteresis point). Note that i f  the cubic 
term is missing, the model experiences a dual cusp (in the curve Ps vs s ) and the
corresponding kind o f catastrophe is called a cusp or Riemann-Hugoniot catastrophe, 
as mentioned previously. I f  the cubic term is present in the energy function V, then 
the model exhibits a tilted cusp catastrophe.
From the above analysis it is clear that the perturbed model which, due to the addition 
o f a cubic term p3q3 (where p,3 is the extra control parameter remaining constant), is
considered as "perfect" (associated with an asymmetric or "imperfect" bifurcation), is 
governed by
V  = q4+mq3+mq2 (6.29)
while the corresponding "imperfect" model (after introducing the linear term piq) is 
governed by
V = q4 + p3q3 + p2q2 + J^q (6.30)
Through the above development it is clear that pi and j-i2 are the normal imperfection 
control parameter and the loading (main) control parameter, respectively.
The condition for the limit point(s) (Ps, qs) o f the "perfect" model (i.e extremum in the 
curve P vs q) is
P'=0 (6.31)
while the condition for the hysteresis point (Ph,qii)
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Pff = 0
where P== dP/dq and P" = d2P/dq2
(6.32)
Fig. 6.11. a) Equilibrium path of imperfect (s*0) models and b) locus of limit points (bifurcational set) in
the control parameter plane.
Conditions (6.31) and (6.32) can also be written in terms o f the derivatives o f the 
Total Potential Energy (TPE) function V. For given nonzero values o f pi and p3> using 
the equilibrium equation V, = V, (P,q) = 0 one can establish the relationship:
P=P(q) (6.33)
Introducing this expression o f P into the equilibrium equation Vi=0, we obtain the 
identity
V,[q,P(q)] = 0 (6.34)
A  first differentiation o f this equation with respect to q yields:
Vu+V/P'^O (6.35)
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where V/ = dV1 / d P . Evaluation o f eq. (6.35) at the critical state C(qs,Ps), after taking
which evaluated at the critical state C(qh,Ph), due to eq. (6.36), yields the following 
condition for a hysteresis point
Note that, in general, for a limit point V,^ *  0; however, for a certain value o f the
6.7. Tilted cusp catastrophe
Regarding the symmetry o f the dual cusp catastrophe with respect to the loading axis 
Ps, one has to observe that it refers to a special case from a topological viewpoint 
(Thompson and Hunt, 1984). Typicallity is related to a cusp not symmetric with 
respect to the loading axis (Kounadis, 1980) or with a cusp which is off-set to the 
loading axis (Roorda, 1965). Indeed, within the framework o f the topological concept 
o f structural stability, the dual cusp with axis o f symmetry the loading axis is not 
typical. Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1979) have shown that typicallity is assured by 
adding to the TPE function V  in eq. (6.29) a second or extra imperfection parameter
into account = 0 , gives:
(6.36)
where V/| *  0.
A  second differentiation o f eq. (6.35) leads to:
vm +2^?'+v"p'2 +v;p" = o (6.37)
Pilc (6.38)
or
(6.39)
normal imperfection p, = pj1, condition (6.39) can be satisfied in addition to
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p3 acting on a cubic term. Then, V  is given by eq. (6.30) in which p3 is assumed fixed, 
while pi and \i2 are non-zero varying parameters much more important than p3.
6.8. Illustrative examples
In this section, 1-DOF potential systems exhibiting fold, cusp and tilted cusp 
catastrophes are used as models. A  major step for their stability analysis is to reveal, 
using their total potential energy, the elementary type o f catastrophe into which they 
can be classified. To this end, one should reduce their total potential energy function 
into one o f the seven standard forms o f Thom’s types o f catastrophes, in these cases 
into the fold or cusp catastrophe with well-known properties. The symbolic and 
numerical manipulation package (Wolfram, 1991) Mathematica (eg. contour graphs, 
space curves e.t.c.) has been used to establish the geometric characteristics o f the 
equilibrium surface M, o f the singularity set S and o f the bifurcation set B.
6.8.1. Fold catastrophe model
Consider the 1-DOF model shown in Fig. 6.12. with one rigid bar o f length t  with one 
end pinned and the other connected to another hinge through a linear elastic spring o f 
stiffness k. Denoting by e the initial imperfection (while the spring is unstressed), by 0 
the deformed position o f the model and by X = P/Pc, where (Pc = k//2 ) the loading,
one can write the following (exact) form o f the total potential energy function 
(Kounadis, 1998)
U T = kL2 (\/l +sin 0 - V l  +sins)2 -  PL^Vl -  sin2 8 -^ 1 -s in 2 0)  
or V  = ^ 2" = (\/l + sin9 - V l  + sinsJ  -^ - (V l-s in 2 s -v/ l-s in 2 0)  (6.40)
After using the new state variable (p=sin0 (with |q>| < 1) and the new imperfection 
parameter a=sine (with |a| < 1) the total potential energy function V becomes
V  = (^ /l + cp-Vl + a )2 - ^ ( V l - a 2 -yjl — (p2) (6*41)
The catastrophe manifold M (equilibrium surface) and singularity set S (critical 
points) related to equations V i=Vn=0 are given by:
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a/ i  — q>2 - V O  +  a ) G - < P )  =  ^ < P
Vl + oc (p _ A,
(6.42)
2-yJl-g) — cp2 2
The next step is to find out the standard (canonical) form o f the elementary 
catastrophes into which V  in eq. (6.41) can be classified. This allows us to know a 
priori all properties associated with this standard form o f V, as developed above in 
detail.
Fig. 6.12. Deformed configuration of an imperfect 1-DOF model exhibiting a fold catastrophe 
(associated with an asymmetric bifurcation point).
6.8.1.1.Reduction of V into a standard form
I f  the imperfection parameter a is zero (i.e. e=0) the equilibrium equation o f the 
perfect model becomes
Clearly, this equation is satisfied for (p=0, regardless o f the value o f X; i.e. the trivial 
solution corresponds to the fundamental equilibrium path whose intersection with the 
secondary (post buckling) equilibrium path is obtained by virtue o f eq. (6.43) for (p—>0
equation (6.43) it is clear that the secondary equilibrium path is not symmetric with 
respect to X. Following Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1979) procedure, a Taylor’ s 
expansion o f f(cp,X) about the critical point C(0,1) gives
P
^  A’
(6.43)
which yields X=l. The bifurcation point (p=(pc=0 and L=ZC=1 is asymmetric since from
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f(q ,A ) = r  + f > + f lcr i - i ) + L [ f > 2+ 2f > ( k - i ) + f l\ ( x - i ) 2]+ 
+  4 [fm<P3 +  3fvV<p2 (A, - 1 )  +  3f;utp(X - 1)2 + f m ( £ - l ) 3]+h .o .t
(6.44)
Given that f((p,X) is a linear function o f X, then
On the other hand we have also
(6.45)
r = o ,  f '= o ,  f ; = - S = o
=[o.25(l-<p)-3'2 - (1 - tp 2)-1'2 -<p2( l - q ,2)-3'2]|c =-0.75, =-0.5
f ; q,=[0.375(l-cp)-5' 3 -3cp(l-<p)-3'2 -3(p2(l-<p2)-5'2]|c =0.375, =0
(6.46)
Eq. (6.44), after truncation, is simplified as follows
f(<p,X) = - [ -  0.75cp2 -<p (X -l)]+  —0.375q>3 = 0 2 6
or
f(<P.^) = T<p3 - 0 2 -1<P(X-1) = 0
lo o 2
(6.47)
It is reasonable to discuss at first whether such a case can be classified into the 
simplest o f the seven elementary catastrophes, i.e. the fold catastrophe. To this end, 
one must keep terms up to the second order in <p which due to eq. (6.47) yields the 
approximate equation
f ( 9,X) = - 3 ^ —  | (X -1 ) = 0 
On the other hand the first o f eqs (6.42) for la! « 1  can also be written as
(6.48)
f(cp,X,a) = Vl-<P2 1
2 8
2
=  0
which due to eqs (6.43) and (6.48) can be approximated as follows
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(6.49)
where Zc= l. The total potential energy function V  corresponding to this equation can 
assume the form
where q = —9 / 2, p2 = —X + A,c + 0.5a, and 1+  = —0.5a.
Clearly, V  in eq. (6.50) can be reduced to the standard form o f the fold catastrophe 
given by eq. (6.4).
The proceeding result could also be readily obtained using the following procedure. 
The local behaviour o f the total potential energy V in eq. (6.41), for |a|« 1 ,  keeping 
terms up to third order in 9, can be approximated as follows
which apparently can take the form given in eq. (6.50).
The bifurcation set B (showing the imperfection sensitivity) can be obtained from eqs 
(6.42) which allow us to establish the locus o f the limit points (9sAs) for various 
values o f the imperfection parameter a (or s). Eliminating X=XS from eqs (6.42), we get 
after rearrangements
V = q3 + n 2q2 +H,q (6.50)
or (6.51)
Vl + ot = ---------- .-------
( 2 - 9 s)V 1 + cPs
(6.52)
(6.53)
Neglecting third order terms we obtain
(a  > 0) (6.54)
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Introducing the expression f  + ips from eq. (6.52) into the second o f eqs (6.42), after 
some rearrangements, leads to
Xs = (l  + a )1/2(l-cps)3/2 (6.55)
For very small imperfections (i.e. |a|«  1) using eq. (6.54) one can write for the 
vicinity o f the critical state the following approximation (Kounadis, 1998,1999)
Xs =Xc±V3|a|''\ (A*=l) (6.56)
6.8.1.2.Results
From Fig. 6.13. one can see the catastrophe manifold M [1st o f eq.(6.42)], the 
singularity set S [eqs (6.42)] associated with the space curve (SiOS2) which divides 
the equilibrium surface into stable and unstable domains, and finally the bifurcation 
set B associated with eqs (6.54) and (6.55).
Fig. 6.13. The catastrophe Manifold M (equilibrium surface), the singularity set S (space curve S|OS2) 
and the bifurcation set B (parabola X vs a) o f a fold catastrophe.
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Consider the 1-DOF model shown in Fig. 6.14. consisting o f two rigid bars o f equal 
length £ interconnected to each other by a frictionless hinge supported by a vertical 
linear elastic spring with stiffness k. Let s and 0 be the initial angle imperfection 
(when the spring is unstressed) and the total angle (associated with the deformed 
position). Then, one can write the following total potential energy function
V = i  (sin 0 -  sin s)2 -  A(cose -  cos 0) , (A = P / k/) (6.57)
6.8.2. Cusp catastrophe model
Fig. 6.14. Deformed configuration o f an imperfect 1-DOF model exhibiting a dual-cusp catastrophe 
(associated with an unstable symmetric point o f bifiircation).
The corresponding eq. (6.57) relationship, the catastrophe manifold M  and singularity 
set S are given by
V, = (sin 0 -  sin e)cos9 -  Asin 0 = 0 1
1 v ’  ] (6.58)
VH = cos20 +sins sin 0-A cos 0 = 0 J
6.8.2.1.Reduction of Y  into a standard form
The equilibrium equation o f the perfect (s=0) model is given by
f(0,A) = sin0cos0-AsinO = 0 (6.59)
Since eq. (6.59) is satisfied for 0=0, regardless o f the value o f A, the fundamental 
equilibrium path is trivial. The intersection o f this path with the secondary path is 
obtained from eq. (6.59) for 0—>0 which yields A=l. This is a bifurcation point, 0=0C=O
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and X=A,C=T, which is symmetric since eq. (6.59) remains unchanged if  0 is replaced by 
-0. Using the Taylor expansion given in eq. (6.44) about the critical point C(0,1), after 
replacing (p by 0, due to eq. (6.59) we find
Eq. (6.59) with the aid o f relations (6.60) leads to die following approximation
By virtue o f eq. (6.59) and its approximation (6.61) the equilibrium equation o f the 
imperfect model given by the 1st o f eqs (6.58) becomes
where A,c= l. For small s such that sine = s the last equation is approximated as follows
Integration o f eq. (6.63) leads to the standard form o f the total potential energy 
function V  o f the cusp catastrophe given in eq. (6.21).
We could derive the above result by adopting the following approximation
a2
sinO = 0 , c o s O s i-—  (6.64)
Using these approximations together with |s| «  |0|, the first o f eqs (6.58) yields eq.
The bifurcation set B (showing the imperfection sensitivity) is determined from eqs 
(6.58) which allow us to establish the locus o f the limit points (0S,D  for various values 
o f the imperfection parameter s. Multiplication o f the 1st o f eqs (6.58) by sin0s and the
(6.60)
f ( 0,X) = - e ( X - l ) - i e 3 =0 (6.61)
(6.62)
i-03 +Q(X-X0)+e = 0 (6.63)
(6.63).
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2nd o f eqs (6.58) by 0S' and then adding these equations, we obtain, after some 
rearrangements
Xs = cos3 0S = (1-sin2 0S)3/2 (6.65)
Substituting the expression o f Xs from eq. (6.65) into both o f eqs (6.58) we get
sin 0S cos0s -  sin s cos0s -  cos3 0S sin 0S =0 
cos2 0 -  sin2 + sin s sin 0 -  cos4 0 = 0
(6.66)
Adding the above equations after multiplication o f the 1st by cos0s and the 2nd by sin0E 
we obtain
sin30s = sin8 (6.67)
or sin 0S = sin1/3 8 (6.68)
By means o f eqs (6.65) and (6.68) we get
Xs = (1 -  sin2/3 s)3/2 (6.69)
Eq. (6.69) for small 8 can be approximated as follows
Xs = X C -1 .5 s2/3 (6.70)
where Xc = 1.
6.8.2.2.Results
From Fig. 6.15. one can see the catastrophe manifold M [1 o f eqs (6.58)], the 
singularity set S [eqs (6.58)] representing the folded space-curve (SiOS2) surrounding 
the sheet surface with maxima (unstable equilibria), while the other parts o f the 
equilibrium surface are associated with minima (stable equilibria). Finally from Fig. 
6.15. one can also see the bifurcation sets B [eqs (6.68)  and (6.69)]. The dual cusp is 
associated with an unstable symmetric bifurcation point in the curve X vs 0.
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Fig. 6.15. Catastrophe manifold M  (equilibrium surface), the singularity set S (space curve SiOS2) and 
bifurcation set B (A vse) o f a dual cusp catastrophe.
6.8.3. Tilted cusp catastrophe model
The development o f imperfect bifurcations and Tilted Cusp Catastrophe will be 
illustrated via a simple example by using an 1-DOF model, simulating an one-span 
elastically supported beam under the influence o f a constant moment on one end and a 
horizontal force o f varying magnitude on the other. This model as shown in Fig. 6.16. 
consists o f a rigid bar AB o f length £ inclined from the vertical direction by an angle 
s. The end A is an immovable hinge, while end B is supported on a horizontal 
movable linear spring with stiffness k. The bar is subjected to a vertical force P at its 
end B and simultaneously to a small external moment M, which remains constant as P 
increases from zero. The spring is assumed to be unstressed when the bar is in its 
initial position defined by e. The deformed configuration is defined by the angle 0 
measured also from the vertical direction.
The total potential energy function o f the model is
U 1 = -ik^2(sin0-sine)2 -  Pfycose-cos0)- M (0 -e )
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or = V  = i(s in 0 -s in s )2-Z (c o s s -c o s0 )-m (0 -s ) (6.71)
k r  2
where X =  ?/k£ and m = M /k f2.
Fig. 6.16. Imperfect model subjected to a varying end loading P and a fixed small moment M at
hinge A.
The equilibrium and the buckling equations are given by
Vj = (s in0 -s in s )cos0 -X sin0 -m  = O (6.72)
Vn =cos20 + sin0*sine-A,cos0 = 0 (6.73)
The next step is to classify the above form o f the energy function V into the canonical 
form o f one o f the universal unfoldings o f the seven elementary catastrophes. To this 
end and in view o f the fact that we are interested in the local behaviour o f V, one has 
to reduce V  into one o f the algebraic polynomials with two control (unfolding) 
parameters (besides the loading) o f the aforementioned universal unfoldings.
6.8.3.1.Local Analysis
Using the approximations
eq. (6.72) can be approximated as follows
sin0 = 0 - 0 3 /6, cos0 = 1 -0 2 /2, s in s s e  (6.74)
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which after multiplication by 1 + Q2 / 6 gives
(6.75)
where e0 = e  + m and m0 = (2 s-m )/3 . I f  s0 =m 0 = 0, eq. (6.75) yields the 
equation o f the postbuckling equilibrium path
o f the perfect bifurcational system whose critical state C is an unstable symmetric 
bifurcation point occurring at 0C=O, Ac=l.
The corresponding approximate expression o f V, replacing locally (i.e. near 0C=0, 
Xc=l) the original V  o f eq. (6.71) is obtained via a first integration o f eq. (6.75) and 
omission o f the constant term, as follows:
where Xc=l.
Clearly, e0 acting on a linear term is the normal imperfection parameter, while mo 
acting on a cubic term is the extra imperfection parameter which is assumed constant. 
According to Golubitsky and Schaeffer (1979) the function V  in eq. (6.77) is 
structurally stable since typicallity is assured via the cubic term. Hence, the energy 
function V  in eq. (6.77) is a universal unfolding.
The "perfect" perturbed model associated with an asymmetric or "imperfect" 
bifurcation corresponds to e0 =0  and m0 *  0, or m0 = -m  (Fig. 6.16.). The 
respective nonlinear equilibrium path for constant mo is given by
(6.76)
(6.77)
which for 0=0 yields A=Ac=l. The limit point ( 0 f , ^ )  m addition to eq. (6.78) satisfy 
also the following equation
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V„ = —  + (A -A c) - m o0 = O (6.79)
or
due to which
0 5  = 2
XCs = k c + ^S c g
(6.80)
Note that e0 = 8 + m = 0 implies m0 = -m
Fig. 6.17. Equilibrium path A vs 0 o f the perfect (perturbed) model associated with an asymmetric 
(imperfect) bifurcation point at A^=l and 0C=O.
The imperfect (e0 *  0) model generated from the previous model is governed by V o f 
eq. (6.77) with constant mo. The corresponding values o f e imperfect models are 
associated with nonlinear equilibrium paths exhibiting limit points (0S, ©  which are 
obtained by solving the system o f equations
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X  = y + ( x - x c)e+80- m 0y  = o
Vu =
30
+ (X —Xc) -  mo0 = 0
Eqs (6.81), after elimination o f (X-Xc), give
mn0'
- s 0 =0
Moreover, Xs — Xt - e 2 +m„e
Through the transformation o f variable
e = cp+E+ 
Y 6
eq. (6.82) becomes
cp3 + rep + s = 0
mr
where r = - 21+ 
12
m o
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The discriminant o f eq. (6.84) A=(s/2)2+(r/3)J is equal to
A = —s0(s0 + ^ + )  
4 ° ° 54
(6.81)
(6.82)
(6.83)
(6.84)
(6.85)
(6.86)
I f  A>0, eq. (6.84) has one real root and a pair o f complex conjugate roots. For 
m0 > 0, eq. (6.84) has three real roots if  A < 0, which occurs for 0 > 80 > -m I /54; 
hence outside this interval o f values o f e0 we have A > 0, which implies one real root 
and two complex conjugates roots (Fig. 6.17.). For m0 < 0 and 0 < s 0 < m^  /54 we 
have A < 0 (three real roots), and hence outside this region o f values o f s0 we have 
A > 0 (one real root and two complex conjugates).
Finally, if A=0, occurring for
SA = —
m0
^4
(6.87)
then eq. (6.84) or (6.82) has one double root given by
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302 -m o0 = 0
(6.88)
By virtue o f relation (6.87) and (6.88) the second o f eqs (6.81) yields
(6.89)
One can readily conclude that the point defined by eqs (6.88) and (6.89) is a hysteresis 
point (i.e. an inflection point in the curve X vs 0); namely
Indeed, one can easily show that this point (0h, XJ in addition to eqs (6.81) satisfies 
also equation
from which we get 0h = m0 / 3, already found above.
With the aid o f eq. (6.87) one can find s as a function o f m as follows. Inserting 
£o =s+m and m0 = (2s — m)/3 into eq. (6.87) we get
Since (2s-m )3 /27 -54 compared to s+m is very small, one can adopt a first 
approximation setting s = -m , winch, upon introduction into the second member o f 
eq. (6.92), gives the better approximation
From the above local (approximate) analysis the following conclusions are drawn: 
The TPE function V  given in eq. (6.77) [approximating V  o f eq. (6.71)] is the 
universal unfolding o f  the tilted cusp catastrophe (Thompson and Hunt, 1984). The 
equilibrium path o f the "perfect” perturbed model corresponds to so=0 or s = -m . 
Finally, among the imperfect models (e0 *  0) exhibiting a limit point instability, 
there is one corresponding to a hysteresis point (0h, XJ with maximum critical load
(6.90)
Vni = 30- m 0 =0 (6.91)
s =  (m3 -  6m2s + 12ms2 -  8s3) -  m
27-54
(6.92)
m
(6.93)s = -m
54
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i.e., max As =Ah. Such a situation occurs when the relation between 8 and m satisfies 
eq. (6.87) or its approximation, eq. (6.93).
6.8.3.2.GlobaI Analysis
The above results are established below by using the exact expression o f the TPE 
function V  given in eq. (6.71) and its derivatives Vi, Vn and Vm. On the basis o f 
relations eo= e +m and m0 = (2s -  m)/3, used in the previous local analysis, one can
Introducing these expressions into eqs. (6.72) and (6.73) after setting for small e (i.e. 
for lei < 0.05rad) sine = 8 we obtain
where, as stated above, so is the normal imperfection parameter, whereas the extra 
parameter mo is kept constant.
The equilibrium path A vs 0 o f the "perfect" (perturbed) model is obtained from eqs
(6.95) by setting so=0 which yields
axis at 0C =0 andA0 = 1 (“imperfect” bifurcation). This path exhibits a limit point 
obtained via the simultaneous solution o f eqs (6.96) from which one can find
find
2
m = —sn -m  
3 0
(6.94)
(6.95)
V, = is in  20 -  Xsin 0 + m0 (1 -  cos0) = 0 
Vn = cos20- Acos0 + mo sin0 = 0
(6.96)
The equilibrium path A vs 0 related to the 1st o f eqs. (6.96) intersects the loading A-
(6.97)
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An exact solution o f the 1st o f eqs (6.97) can be obtained only numerically. However, 
for |0| < 0.7 rad, one can adopt the approximations
sin 0 = 0 -  03 / 6 and cos0 = 1 -  02 / 2 , due to which eqs (6.97) lead to
03 -  2.40 + 1.2mn = 0
A = 1 +
0: (6.98)
A  first approximation by neglecting 03 in the 1st o f eqs (6.98) leads to the values o f 0SC 
and Asc given in eqs (6.80).
The imperfect model (e0 /  0) is governed by the 1st o f eqs (6.96) in which
m0 = (2s ~m)/3 is kept constant and hence m=2e-3mo, which implies s0 = 3 (e -m 0) .
Namely, for fixed mo the normal parameter so is a function o f s. The limit points (0S, 
As) o f the imperfect model are determined by solving eqs (6.95) with respect to A and 
0 for various values o f so and constant mo. From eqs (6.95) one can obtain
sin3 0 - ^ - ( l  + 2 cos0) - m o(l- c o s 0)  =  0 
2
A = cos3 0 + (mo ——so)sin0
(6.99)
Using eqs (6.99) we can determine 0S and Ag as functions o f the normal imperfection 
parameter so for fixed mo. Clearly, the 1st o f eqs (6.99) using the approximations 
sin0 = 0 - 03 /6 and cos0 = l -©2 /2 becomes
i - i -
2 3
- n ©  = 0 
0 2
which after neglecting terms o f higher order than 03 yields
93 - m  ^ T  = 0
2 1 + ——
(6.100)
which reduces to eq. (6.82).
Similarly, the 2nd o f eqs (6.99), using the last equation and the above approximations, 
becomes
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X = 1---- 02 +2
2
m„ —  
0 3
r 2 >
V J _
0 1
or X = l ——-O2 +m.0H— -
m f l f  
6
(6.101)
which after neglecting the last term reduces to eq. (6.83).
Finally, the hysteresis point (0h, Xh), corresponding to the limiting case o f limit points 
(0S, Xg) with the maximum limit point load (Xh=maxXs) is determined by solving eqs
(6.95) along with equation
VU1 =-2sin20 + Xsin0 + -Acos0 + mocos0 = O (6.102)
with respect to 0, X and so for constant mo. Adding the 1st o f eqs (6.95) and eq. (6.102) 
we get
2 3
m° = 3 S° + 2 Sin20
Substituting this expression o f mo into eqs (6.99) we obtain
(6.103)
sin3 0— (l-c o s 0)sin20- 8o =0
(6.104)
X = (3 -  2 cos2 o)cos 0
Solving eq. (6.103) and the 1st o f eqs (6.104) with respect to 0 and so for constant mo 
we find the (hysteresis point) values 0h and ej . Introducing 0h into the 2nd o f eqs
(6.104) we obtain the hysteresis point load Xh.
6.8.3.3.NumericaI Results
Numerical results are presented in both graphical and tabular form for various 
combinations o f values o f the control parameters s0 (normal) and m0 (extra). Fig. 
6.18. shows various equilibrium paths X vs 0 o f the “perfect” (perturbed) model 
(e o=0) exhibiting an “ imperfect” (or asymmetric) bifurcation point at 0C =0 and 
Xc = 1, as well as equilibrium paths o f imperfect models for m0 = -0.7 and various 
values o f s0( *  0) exhibiting limit points and a hysteresis point at 0h = —0.24446 and 
Xh = 1.08394, being the limiting 01* extremum case o f limit points.
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From Fig. 6.19. a,b one can see nonlinear equilibrium paths X vs 0 (Fig. 6.18.a) for 
m0 = - 0.7 and various values o f the normal imperfection parameter e0, the 
corresponding tilted cusp catastrophe bifurcational set (locus o f limit points) and the 
tilted cusp point in the control pammeter plane Xs vs s0(Fig. 6.18.b). Such a 
bifurcational set (in the terminology o f the Singularity Theory) demonstrates the 
imperfection sensitivity o f the model with respect to the normal parameter e0 which is 
o f major importance.
Numerical values o f the limit point loads Xs and the respective angles 0S are given in 
Table 6.1. for various values o f the normal parameters 80 = (±0.012, 
±0.006768,±0.0020)and m0 = -0.7, while from Table 6.2. one can see the variation 
o f the hysteresis point (0h, Xh) and the corresponding parameter for various values 
o f the extra parameter mQ = (±0.9, ±  0.7, ±  0.5, ±  0.3, ±  0.1,0).
• 0.4 - 0.2 0 0.2 0.4
Fig. 6.18. Equilibrium paths X vs 0 for m0=-0.70 o f the perfect (perturbed) model (so=0) and o f various
imperfect models (sq^ O).
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Fig. 6.19. a) Equilibrium paths X vs 0 for mo=-0.7 and b) bifurcational set (locus o f limit point) in the
control parameter plane f  vs e0.
Table 6.1. Buckling loads Xs and respective angles 0S for mo = —0.7 and various values o f the
normal parameter 80
Normal parameter s0 Buckling loads Xs Buckling angles 0S
-0.012 1.03401 - 0.443186
-0.006768 1.04618 -0.41656
-0.002 1.05024 - 0.0662351
0 1.06333 - 0.370743
0.002
0.944475 0.0690545
1.04968 -0.087091
1.06886 - 0.3522
0.006768 0.894357 0.119891
0.012 0.856236 0.154067
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Table 6.2. Hysteresis load X h, its respective angle 9 h and the corresponding S J for various values o f
the extra parameter m o
Extra parameter
m o
Hysteresis point
Normal parameter
■!
Buckling loads
K
Buckling angles
0.9 - 0.015085 1.14162 0.325954
0.7 -0 . 0067 68 1.08395 0.244461
0.5 - 0.00238818 1.04224 0.170481
0.3 - 0.000505787 1.01507 0.100794
0.1 - 0.0000185438 1.00167 0.0333622
0 0 1 0
•^4©1 0.0000185668 1.00167 - 0.0333622
-0.3 0.000505314 1.01507 - 0.100794
-0.5 0.00238818 1.04224 - 0.170481
-0.7 0.006768 1.08394 -0.24446
-0.9 0.015085 1.14162 - 0.325954
6.8.4. Fold catastrophe in a two-bar frame model
A  simple two-bar frame is used as a model whose nonlinear equilibrium equation is 
readily obtained using the classical stability technique. An eccentrically applied joint 
load acts upon the frame, which is geometrically perfect. The imperfection due to 
loading eccentricity is the extra control (unfolding) parameter, while the loading is the 
normal one. The analysis will be performed with the aid o f Catastrophe Theory.
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6.8.4.I. Stability analysis
The analysis follows to a certain extent the procedure outlined in previous studies 
(Kounadis, 1985, 1988) o f nonlinear* stability o f simple two-bar frames. Along these 
lines the frame ABC shown in Fig. 6.20. is analyzed below. The frame is assumed to 
be geometrically perfect with both members AB and BC made from linearly elastic 
material. The frame is subjected to a vertical concentrated joint load P eccentrically 
applied to the centre line o f the column AB by an amount e. Let w { and be the 
dimensionless deflection and axial displacement at an arbitrary point xj o f the centre 
line o f the ith bar*, where i= l,2.
Fig. 6.20. Geometry and sign convention o f a two-bar frame eccentrically loaded.
Employing the theory o f moderate rotations and small strains, one can write the 
following total potential energy function
i^| + ~ wi2 dxi+f  j
2P 0
+ p24l(l) + p(32ew'2(l)
^2( + “ w22 dx2 +
(6.105)
where is the slenderness ratio o f the ith bar, p = I2 H x, p = £2 ^ d  e = e /£2.
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Application o f the principle o f stationary total potential energy yields the following 
differential equations
ntt a 2
i ~ A i
1 ,2
i = 1,2
= 05 l+ }w ;2jw',
The boundary conditions (geometric and natural) are
(6.106)
Wj (0) = w J (0) = ^ ( 0) = w 2 (0) = 0 (6.107a-d)
w1(l) = p2^(l) (6.107e)
4i(1) = ~Pw2(1) (6.107©
w i(l) = w 2(l) (6.107g)
Hi(0) + ~ w j2 (0) = o (6.107h)
w2(0) = 0 (6.107i)
w f(l) + k2w i(l) = 0 (6.107k)
(p2 -  k2) p2 + pw2 (1) = 0 (6.1071)
wj (l) + (p/p)w2(l) + p2pe = 0 (6.107j)
where k2 = Sf 2 /EIj; S is the axial compressive force in the column.
Integration o f eqs (6.106) by means o f the boundary conditions associated with eqs 
(6.107a-d), (6.107h) and (6.107i) leads to
t / X k  I f 72 j
£ l ( x l )  =  2 * X 1 J W 1
M  Z 0
1 X2 o
h ( x2) = c - T  J w2 dx2
(6.108a)
(6.108b)
wJxJ^cfysinkxj -k x 1) + c2(coskx} - 1)
w 2 ( x 2 )  =  c 1X 2  + c 3 x 2
(6.108c)
(6.108d)
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where c15c2, c, and c3 are integration constants to be determined, and C represents the 
horizontal displacement o f the movable hinge at the support C; therefore ^2(x2) 
represents the absolute axial displacement. The constant C in eq. (6.108b) has no 
effect on the nonlinear equilibrium equation, and consequently on the critical 
(buckling) load.
Conditions (6.107k), (6.1071), (6.107j) and (6.107g) lead to
cj =0
^ p2(k2 - p 2)
ci
c2 =
C3 =
6p
k2 cosk
k c o t k
)]k 2 + p 2 ( e - l
[ k 2 + p 2 ( e - l ) ] - 0 - ( k 2 - P 2 )2p
(6.109a)
(6.109b)
(6.109c)
(6.109d)
Condition (6.107f) with the aid o f eqs (6.108c) and (6.108d) leads to the following 
nonlinear equilibrium equation
^ (k2 _p 2) + } 2 + P2(e - l ) ]  k 
3p kcotk p2
+
k2 +P2(e-1)
2k cos k
sin 2k 
2k
= 0 (6.110)
Clearly, eq. (6.110) is independent o f the constant C [i.e. o f relation (6.108b)].
Via numerical solution o f eq. (6.110) with respect to k for different levels o f the 
external load p2 and various values o f the parameters Xl , p, p and e , one can establish 
the entire (prebuckling and postbuckling) equilibrium path. Thus, using eqs (6.108a) 
and (6.108c) in conjuction with eqs (6.109a) and (6.109c) we obtain the following 
joint displacement components
(6.111a)§id ) = - ^ - - P 2
A
k2 +p2( e - l )
2k cos k 2k
Wi(l) = — !-
k2cosk
[k2+p2(e - l)}c o sk -l)
w'i(l) =
kcotk
k2+p2(e - l ) ]
(6.111b)
(6.111c)
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6.8.4.2. Linear stability analysis
Note that the derivation o f eq. (6.110) is based on relations (6.109a-d) and the 
geometric boundary condition (6.1071), which using linear* stability analysis becomes
w 2 (1) = 0 . (6.112)
The last condition due to relations (6.109b) and (6.109d) gives
P(k2--P_!) + k2+p2(e- 1£ o (6.113)
3p k cot k
In case that e=0, eq. (6.113)-being independent o f the slenderness ratio Xl -yields 
either p2 = k2 (6.114)
or kcotk = -3p./p (6.115)
Cleariy, eq. (6.114), implying w j(l) = w j(l) = 0, represents the fundamental 
equilibrium path, while eq. (6.115) yields the secondary (postbuckling) equilibrium 
path. The intersection o f these two paths gives the bifiircational critical load o f the 
linear stability analysis. Eq. (6.115) for p. = 0 and p. -> °o yields the lowest Euler
(critical) load k2r =p2r = n 2 /4and k2r = p2. = tu2 , respectively. For p = p = l ,  eq.
(6.115) gives k2r = p2r = 6.0304. This value lies between %2 / 4 and %2 as expected.
6.8.4.3. Simplified nonlinear stability analysis
Using the simplified nonlinear stability analysis (Kounadis, 1985, 1988) a very good 
approximate expression o f eq. (6.110) can be obtained by neglecting the axial 
shortening o f the column due to bending via the omission o f the integral in eq 
(6.108a). Then, the nonlinear equilibrium eq. (6.110) is simplified as follows
■£.(k2 - p 2) + k2 + P + - 1)+ j f y  = 0 (6.116)
D/i kcotk
Obviously, eq. (6.116), for constant values o f p, p .©  and e, defines a function o f p 
versus k, i.e.
P = PG0 (6.117)
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Clearly, in view o f eq. (6.116), the frame for given values o f p, p and XY can be 
considered as a 1-DOF system with state variable k and control parameters 
X and e, and hence its TPE function is o f the form
V = V (k ,2 ;e) (6.118)
where X according to standard notation is the external dimensionless load, i.e. X = p2.
The corresponding equilibrium equation dV/dk = Vj is given by
i x P /i 2 1 \ k2 +A (e-1 ) k2V1(k,A;e) = — (k -A ) + — - — —— -h -j-y-O  
3p kcotk p Aq
The critical state C(kc, /lc)is governed by
k2 + 2( e - l )
(6.119)
V(k, 2;e) = 2
f i ^
p + 1
3p p2X2v k2 cos2 k
(2k-sin  2k )+ 2 tank (6.120)
A  further differentiation o f eq. (6.120) with respect to k yields 
VUI(k,A;e) = 2(3n p2A?,
+ 4 2
k2 + A (e -1)
cos k kcotk k2 cos2 k
( sin 2k 2k „+  2
cotk
The joint rotation (p = w J (1) due to eq. (6.11 lc ) is written as follows
9 = wJ(l) =
kcotk
kz +X(e -u]
(6.121)
(6.122)
6.8.4.4. Existence of bifurcation point
Considering the equilibrium path loading X versus joint rotation 9 = w {(l), one can 
seek the existence o f a bifurcation critical point C on the trivial fundamental path, 
w'(l) = 0 , yielding due to eq. (6.122)
e = l -
Then, eqs (6.119) and (6.120) lead to
(6.123)
X = 1 + (6.124)
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and
k cot k = - (6.125)
From eqs (6.123) and (6.124) one can also obtain
(6.126)
For given values o f p, p and Xi one can determine via eq. (6.126) the critical 
eccentricity e = ec implying a bifurcation point on a trivial fundamental equilibrium 
path. Then, via eq. (6.125) we can establish the critical bifurcational value o f k = kc, 
and subsequently via eq. (6.124) the critical bifurcational load X = Xc. Contrary to the 
linear stability analysis, kc(and then Xc and ec) due to eqs (6.125), (6.124) and (6.126) 
[based on eq. (6.119)] depend on the slenderness ratio X{ . Clearly, eq. (6.125) for 
large Xl reduces to eq. (6.115). For p = p = 1, eq. (6.115) yields k2 =6.0304, while if, 
in addition X{ =40, eq. (6.125) gives k2 =6.0265. Apparently, the difference in kc 
between linear and simplified nonlinear stability analysis is due to the fact that in the 
last analysis the effect o f the slenderness ratio X{ is taken into account.
It is worth noticing that such a bifurcation point C (kc,2c) with (pc =0 does not 
correspond to a perfect frame (as this occurs in discrete models with rigid links) since 
the loading eccentricity is not zero, i.e. e0 5* 0. Such a situation, which first appeared
in the same frame with hinged support at A, was attributed (on the basis o f 
experiments made by Roorda, 1965) to unavoidable difficulties in the experimental 
setup. However, later on it was found through numerical simulation (Kounadis et al., 
1977; Simitses and Kounadis, 1978; Rallis and Kounadis, 1985) that in two-bar 
frames (continuous systems) the existence o f a bifurcation may correspond to a non­
zero imperfection associated with a loading eccentricity ec 5* 0. However, such a
phenomenon o f an “imperfect” frame (due to a non-zero eccentricity) associated with 
bifurcational instability disappears for large values o f slenderness ratio.
Eq. (6.119) for given p, p, X, and e implies the implicit relationship
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Substituting expression (6.127) into eq. (6.119), V, = 0, we obtain the identity
Vj (k, 2(k )) == 0 (6.128)
which upon differentiation with respect to k leads to
Vu + V/V = 0 (6.129)
where V,' = dN/dA and A' =  dk/cU.
Since at the critical state C(kc, Ac)
V £ = 0  (6.130)
Eq. (6.129) evaluated at C in case o f an asymmetric bifurcation implies V 'c =0 , 
while for a symmetric bifurcation requires A' = 0.
Using eq. (6.119) one can obtain
V,'C= - f +  r ^ - | c  (6-131)
3p kcotk
By virtue o f eqs (6.126) and (6.125) it is readily found that
V;c =o  (A '* 0 ) (6.132)
Namely, the critical state C(kc, Ac) with cpc = 0 coiTesponds to an asymmetric
bifurcation point.
6.8.4.5. Reduction to canonical form
A  major step o f this study is to classify the total potential energy function into the 
corresponding canonical form (universal unfolding) o f the seven elementary Thom’s 
catastrophes. To this end one has to adopt the following procedure.
A  Taylor’s expansion o f V! (k, A, e) [given in eq. (6.119)] in the vicinity o f the critical 
bifurcation state C (kc, Ac, ec) yields
A = A(k) (6.127)
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V,=V1c +V1';(k -k0) + v r ( l - l c)+V 1c(e -ec) + 
+ } [ v in (k-kc) :! + v ;c(l-/ lc)2+V,c(e -e0)2 +
+2V 'c(k -k c) a - l 0)  + 2V1'; (k -k c) (e - e 0) + 
+2V1’t (2 -A c) (e - e c)]+ HOT = 0
(6.133)
v f-v /j-o
Since C (kc, Xc, ec) is an equilibrium (critical) state
(6.134)
Moreover, given that V  is a linear function o f both, X and e, it follows that
=V ; = 0 (6.135)
In view o f relations (6.134) and (6.135), eq. (6.133) after neglecting higher order 
terms is written as follows
V, = V1'c(2 -2 0)+ V 1c ( e - e 0) + i [ v ^ i (k -k 0)2 + 2 V 'c(k - k 0)(A -A c)+
+ 2V,^  (k -  kc )(e -  ec)] = 0
where
v;c =--P-+-- -—
3p kcotk 
X
= 0 (due to eq. (28))
v ,c  =
kcotk
y c - 2Vju — z
9 %
+
2k '
+  2
cotk
cos2 k kcotk 
r
+
k2 + A (e -1) 
k2 cos2 k
sin 2k 
k
■ +
p . +  1
3p p2X2
1 4 2
J cos2 k kcotk
(due to eq.(19))
" I
2k cos k
(2k-sin  2k)|( (6.137)
Recall that an asymmetric bifurcation is governed by the %-power law o f imperfection
il/2
sensitivity, i.e. X/Xc = l ± a e  , where a is a positive constant; namely a slight
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change in e implies a dramatic change in X. This allows us to neglect the last term in 
bracket in eq. (6.136) compared to the previous one. Then, the equilibrium eq.
(6.136), due also to V jC = 0, is simplified as follows
V, = } v ^ 1( q - q c)2 + V ; ic ( q - q eX A -A o) + V 1c ( e - e J  =  0 (6.138)
Eq. (6.138) after integration with respect to q yields
V  = } v , <;1( q - q 0)3+ iv , '1c(q - q 0)2( A - l c) + V1c(q - q c) (e - e 0) (6.139)
o 1
where andVjC are given in relation (6.137).
Note that by virtue o f eq. (6.138) and its derivative = 0 one can readily obtain 
+  = l± a | e -e 0|l/2 (6.140)
K
where a is a positive constant equal to
a = T ^ L | v ,<;1V1'1c f ' 2. (6.141)
A  M l
Clearly, eq. (6.140) represents the well-known Vz-power law o f imperfection 
sensitivity o f the asymmetric bifurcation point.
The non-standard (non-typical) function in eq. (6.139), V=V (q ,A ,  e), with two 
control (unfolding) parameters X and e *  ec is structurally stable, being versal but not 
universal unfolding (i.e. associated with one control parameter). Function V for
e = ec is structurally unstable. Nevertheless, function V  in eq. (6.139) can be
considered as typical, once we have specified that one o f the two control parameters is 
known a priori. This function incorporates two buckling phenomena contrary to
Thom’s single Fold Catastrophe: the limit point (imperfect systems for e *  ec) and
the asymmetric bifurcation (perfect systems for e = ec) which are not equivalent. In
view o f the above the Fold Catastrophe (singularity) embraces two distinct critical 
points among which the second (asymmetric bifurcation) is associated with two
control parameters: X (normal) and e (extra).
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Using classical stability analysis one can establish equilibrium paths X against 
e.g. <p = w] (1) by solving numerically the nonlinear equilibrium eq. (6.110) or its very 
good approximation, eq. (6.116), with respect to k for different levels o f the loading 
2 (=p2) and various values o f the parameters p,p, e and X{ . However, one can 
substantially reduce this work, making use o f  a local analysis by solving eq. (6.138) 
which gives very reliable and readily obtained results in the vicinity o f critical state 
C(kc,20,ec) .  Subsequent numerical results are presented in both graphical and 
tabular form. These show the effect o f various parameters on the critical limit point 
load 2S, as well as on the form o f the postbuckling path, which governs the 
imperfection sensitivity o f the frame.
From Fig. 6.21. one can see plots o f the loading X versus the axial force in the column 
k(= k -  kc) for p = p = 1, J, = 40 and various values o f loading eccentricities e. The 
corresponding equilibrium paths o f the loading X versus the joint rotation q> = w j(l) 
are shown in Fig. 6.22. From these figures one can also see the locus o f limit points 
and the qualitative similarity o f the corresponding plots.
6.8.4.6. Numerical results
Fig. 6.21. a) Equilibrum plots A vs k  (=k-kc) and b) imperfection sensitivity plots A^  vs e for a frame 
with p=|X=l, Ai=40 and various loading eccentricities e.
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Fig. 6.22. Equilibrium paths X vs W 7 (1) for a frame with p=|i=l, L=40 and various loading
eccentricities e.
Table 6.3. Static buckling loads SBLs Xs, with corresponding forces k s for 
p =  1, X\ =  40 and various values o f p and e
Static Bucklingy
e P ks w ;w
0.25 6.67989 2.6772 -0.03556
-0.0025 1 5.57661 2.40801 -0.09937
4 3.55692 1.91321 -0.60857
0.25 6.70975 2.67951 -0.03537
0 1 5.73602 2.42421 -0.06530
4 3.74053 1.93688 -0.06501
0.25 9.28379 2.87908 ~0
0.00187... 1 6.03773 2.45488 ~0
(* ) 4 3.76267 1.93973 0
(*) For e > ec = 0.00187..., corresponding to p = p. = 1, Xl = 40, there is no
static buckling since the frame exhibits a continuously rising path.
Table 6.4. gives the deviations o f  values o f Xs and ks based on eq. (6.116) from the 
corresponding values obtained via eq. (6.138) based on Taylor’ s expansion for a 
frame with p = p = 1, Xl =40 and various loading eccentricities. Note that the 
maximum difference in Xs between eq. (6.116) and (6.138) is less than 0.2% and 0.1% 
in ks, both values corresponding to e=0.005.
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Table 6.4. Comparisons o f values o f 2S and k s based on simplified eq. (6.116) with the 
present ones based on eq. (6.138) for p =  p =  1, A\— 40 and various values o f e
e K As% ks%
0.00187.. . (=ec) 6.03773
(6.03707)
2.45488
(2.45481)
-0.011 -0.003
0 5.73602
(5.73854)
2.42421
(2.42479)
0.044 0.024
-0.0025 5.57661
(5.58286)
2.40801
(2.40938)
0.112 0.057
-0.005 5.4596
(5.46983)
2.39611
(2.39828)
0.187 0.091
Note: The values in brackets are based on eq.(6.116).
6.9. Finite Flement Method
The frame presented in Fig. 6.20 was also solved via the Finite Element Method 
(FEM), due to the fact the FEM is a powerfiil and widely applied numerical method, 
more familiar to many engineers. The new example is presented in Fig.6.23. 
Afterwards, the solutions were compared to the results stemming from the 
Catastrophe Theoiy and from the closed results obtained by Kounadis (1985, 1988).
The FEM analysis took place with the aid o f the Nastran 4.5 program (Kilroy, 1998). 
The model was drawn in the Nastran platform as shown in Fig.6.23, in order to 
maintain the sign compatibility with the coordinate system applied to the previous 
analyses.
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2
Fig. 6.23. Discretization o f the model showing the nodes and nodal loading on the frame.
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The comparison o f the critical loads was performed for a frame with the following
t I
characteristics: p = —  =  1. The ratio o f moments o f inertia is li =  —  =  1 and for a
A  I,
slenderness X -  40. Consequently, the frame members are equal and have the same 
properties.
Each o f the frame members has the following properties: moment o f inertia about 
both the two axes Ixx=Iyy=62,500mm4, while the cross-section area is A= 100mm2. The 
modulus o f elasticity is E=210,000N/mm2 and the sheer modulus 
G=80,769.23N/mm2.
For the Finite Element Analysis, each one o f the bar members consists o f 20 Elements 
o f Beam type (Lahey et al., 1994; Komzskik, 1994), while in total the frame is formed 
from 41 Nodes with one common Node (numbered 21), functioning as the rigid 
connection o f the two bars.
The frame is supported by fixing the column at the base and by allowing the beam to 
translate in the horizontal direction, while in order to avoid the motion o f the frame 
out o f plane, boundary conditions were applied to each frame node, restricting 
translation along the z axis and rotation about the x and y axes (see Fig. 6.24).
A  vertical load acting in the y direction is applied on the common Node No 21. In 
order to apply the load with eccentricity e, the eccentricity is simulated with the
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combination o f loading (consisting o f an axial compressive load P= 100,000N) and o f 
a corresponding moment Me, originating from the product o f eccentricity em (in mm) 
with the previous axial load. The eccentricity is obtained from the following
relationship: em ~ e Y  
(6.142).
From the above it is concluded that the combination o f loading for the corresponding 
eccentricities is as given in Table 6.5, always relative to the FEM model’ s 
coordination system.
Table 6.5. Applied loads, according to their eccentricities
P e M e*
[N] [mm]. [Nmm]
-0.00250 -2.50 250,000
-0.00200 -2.00 200,000
-0.00188 -1.88 188,000
100,000 -0.00187 -1.87 187,000
-0.05000 -0.50 50,000
0 0 M 0  7 **
0.05000 0.50 -50,000
* According to the coordination system, negative eccentricity produces positive moment.
** The presence o f a very small moment for e= 0 is necessary for the non-linear analysis to begin.
6.9.1. Solutions
Initially, a linear buckling analysis was performed, giving a failure load o f 79134N. 
Afterwards, a non-linear static analysis was undertaken for each one o f the cases 
presented in Table 6.6.
The options used in the non-linear static analysis were the following:
Number o f Increments: 50
Maximum Iteration Steps: 50
The stiffness matrix was updated every 5 Steps.
A  frill Newton-Raphson analysis was performed, using the Arc Length method to 
achieve the limit point o f the paths.
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Table 6.6. Compared Critical loads extracted from different methods for p = 1, — 40 and various values o f e
Loading
Eccentricity
e
Critical Loads Compared critical loads
Theoretical 
Closed solution results 
Corresponding to 
eq.6.116
Catastrophe Theoiy 
Corresponding to 
eq.6.138
FEA Theoretical 
Closed solution 
results 
vs
Catastrophe
theory
Theoretical 
Closed 
solution results 
vs
FEA
** 2S E I p Y E  I Per
[kN] % %I2
[kN]
I2
[kN]
-0.0025 5.58286 73.275 5.7661 73.193 Stable path 0.112 -
0 5.73854 75.318 5.73602 75.285 74.591 0.044 0.965
0.00187(*) 6.03707 79.237 6.03773 79.245 78.983 -0.011 0.321
(*) For e > ec =  0.00187..., corresponding to p =  p = 1,2, =  40, there is no static buckling since the frame 
exhibits a continuously rising path.
The following load vs rotation graph (Fig. 6.25) presents the various equilibrium 
paths for every case o f eccentricity.
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R3 at node 21
Fig. 6.25. Equilibrium paths for various eccentricities.
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In this chapter, four different case studies have been investigated with the aid o f the 
Catastrophe Theory. The fourth model has also been investigated by means o f the 
Finite Element Method and the results have been compared with those obtained from 
the application o f Catastrophe Theory.
In the first model, after inserting a new state variable and a new imperfection in the 
Total Potential Energy (TPE) function, the manifold surface and the singularity set 
have been established. Via a Taylor expansion performed on the Total Potential 
Energy function, the model has been classified into the simplest o f the seven 
elementary catastrophes, i.e. the fold catastrophe. All numerical results are presented 
in Fig. 6.13.
Adopting a similar procedure for the second model, one can infer that the model must 
be classified to the dual-cusp catastrophe. The catastrophe manifold, the singularity 
and bifurcation sets are displayed in Fig. 6.14.
Space curves for these two models have been plotted by means o f the mathematical 
package “Mathematica” (Wolfram, 1991).
The local analysis applied to the third model has revealed an asymmetric bifurcation 
point. The equilibrium path o f the perfect model, associated to asymmetric bifurcation 
points, is shown in Fig. 6.17. The model’ s universal unfolding o f Total Potential 
Energy has been classified into the tilted cusp catastrophe. Moreover, the hysteresis 
points for various values o f the extra parameter have been assessed (Table 6.2). The 
equilibrium paths, as well as the control parameter surface have also been plotted 
(Figs 6.18. and 6.19., respectively). Finally, a global nonlinear analysis has been 
performed, which led to the equilibrium paths for various values o f X vs 0 for various 
s0. The numerical results o f this analysis are presented in Table 6.1.
The fourth example refers to a frame which has been studied using nonlinear analysis, 
while the Total Potential Energy function has been classified into the corresponding 
canonical form o f the seven elementary catastrophes (i.e. in the fold catastrophe). The 
equilibrium equations, derived after the reduction to canonical form, led to numerical 
results, which were compared to the results obtained from the nonlinear equilibrium 
equation. The differences did not exceed 0.2% for the limit point load Xs, while for the
6.10. Discussion
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ks the differences were smaller than 0.1%. Finally, the equilibriums paths A vs w[ (1) 
and the imperfection sensitivity As vs s on the control plane have been plotted.
The same model has also been solved with the aid o f the Finite Element Method, by 
applying a compressive load at the node which joins the beam and the column o f the 
frame. The loading eccentricity has been achieved through the use o f moments. The 
eccentricities which cannot lead to physical paths have been omitted. Results are 
presented for various eccentricities associated with various equilibrium paths (see Fig.
6.25). The Finite Element Method results have then been compared to those derived 
from theoretical stability analysis, as well as to those o f Catastrophe Theory. This 
comparison is presented in Table 6.6. The deviations observed are smaller than 1%.
Furthermore, the fourth continuous model (with loading eccentricity) experiences an 
interesting and surprising phenomenon: for a certain non-zero critical value o f the 
loading eccentricity, the frame loses its stability via a fold catastrophe associated with 
an asymmetric bifiircation; namely, strangely enough, an “imperfect”  frame is related 
to a bifurcational instability, contrary to what is valid in discrete systems with rigid 
members (links). Such a phenomenon is due to the presence o f the slenderness ratio 
which in the case is associated with flexible member. I f  this ratio tends to infinity, the 
frame is transformed into an equivalent perfect discrete system with loss o f stability 
through bifurcation.
6.11. Conclusions
After providing clarifications related to the mathematical terminology o f Catastrophe 
Theory and that o f Engineering Mechanics, a nonlinear stability analysis o f simple 
imperfection sensitive 1-DOF models has been presented in a systematic way, using 
the Catastrophe Theory. Catastrophe Theory is for the first time, to the knowledge o f 
the author, applied to continuous systems (such as the fourth model). In addition, 
another novelty is the application for the first time o f Catastrophe Theory to these 
specific models.
In the first and second model, the equilibrium surface (catastrophe manifold M ) in the 
displacement-parameter space is plotted. Also, the space-curve associated with the 
locus o f limit points (singularity sets), which divide the equilibrium surface into parts 
o f stable and unstable equilibria is described. Finally, the plane curve o f the locus o f
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limit points (bifurcation set B) in the control parameter-plane, showing the 
imperfection sensitivity, is described in detail. Thus, all the models’ properties are 
fully illustrated.
In the third and fourth model, local stability analysis have given very reliable results 
with reference to the imperfection sensitivity. Moreover, in the fourth model it is 
observed that the geometrically perfect frame with zero loading eccentricity has lost 
its stability via a fold catastrophe associated with a limit point. On the other hand, 
“imperfect” frames due to non-zero eccentricities are also subjected to fold 
catastrophe through a limit point. For a certain non-zero critical value o f loading 
eccentricity, the frame has lost its stability via a fold catastrophe associated with an 
asymmetric bifurcation; i.e. strangely enough, an “imperfect”  frame is related to a 
bifurcational instability, contrary to what is valid in problems o f elastic stability o f 
discrete systems. This phenomenon o f bifurcational instability in “imperfect”  frames 
(i.e. continuous systems) is due to the value o f the slenderness ratio and not to 
unavoidable difficulties in the experimental setup, as it was believed in the past. I f  this 
ratio is very large, this phenomenon disappears.
The solution o f the fourth model via the Finite Element Method has offered an 
opportunity to compare the critical buckling loads yielded from the application o f 
Catastrophe Theory, the theoretical method and the Finite Element Method. The 
results o f the comparisons are fairly encour aging for the application o f catastrophe 
theory in the continuous systems as well. This is so because all the valuable properties 
(e.g. number and types o f equilibrium states) associated with the fold, dual cusp and 
tilted cusp catastrophes, being a priori known, are common salient features o f a large 
family o f potential energy functions having unique universal unfoldings (standard or 
canonical forms) for each type o f catastrophe.
The major step is that instead o f solving a concrete problem, the TPE o f these specific 
structures is classified to one o f the potentials o f the 7 elementary catastrophes. Thus, 
all the properties associated with this elementary catastrophe (e.g. types o f critical 
points, inaccessibility) are known a priori.
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CHAPTER 7 
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
C H A P T E R  7
GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  
7.1 Introduction
The main objective o f this study is to present a comprehensive and thorough 
discussion o f the stability response o f polyparametric, continuous or distinct nonlinear 
elastic models. The nonlinear stability analyses revealed useful results and new 
phenomena related to both continuous and discrete models.
Important information for these nonlinear analyses was obtained via linear stability 
analyses, which allowed a first and readily established estimate o f critical loads. This 
study was also supplemented through the application o f Catastrophe Theory, which 
provides general (universal) solutions to a family o f stability problems, instead o f 
solving individual ones. Analytical exact analyses in some cases have been compared 
with those obtained via the Finite Element Method.
The combined effect o f geometric nonlinearities with other parameters was found to 
be o f paramount importance in several cases which could be reliably discussed only 
by using a nonlinear stability analysis. Various model analyses demonstrate the 
efficiency, simplicity and reliability o f the methodology employed herein.
7.2. General discussion
In Chapter 3, the nonlinear prebuckling and postbuckling response o f a rectangular 
two-bar frame with various support conditions, simultaneously subjected to a joint 
concentrated load and to uniform temperature variation along their member axes is 
thoroughly discussed. The analysis considers moderately large rotations but small 
strains.
The governing differential equations have been derived as Euler-Lagrange equations 
by employing the principle o f the stationary-value o f the Total Potential Energy. 
Subsequently, the nonlinear (algebraic) equilibrium equations have been solved 
numerically by using the Newton-Raphson scheme (Press, Flannery, Teukolsky & 
Vetterling, 1986).
The models chosen have been analyzed for various levels o f the external load and 
temperature variations, while the other control parameters (slenderness ratios, length
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and moment o f inertia ratios) were kept constant. The nonlinear equilibrium 
(prebuckling and postbuckling) paths were established as a function o f the loading p2 
versus the joint rotation w [ (1) ,  for various values o f the temperature variation and o f 
the parameters.
The results o f the analysis concerning the critical limit points are presented in Table
3.1. The values in the last column represent the difference in percentage between zero 
up to 40°C and 80°C uniform axial temperature. From the observation o f Table 3.1., 
one draws the conclusion that as the temperature increases, the load-carrying capacity 
o f the frame slightly increases. Figs. 3.4. to 3.6. show the equilibrium paths for the 
frames with three different support conditions, as temperature varies as mentioned 
above. The paths are plotted for p2 vs w[ (1) and for slenderness ratio Ai=80. The limit 
point loads correspond to temperature variation 0°, 40° and 80°C.
From eq. (3.2.) it is clear that a new term N t s (where N t = EFa At) is included in
the Total Potential Energy. This term describes the effect o f the axial thermal load. 
For temperature variation At= 0, the thermal load vanishes (Nt= 0) and the equilibrium 
equation o f the frame is the same with that reported by Kounadis (1985). Thus the 
results o f critical loads p2 and the joint rotation wj (1) coincide with those o f the last 
reference. The inclusion o f the termNt s in the Total Potential Energy Function is
presented for the first time, as well as for the first time the coupling o f loading and 
temperature is discussed, to the knowledge o f the author.
In Chapter 4, a simply supported beam column model o f  open thin-walled cross- 
section associated with an asymmetric angle is subjected to axial thrust This model 
has been analysed using a linear and subsequently a nonlinear stability theory. This 
has been achieved via an analytical method and thereafter via the Finite Element 
Method.
The procedure which has been adopted for the linear analytical method is based on a 
similar technique presented by Timoshenko and Gere (1961), Trahair (1993) and 
Kounadis (1998b). The linear critical buckling load has been found to be Pcr = 569.43 
kN, which is smaller than the corresponding Euler buckling loads Px, Py and Pt 
(Trahair, 1993).
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Afterwards, the nonlinear equilibrium equations governing the model response have 
been derived and subsequently solved. The nonlinear critical buckling load has also 
been found to be Pcr = 569.43 kN, namely it is identical to the one derived from the 
linear solution.
From the above solutions, the equilibrium paths o f the model have been plotted (see 
Figs. 4.3, 4.4 & 4.5) for load p2 vs translation u0,v 0 and rotation cp0 (about the
longitudinal axis). One can observe that the buckling occurs via bifurcation. From the 
diagrams in Figs. 4.3, 4.4 & 4.5, it is shown that the buckling occurs simultaneously 
about both axes u and v, accompanied by a rotation about the longitudinal axis. Thus, 
the non-Eulerian instability is associated with a flexural-torsional buckling.
The equilibrium paths are monotonically rising (i.e. stable paths). However, one 
should mention that these paths, although stable, are extremely shallow, which means 
that the postbuckling load-carrying capacity is limited.
The same model has been analysed numerically by means o f the Finite Element 
Method (FEM). Firstly, a linear FEM analysis has been performed, which led to the 
expected (determined from the theoretical analysis) buckling mode for flexural- 
torsional buckling (see Fig. 4.8) and the critical buckling load Pcr = 643.65 kN. 
Apparently, the critical buckling load is 13.03% higher than the one derived from the 
theoretical (analytical) solution.
Subsequently, a nonlinear Finite Element analysis has been employed, which yielded 
the buckling mode o f Fig. 4.9, as expected, since the model exhibits a flexural- 
torsional buckling. From this analysis, the equilibrium paths have been plotted in the 
form o f load vs translation (along the axes x and y), as well as o f load vs rotation 
(about the longitudinal axis z), as shown in Figs. 4.10, 4.11 & 4.12.
From the diagrams shown in Figs. 4.10, 4.11 & 4.12 one can conclude that buckling 
occurs via a limit point at a critical buckling load Pcr = 582.75 kN. This critical 
buckling load, compared to that obtained from the theoretical analysis, is 2.34% 
higher.
The results derived from the theoretical (analytical) method and from the Finite 
Element Method are compared graphically in diagrams o f Figs. 4.13, 4.14 & 4.15. It 
is worth noticing that the equilibrium paths obtained from the theoretical analysis are
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very shallow, approaching straight lines, a fact which implies that there is practically 
no postbuckling strength.
Another remarkable point is the following: although the support assumption in the 
FEM model constitutes an imperfection, which would imply a lower critical buckling 
load, however this is not the case. Indeed, this load is 2.34% greater than the 
theoretical one. A  similar finding associated with a higher critical load for the 
imperfect system than the perfect one was reported by Kounadis & Economou (1984).
In Chapter 5, the conditions under which non typical critical points (i.e. imperfect 
bifurcation points and hysteresis or cut-off points) may appear* have been properly 
established, through the solution o f a one-degree-of~freedom model. This model has 
been solved via an Euler analysis. Through successive differentiations o f the 
nonlinear equilibrium equation, the critical load and the hysteresis point have been 
derived. In the sequel, by keeping the nonlinear spring component 5 constant and for 
various values o f eccentricity 8, the equilibrium paths, load X vs rotation 0, and the 
imperfection sensitivity in the control space X vs 8 have been plotted (see also Table 
5.2). One can also observe that when the nonlinear spring component 8 takes values 
8/ 0, the unstable symmetric bifurcation becomes asymmetric.
In Chapter 6, four different models have been investigated with the aid o f the 
Catastrophe Theoiy. The fourth model has also been investigated by means o f the 
Finite Element Method and the results have been compared with those obtained from 
the application o f Catastrophe Theory.
In the first model, after inserting a new state variable and a new imperfection in the 
Total Potential Energy (TPE) function, the manifold surface and the singularity set 
have been established. Via a Taylor expansion performed on the Total Potential 
Energy function, the model has been classified into the simplest o f the seven 
elementary catastrophes, i.e. the fold catastrophe. All numerical results are presented 
in Fig. 6.13.
Adopting a similar procedure for the second model, one can infer that the model must 
be classified to the dual-cusp catastrophe. The catastrophe manifold, the singularity 
and bifurcation sets are displayed in Fig. 6.14.
Space curves for these two models have been plotted by means o f the mathematical 
package “Mathematica” (Wolfram, 1991).
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The local analysis applied to the third model has revealed an asymmetric bifurcation 
point. The equilibrium path o f the perfect model, associated to asymmetric bifurcation 
points, is shown in Fig. 6.17. The model’s universal unfolding o f Total Potential 
Energy has been classified into the tilted cusp catastrophe. Moreover, the hysteresis 
points for various values o f  the extra parameter have been assessed (Table 6.2). The 
equilibrium paths, as well as the control parameter surface have also been plotted 
(Figs 6.18. and 6.19., respectively). Finally, a global nonlinear analysis has been 
performed, which led to the equilibrium paths for various values o f X vs 0 for various 
s0. The numerical results o f this analysis are presented in Table 6.1.
The fourth example refers to a frame which has been studied using a nonlinear 
analysis, while the Total Potential Energy ftinction has been classified into the 
corresponding canonical form o f the seven elementary catastrophes (i.e. in the fold 
catastrophe). The equilibrium equations, derived after the reduction to canonical form, 
led to numerical results, which were compared to the results obtained from the 
nonlinear equilibrium equation. The differences did not exceed 0.2% for the limit 
point load Xs, while for the ks the differences were smaller than 0.1%. Finally, the
equilibriums paths X vs w| (1) and the imperfection sensitivity Xs vs s on the control
plane have been plotted.
The same model has also been solved with the aid o f the Finite Element Method, by 
applying a compressive load at the node which joins the beam and the column o f the 
frame. The loading eccentricity has been achieved through the use o f  moments. The 
eccentricities which cannot lead to physical paths have been omitted. Results are 
presented for various eccentricities associated with various equilibrium paths (see Fig.
6.25). The Finite Element Method results have then been compared to those derived 
from theoretical stability analysis, as well as to those o f Catastrophe Theory. This 
comparison is presented in Table 6.6. The deviations observed are smaller than 1%.
Furthermore, the fourth model (with loading eccentricity) experiences an interesting 
and surprising phenomenon: for a certain non-zero critical value o f the loading 
eccentricity, the frame loses its stability via a fold catastrophe associated with an 
asymmetric bifurcation: namely, strangely enough, an “imperfect”  frame is related to 
a bifurcational instability, contrary to what is valid in problems o f elastic stability o f 
discrete systems. This phenomenon in “imperfect” frames (i.e. continuous systems) is
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due to the value o f the slenderness ratio, which is associated with the elasticity o f the 
system. Indeed, i f  this ratio tends to infinity, the system is transformed to discrete and 
such a phenomenon disappears.
Comparison between methods of analysis used in this thesis
Comparisons o f solutions have been made between analytical nonlinear methods, the 
Finite Element Method and the Catastrophe Theory. Such a comparison, to the 
knowledge o f the author, was performed for the first time.
The following remarks are worth mentioning:
The analytical solutions, although more cumbersome in their elaboration, have the 
advantage to give exact solutions.
On the other hand, the Finite Element Analysis seems to be easier and more realistic 
in describing the geometry the model, providing satisfactoiy results for structural 
design purposes in either linear or nonlinear analyses. This is under the condition that 
the researcher is aware o f the qualitative behaviour o f the model; otherwise he or she 
might make serious mistakes due to wrong interpretation o f the obtained results.
Catastrophe theory has the relative advantage that, through the appropriate reduction 
o f the model’s Total Potential Energy, simple algebraic equations are established 
(being classified into the seven basic types o f catastrophe) which can be readily 
solved. Thus, one can derive the qualitative and quantitative characteristics o f a model 
with very good accuracy.
7.3. General conclusions
The most important conclusions o f this study can be summarized as follows:
• A  comprehensive treatment o f the pre-critical, critical and post-critical 
behaviour o f frames subjected to simultaneous compression and uniform 
temperature along the axes o f their members is for the first time established. 
The differential equations o f equilibrium are derived for a simple two-bar 
frame with three different sets o f boundary conditions. The stability behaviour 
o f the frames (see Figs. 3.1., 3.2., 3.3.) is also discussed by combining the 
effect o f axial load and uniform thermal stress with other parameters. It is
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found that the load-carrying capacity o f the frame exhibits a very small 
increase (practically less than 0.2%) for temperature variations up to 80°C. 
Thus, the effect o f thermal stresses does not change essentially the value o f the 
critical load and this can be neglected.
• In the simply supported bar (Fig. 4.2) made from an asymmetric thin-walled 
angle cross-section under axial thrust, the critical load (based on linear 
flexural-torsional buckling analysis) coincides with the critical load obtained 
by a nonlinear (postbuckling) analysis. Instability occurs via flexural-torsional 
buckling. A ll postbuckling paths, being associated with a symmetric stable 
bifurcation point, are very shallow and hence the postbuckling strength is 
practically negligible.
• The above theoretical findings based on an analytical approach are compared 
with those resulting from the Finite Element Analysis. The deviation o f the 
latter results from the theoretical solution is quite small (2.34%) but within the 
safety limits. Hence, the reliability o f the Finite Element Analysis is quite 
satisfactoiy for structural engineering purposes.
• In using theoretical analyses, one cannot properly simulate the actual 
conditions o f loading and supports, although the results obtained are 
satisfactory. However, both linear and nonlinear application o f the Finite 
Element Method simulate more accurately the loading and support conditions. 
Such a comparison between theoretical analyses and Finite Element for this 
type o f structures is reported for the first time.
• A  comprehensive, systematic and readily employed procedure with the aid o f 
Catastrophe Theory for investigating the stability o f frames using simple 
models is proposed. The major step is to reduce the Total Potential Energy o f 
the frame into one o f the corresponding potentials o f the 7 elementary 
catastrophes. Thus, all the properties associated with this elementary 
catastrophe (e.g. types and number o f critical points) are a priori known.
• The one-degree-of-ffeedom frame (Fig. 5.17) with nonlinear elastic support 
experiences an “imperfect” (asymmetric) bifurcation point and at a higher load 
a hysteresis point. From the control plane, one can see that the frame is
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subjected to tilted cusp catastrophe. The difference between the hysteresis 
(limit) point load and the bifurcational load depends on the value o f the non­
linear spring component. I f  the non-linear spring component vanishes (5=0), it 
exhibits an unstable symmetric bifurcation with a reduced critical load. On the 
basis o f the above one can establish that for positive 5 (5>0)fy the symmetric 
bifurcation becomes an imperfect bifurcation associated with a limit point at a 
higher load. In this case, the frame exhibits also a hysteresis point at a load 
higher than the bifurcational load. The latter case is related to a tilted cusp 
catastrophe as shown in the control parameter plane. The occurrence o f the 
imperfect bifurcation and o f the hysteresis point is due to the presence o f a 
second control parameter, which is the nonlinear spring component. It is worth 
observing that the limit point load as well as the hysteresis point increase with 
the increase o f the nonlinear spring component 5.
• Using Catastrophe Theory, it is established that the model shown in Fig. 6.12 
according to its potential energy is classified into the fold catastrophe, while 
the model shown in Fig. 6.14 according to its potential energy function is 
classified into the cusp catastrophe.
• The third model (Fig. 6.16) is associated with an "imperfect" (asymmetric) 
bifurcation point. According to its Total Potential Energy function it is 
classified into the tilted cusp catastrophe.
• The local stability analysis o f the fourth model (Fig. 6.20), gives very reliable 
results as those o f the global analysis. Moreover, it has been found that the 
geometrically perfect frame with zero loading eccentricity loses its stability 
via a fold catastrophe associated with a limit point. “Imperfect”  frames due to 
non-zero eccentricities may also be subjected to fold catastrophe through a 
limit point. For non zero loading eccentricities above a certain critical value, 
the frame experiences a continuously rising (stable) equilibrium path 
(postbuckling strength).
• The solution o f the fourth model (Fig. 6.20) via the Finite Element Method is 
compared to that obtained by applying the Catastrophe Theoiy and the 
theoretical method. Such a comparison for continuous systems like the one 
presented in Fig. 6.20 is performed for the first time. The results o f the
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comparisons are fairly encouraging for the application o f Catastrophe Theory 
in the continuous systems as well. This is so because all the valuable 
properties (e.g. number and types o f critical states) associated with the fold, 
dual cusp and tilted cusp catastrophes, being a priori known, are common 
salient features o f a large family o f potential energy functions (universal 
unfoldings, standard or canonical forms) for each type o f the seven elementary 
catastrophes,
7.4. Original work and contribution
The main contributions to understanding the physical phenomena associated with the 
stability o f polyparametric static structural systems can be summarized as follows:
• A  closed form analytical solution for frames which are subjected to 
simultaneous joint concentrated loading combined with uniform temperature 
variation along their axes is comprehensively presented.
• It has been found that a small temperature variation up to 80°C does not
change appreciably the load-carrying capacity o f the frame.
• A  nonlinear set o f equations for analysing axially thrust beam columns with
asymmetric open thin-walled cross-section is discussed in detail.
• The results from both the analytical solutions and the Finite Element Method, 
obtained for the previous beam column cross-section are compared to each 
other and useful information is obtained.
• Static models o f one degree-of-freedom as well as continuous (frames) are 
investigated via the Catastrophe Theory, for the first time.
• A  continuous model frame is analyzed via the Catastrophe Theory and the 
results are compared to those obtained by solving the same model by using an 
analytical method as well as the Finite Element Method.
• The efficiency o f Catastrophe Theory is demonstrated through both the 
qualitative and the quantitative analyses performed.
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• The flexural-torsional buckling o f beam columns with asymmetric open thin- 
walled angle cross-sections should be further investigated under loading 
eccentricities, since applied concentrated loads usually do not pass through the 
centroid.
• The present work can be extended to cases o f models under dynamic loading.
• Stability analyses o f frames with more complex geometry are worthy o f 
investigation using Catastrophe Theory.
7.5. Suggestions for future research
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
Programs for the analysis of models with temperature effect
Thermal l.nb
(* p i n-r o l l *)
ClearAll[p,k,m,b,m,nt,Ll,a,dt] 
m=l ; 
p=0.25;
1.1=80; 
a=12*10A-6; 
dt=40; 
nt=a*Ll*dt;
(*
mmm=OperiWrite [ " clt8Q. dat" ]
SetOptions [mmm,FormatType -> TextForm]
Do [Write [mmm,
NSolve[{pA2*(k-b)*((Cot[kA0.5]/(kA0.5))-p/(3*m)) + ((nt-k)/L1A2) - 
pA2/4* ( (k-b) / (kA0 . 5*Sin [kA0.5])) A2* (1+ (Sin[2*kA0 .5] / (2*kA0.5))) =0, 
p* (k-b)/(kA0.5*Tan[kA0.5])=wl}/ {b,wl>
],k],{k,0.1,2,0.01}]
Close[mmm]*)
Do[Print [N[
FindRoot[{pA2*(k-b)*((Cot[kA0 .5]/(kA0 .5))-p/(3*m)) + ((nt-k)/L1A2) - 
pA2/4* ((k-b) / (kA0. 5*Sin[kA0 .5] )) A2* (1+ (Sin[2*kA0 .5] / (2*kA0.5)) ) =0, 
p*(k-b)/ (kA0.5*Tan[kA0 .5])==wl},{b,1.88 >,{k,2}
]t9],wl],{wl,0.001,0.006,0.00001}]
(*
Solve[pA2*(k-b)*((Cot[kA0.5]/(kA0.5))~p/(3*m)) + ((nt-k)/L1A2) -
pA2/4* ((k-b) / (kA0 . 5*Sin [kA0.5] ) ) A2* (1+ (Sin [2*kA0 .5] / (2*kA0.5) ) ) = 0  ,bj ;
Plot[Evaluate[b /. %],{k,0.59,0.592}]
FindRoot[pA2*(k-b)*((Cot[kA0 .5]/(kA0 .5))-p/(3*m)) + ((nt-k)/L1A2)-
pA2/4* ((k-b) / (kA0 . 5*Sin [kA0.5] )) A2* (1+ (Sin[2*kA0.5] / (2*kA0.5))) =0, {b, 0.59} ] ;
Plot[Evaluate[b /. %],{k,0.590,0.5909}]
Do[Print[N[
Solve [ {pA2* (k-b) * ((Cot [kA0.5] / (kA0.5)) -p/ (3*m)) + ((nt-k) /L1A2) - 
pA2/4* ((k-b) / (kA0 . 5*Sin [kA0.5] ) ) A2* (1+ (Sin [2*kA0 .5] / (2*kA0.5))) =0, 
p* (k-b) / (kA0 .5*Tan[kA0 .5] )=wl} , {b,wl}
],9],k],{k,0.590,0.5909,0.0001}] ;
Do[Print[N[
Solve[pA2*(k-b)*((Cot[kA0.5]/(kA0.5))-p/(3*m)) + ((nt-k)/L1A2) - 
pA2/4* ((k-b) / (kA0. 5*Sin[kA0.5] ) ) A2* (1+ (Sin[2*kA0 .5] / (2*kA0 .5) ) ) =0,b 
],9]/k],{k,0.590,0.5909,0.0001}J 
*)
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Thermal!.rib
(* FIXED - ROLL *)
ClearAllfp, k, m, b, m, nt, LI, a, dt, wl] 
m = 1; 
p = 0.25;
LI = 80;
12
106 ' 
dt = 80; 
nt = a Ll dt;
(Tan [k J-------------0 ~ 5 ----------  +
(p (b-k)) Tanfk0,5]  == wl},
3mJ Ll2 4 k Cos [k0*5]2
k 0 . 5
{b, 7}, {k, 7}], 9], wl], {wl, 0.009, 0.02, 0.0001}]
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THERMAL3.nb
(*ROLL-FIXED*)
ClearAll[p, k, m, b, m, nt, LI, a, wl, k, dt]
m ss 1;
p = 0.25 ;
LI = 80 ;
12a = — —;106 
dt = 40; 
nt = a LI dt;
Do[Print[N [PindRoot[
S in  [2  k 0-5]nt-k P2 (k - b) 2 (l i- Sin2[j^rs‘ ] ) p2 (k-b) (p k°-s Sin[k°-sj - 4 m Cos [k0-5]) p
LI2 16 (k Sin[k0>5]2 (l - *C^ ‘5] )) 12 m k°-5 Sin[k°-5] (l - )pk°-
r0.51p (b - k) Cotfk 1 1----  —  ==wl}, {b, 1.9}, {k, 2>], 9], wl], {wl, -0.001, -0.006, -0.00001)12k0.»(i -SfSgflL)
Solve[
nt-k p2 (k-b)2 (l + ) p2 (k-b) (pk°-5 Sin[k0-5] -4mCos[k0-5])
LI2 16 (kSin[k°-5]2 (1- “SJgJfL)) 12 m k0,5 Sin[k0*5] (l -
Plot [Evaluate [b / . %] , {k, 1.7, 2}]
FindRoot[
nt-k P2 (k-b)2 (1+ S^ 2C20k°s'5] ) p2 (k-b) (pk0*5 Sin[k0-5] - 4 m Cos [k05])
==0, b]
== 0,
LI2 16 (k Sin[k°-5]2 (l - 12 m k°-s Sin[k°-5] (l - mC°^k°‘S] )
{b, 1.82}];
Plot [Evaluate [b / . %] , {k, 1.7, 1.96}]
Do[Print[N [Solve[
nt-k p2 (k-b)2 (l + ,Sin2Cfc6:5'—  ) p2 (k - b) (p k0,5 Sin[k0,5] - 4 m Cos [k0,5])
LI2 16 (k Sin[k°-5]2 (l - — c®^+°-'-5L ) ) 12 m k° -5 Sin[k°•5] (l - — c°^ [0k°~5] )
p (b-k) Cot[k0 5] i i i i  i— — :------   --—  == wl}, {b, wl} 1 , 14l, k] , {k, 1.91711, 1.91711, 0.001}] ;
Do[Print[N [Solve[
nt-k P2 (k-b)2 (l + T__ 1 ) p2 (k _ b) (p k0-5 Sin[k0,5] - 4 m Cos [k0*5 ] )
LI2 16 (kSin[k°-5]2 (l - -^ [0k°,5] )) 12 mk0-5 Sin[k°-5] (l - ■mC°^ [0k°>5] )
b] , 14] , k] , {k, 1.917, 1.9172, 0.00001}] ;
==0,
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Program s for the analysis o f  a asymmetric open thin-walled angle cross-section 
model
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Goniako3modific5-xjreez.nb • 3/14/04 1
ClearAll[a,b,t,L,e,G,pi,A,x,y,Ix,Iy,Ixy,Tw,w,ww,
jr,Cw,xo,yo,Io,Px,bx,Py,by,Pt,bt,
aa,all,al2,al3,a21,a22,a23,a31,a32,a33,
sm, s,q,qq,Pcr,bcr,bx,by,m,v,uo,vo,fo,ky,kx,kt,
al, a2, a3, a4, npx, npy, yyo , xxo, bb, jmnm]
(*........................................... DATA......................................... *
a=10; (*cm*)
b=20; (*cm*)
t=l; (*cm*)
L=200; (*cm*)
e=21000; (*kN/cmA2*)
G=8076.9; (*kN/cmA2*)
pi=N[Pi];
{*........................................... AREA......................................... *
A=b*t+(a-fc)*t;
(*..........................   CENTROID........................ *
x=(b*t+aA2-tA2)/(2*(b+a-t)); 
y=(bA2+a*t-tA2)/(2*(b+a-t));
(*   MOMENTS OF INERTIA.................................*)
Ix— (1/12)*t*bA3+b*t*((b/2)-y)A2+(1/12)*(a-t)*tA3+ (a-t)*t*(y-(t/2)) A2;
Iy= (1/12) *b*tA3+b*t* (x- (t/2) ) A2+ (1/12) *t* (a-t) A3+ (a-t) *t* (((a+t) /2) -x) A2;
(* PRODUCTS OF INERTIA.................................*)
Ixy=-b*t* ((b/2) -y) * (x-t/2) -t* (a-t) * (y-t/2) * ((a+t) /2-x) ;
(* THE ANGLE OF THE AXES................................*)
Tw=-(2*Ixy/(Ix-Iy) ) ; 
w=ArcTan[Tw]/2; 
ww=w*180/pi;
(*............................ CONSTANTS OF TORSION & WARPING...........................*)
J=(l/3) *tA3* (b+a-t) ;
Cw=((b-(t/2))A3*tA3)/36+((a-(t/2))A3*tA3)/36;
(*...................................... SHEAR CENTER.................................... *)
xo=x-(t/2); 
yo=y-(t/2);
(*.....................POLAR MOMENTS OF INERTIA ABOUT THE SHEAR CENTRE................ *)
Io=Ix+Iy+A*(xoA2+yoA2);
(* *
(*.................................... LINEAR.ANALYSIS................................... *)
Px= (piA2*e*Ix) / (LA2) 
bx=Px*((LA4)/(e*Cw))
Py=(piA2*e*Iy)/ (LA2) 
by=Py*((LA4)/(e*Cw))
Pt=(A/lo)* (G*J+e*Cw*(piA2/(LA2))); 
bt=Pt*((LA4)/ (e*Cw));
(*................................... STABILITY DETERMINANT.......
all=Pcr-Py; 
al2=0; 
al3=Pcr*yo; 
a21=0; 
a22=Pcr-Px; 
a23=-Pcr*xo; 
a31=PcrA2*Px*yo; 
a32=-PcrA2*Py*xo;
a33= (Io/A) * (Pcr-Pt) *Px*Py+PcrA2* (Py*xoA2+Px*yoA2) ;
sm={{311,312,313},{a21,a22,a23},{a31,a32,a33}}; 
s=Det[sm];
(*............................  THE RESULTS OF PROPERTIES.
Print["THE RESULTS OF PROPERTIES"]
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Print[StringForm["A =' 
Print[StringForm["x =' 
Print[StringForm["y =' 
Print[StringForm["Ix = 
Print [StringForm [11 Iy = 
Print[StringForm["Ixy 
Print[StringForm["Io = 
Print[StringForm["g> =' 
Print[StringForm["J =' 
Print[StringForm["Cw = 
Print[StringForm["xo — 
Print[StringF6rm["yo = 
Print[StringForm["Px = 
Print[StringForm["bx = 
Print[StringForm["Py = 
Print[StringForm["by = 
Print[StringForm["Pt = 
Print[StringForm["bt =
", N [A] cm2]]
" ,N[x] cm]]
" ,N[y] cm]] 
'",N[Ix] cm4] ]
'" ,N[Iy] cm4] ] 
s' ' " ,N[Ixy] cm3] ]
'",N[Io] cm4] ]
" ,N[ww] o]]
" ,N[J] cm4] ]
'" ,N[Cw] cm6] ]
'",N[xo] cm] ]
'",N[yo] cm] ]
'",N[Px] kN]]
'" ,N[bx] ]]
'",N[Py] kN]]
'",N[by]]]
'",N[Pt] kN]]
'" ,N[bt] ]]
( * ....................................................................................................... LINEAR STABILITY EQUATION. ■ *)
Print ["ROOTS OF LINEAR EQUATION"] 
q=Solve[s==0,Pcr]; 
qq=(q*LA4)/ (e*Cw);
N [Solve [ { s = 0 ,
bcr=Pcr* (LA4) / (e*Cw) } , (Pcr,bcr>] ,14]
(*....................................... NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS.
npx=Cw/(Ix*LA2); 
npy=Cw/(Iy*LA2); 
m=Io/{A*LA2); 
v=(G*J*LA2)/ (e*Cw);
kx=(npx*bb); (* (kx=kxA2)
ky=(npy*bb); (* (ky=kyA2)
kt=(m*bb-v); (* (kt=ktA2)
yyo=yo/L; 
xxo=xo/L;
*)
*)
*)
*)
al=(ky*yyo*£o- ((piA4) /8) *uoA3) / (ky-piA2) ; 
a2=(kx*xxo*fo+((piA4)/8)*voA3)/ (kx-piA2); 
a3=(((piA4)/8)*uoA3)/ (ky-9*piA2) ; 
a4=(((piA4)/8)*voA3)/ (kx-9*piA2);
( * ............................................................................................................ NON-LINEAR EQUATION................................................................................ * )
P r i n t  ["ROOTS OF NON-LINEAR EQUATION SE T "]
Do[Print[N [
Solve[{
uo* (ky-piA2) * (ky-9*piA2) =-ky*yyo*£o* (ky-9*piA2) -piA6*uoA3, 
vo* (kx-p±A2) * (kx-9*p±A2)=+kx*xxo*£o* (kx-9*piA2) -piA6*voA3, 
fo* (kt-piA2) * (kt-9*piA2) =bb* (yyo* (al* (kt-9*piA2) +a3* (kt-piA2)) + 
xxo*(a2*(kt-9*piA2)+a4*(kt-piA2)))
>,{uo,vo,£o}
][[3]],4],N[bb,14]],{bb,188790,188820,0.5}]
mmm=0penWri te[nL20-10-1v3.dat"]
SetOptions [mmm, Forma tType -> OutputForm]
Do [Write [mmm,
NSolve[{
uo* (ky-piA2) * (ky-9*piA2)=-ky*yyo*fo* (ky-9*piA2) -piA6*uoA3,
vo* (kx-piA2) * (kx-9*piA2)=kx*xxo*fo* (kx-9*piA2) -piA6*voA3,
fo* (kt-piA2) * (kt-9*piA2)=bb* (yyo* (al* (kt-9*piA2) +a3* (kt-piA2)) +
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xxo*(a2*(kt-9*piA2)+a4*(kt-piA2)))
},{uo,vo,£o}
]C18]3,N[bb,2]],{bb,188790,188820,0.5}]
Close [mmm]
THE RESULTS OF PROPERTIES 
A =29. cm2 
x =2.05172 cm 
y =7.05172 cm 
Ix =1227.59 cm4 
ly =217.589 cm4 
Ixy =-294.828cm3 
Io =2759.83 cm4 
(p =15.1386o 
J =9. 66667 cm4 
Cw =229.785 cm6 
xo =1.55172 cm 
yo =6.55172 cm 
Px =6360.8 kN
bx =2.1090729573427276'*/'6 
Py =1127.45 kN 
by =373831.31922197907'
Pt =832.932 kN 
bt =276177.92382068327'
ROOTS OF LINEAR EQUATION
{{bcr-0 -1.515 xi o 21, Pcr -0 -4 . 56912 x 1018} , {bcr-» 188806., P c r -0 569 . 426} , 
{bcr -0 966384 ., P c r -0 2914 .54 } , {bcr-> 2 .27904 x 106, P c r -0 6873. 41} }
ROOTS OF NON-LINEAR EQUATION SET
{fo->0., u o -j 0., vo -* 0. }188806.
{fo-*0., uo-*0., vo -* 0 . >188806.
(fo -> -0.0397416, uo ->-0.00132848, vo -* 0. 0000303169) 188807 .
{ f o -0.0821334, uo->-0.00274554, vo-> 0.0000626558)188807.
{fo-> -0.109145, uo-*-0.00364844, vo -> 0.0000832619)188808 .
{fo -*-0.130689, uo-*-0. 00436856, vo -* 0.000099697} 188808 .
{fo-* -0.149153, uo -*-0.00498574, vo -* 0.000113783} 188809.
{fo -* -0.165572, u o * -0.00553452, vo-* 0.000126309)188809.
{fo-*-0.180504, uo -*-0. 0060336, vo -* 0. 0001377} 188810.
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APPENDIX ID
Programs for the analysis of a model with a nonlinear spring
dromoi-neo.nb 1
ClearAll[e, 6, A, Q, UT, dUT, epl, ep2, 
ep3, ep4, ep5, ep6, ep7, ep8, ep9, eplO, cp, es]
6 = 1.2;
UT = -A ( Cos[e] - Cost©]) + (-Sin[e] + Sin[0])2 - L 5 (_sin[e] + Sin[0])3J ;
(★Total Pontential Energy*)
dUT = D[UT, 0] ; (*Equilibrioum Eq.*)
e a 0;
epl = ContourPlot[dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio-0 1.0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours -0 {0} , ContourSmoothing -0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel -0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0., 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A") , RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0.01;
ep2 = ContourPlot[dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1. 0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0. , 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"), RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0.03;
ep3 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1. 0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0., 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0”, "A"), RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0.05;
ep4 = ContourPlot[dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1.0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0}, ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0 . , 0 . } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"), RotateLabel -> False] * 
e = 0.05812791235158552;
ep5 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1.0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0., 0 . } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"), RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0 .07 ;
ep 6 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1. 0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0. , 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"), RotateLabel -> False] 
e = - 0.01;
ep7 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1. 0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0. , 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"01’, "A" }, RotateLabel -> False] 
e =-0.03;
ep8 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1. 0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin 0 {0. , 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"), RotateLabel -> False] 
e =-0.05;
ep9 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1.0, 
PlotPoints 0 60, Contours 0 {0} , ContourSmoothing 0 Automatic, 
RotateLabel 0 False, AxesOrigin0 {0., 0. } , Axes 0 True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading 0 False, AxesLabel -> {"0" , "A") , RotateLabel False] 
e =-0.05812791235158552;
epl 0 = ContourPlot [dUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio 0 1.0,
196
dromoi-neo.nb 2
PlotPoints -» 60, Contours {0} , ContourSmoothing -» Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin -» {0. , 0 . } , Axes -»■ True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading False, AxesLabel -> C 1©" , "A"} , RotateLabel -> False] 
e =-0.07;
epll= ContourPlotfdUT, {0, -0.8, 0.7), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio -»• 1.0, 
PlotPoints -> 60, Contours -* {0} , ContourSmoothing -> Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin {0. , 0 . } , Axes -* True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading -* False, AxesLabel -> {"0”, "A"}, RotateLabel -> False]
Showfepl, ep2, ep3, ep4, ep5, ep6, ep7, ep8, ep9, eplO]
X
197
Hysterisis-mo. nb
ClearAll[a, b, c, 0, e ,  A, 5]
6 = 1.2;
(* non-linear coefficient of spring *)
a = -A Sin[0] + Cos[0] ((Sin[0] - Sin[e]) - 6 (Sin[0] - Sin[s] )2) ;
(* Equilibrium Eq. *) 
b = D [a, 0] ;
Simplify[%] ;
(* Critical Point *) 
c = D[b, 0] ;
(* Hysterisis Point *)
Simplify[%];
N [FindRoot[{a == 0, b == 0, c == 0}, {0, -0.1), {A, 1.6}, {e, 0.05}] , 6]
{ © - > - 0 . 3 6 0 4 7 1 ,  A -> 1 . 6 2 7 1 2 ,  e 0 .  0581279}
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APPENDIX IV
Programs for the analysis of the fold catastrophe model
manifold-cont3 D. nb 1
<< Graphics'ContourPlot3D'
<< Utilities'DXF'
ClearAll[e, <5, A, 0 , z, zz]
0
z = ContourPlot3D [ (V1 - e2 - V  (1 + e) (1 - 0) ) - A —  , {e, -n / 6, 7r / 6} ,
{A, 0.6, 1.4} , {e, -x/ 32, * / 32} , AxesLabel -> {"©" , "A", "e"} , 
PlotPoints-» {6, 6}, Mesh -> False, Axes -> True]
Show[z, Viewpoint -> {1,0,0}]
zz = Show[%, ViewVertical -> {0, 0, 1}, AspectRatio -> 0.5]
Show[z, Viewpoint -> (1.3, -3.5, 3.5}]
zz = Show[%, ViewVertical -> {1, 0, 0}, AspectRatio -> 0.5]
WriteDXF["test.dxf", zz]
A
fold.nb
ClearAll[e, <5, A, Al, A2, k, n, z, epl, ep2j 
Al = V  (1 + e) + V 3  * Abs[e] - A;
A2 = V  (1 + e) - V  3 * Abs [e] - A; 
z = 2; 
k = 9; 
n = 0.2;
epl = ContourPlot[Al, {e, 0, 0.04), {A, 0.7, 1.4), PlotPoints 90, Contours-> {0}, 
Con tour Smoothing-* Automatic, RotateLabel -» False, AxesOrigin {0. , 0.7 
}, AspectRatio -> z, PlotRange -> {k, n},
Axes -> True, Frame -> False, ContourShading -> False,
AxesLabel -> {"e", "A"}, RotateLabel -> False] 
ep2 = ContourPlot[A2, {e, 0, 0.04), {A, 0.7, 1.4), PlotPoints -> 90, Contours->{0} , 
Con tour Smoo thingAutomatic, RotateLabel -» False, AxesOrigin -» {0. , 0.7 
}, AspectRatio -> z, PlotRange -> {k, n},
Axes -» True, Frame -> False, ContourShading -» False,
AxesLabel -> {"e", "A"), RotateLabel -> False]
Show[epl, ep2, PlotRange ->{1.4, 0.6],AxesOrigin-*{0., 0.6}]
A
G r a p h ic s  -
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m-section.nb
ClearAll[e, 6, A, e, zl, z2, L]
L = 0;
_____
zl = Plot [- (-L - V L 2 - 3 e ) , {6, -tt/32, tt/32),
AxesOrigin->- {0, 0}, AxesLabel -> {"0", "e"}]
z2 = Plot[i (-L + V l 2 - 3 e ) , {e, -tt/32, tt/32},
AxesOrigin -> {0, 0), AxesLabel -> {"0", "e"}] 
Show [
zl,
z2]
6
202
pontential.nb 1
ClearAll [e, A, Q, UT, A, pi, p2, p3, p4, p5, a, b]
^ 2 1
UT a {Vl +0 - V l  + 6 ) - ~  A (V  1 - 62 - V l  - 02 ) ;
7Ta = --- ;6
7Tb = —  ;6
A = 0.7 
e = 0.02
Plot[UT, {©, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> {0, 0}, AxesLabel -> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0.9 
e = 0 . 02
Plot [UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT")]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 1 
e = 0.02
Plot[UT, [0, a, b), AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 1.1 
e = 0 .02
Plot[UT, [0, a, b), AxesOrigin -> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll [e, A, 0]
A = 1.3 
e = -0.02
Plot[UT, {©, a, b), AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0.7 
e = -0.02
Plot [UT, {©, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0.9 
e = -0.02
Plot[UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel -> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 1.3 
e = -0.02
Plot[UT, [0, a, b) , AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
0. 7
0.02
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pontential.nb 2
UT
-  G r a p h ic s  - 
0 . 9  
0.02
UT
-  G r a p h ic s  - 
1
0 . 0 2
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pontentialnb 3
UT
- Graphics -
1.1 
0.02
UT
- Graphics -
1.3 
- 0.02
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pontential.nb 4
UT
- Graphics - 
0.7 
- 0.02
UT
0.9
- 0 . 0 2
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pontentialnb 5
- Graphics -
1.3 
- 0.02
UT
- Graphics -
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APPENDIX V
Programs for the analysis of the dual cusp catastrophe model
manifold-cont3 D. nb 1
<< Graphics'ContourPlot3D'
ClearAll [e, <5, A, 0, A, t, F, U, O, UT, dUT, P, k, 
n, z, ddu, du, z, zz, u, du, Al, A, eq, zl, z2, zll, z22, f]
r ©3
z  = C o n t o u r P l o t 3 D  [ —  + (A  -  1 )  0  + e ,  { 0 ,  -n /  2 ,  n / 2} , { A ,  0 ,  1 } ,  { e ,  - t t / 4 ,  7t / 4} ,1 2
AxesLabel-> {"0", "A", "e"}, PlotPoints 0 {7, 7}, Mesh -> False, Axes -> True] 
Show[z, Viewpoint -> {1.3, -2.4, 2}]
Show[%, ViewVertical -> {1, 0, 0}, AspectRatio -> 1]
1
- Graphics3D-
209
paths.nb 1
ClearAll[e, <5, X, 9, A, eq, a, b, epl, ep2, ep3, ep4, ep5, ep6]
A = (X - 1) ;
03eq s —  + A 0 + e ;2
a = -tc / 2 ; 
b = tt / 2;
6 = 0;
epl = ContourPlot [eq, {0, a, b), {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio -# 1.0,
PlotPoints -# 60, Contours -# {0}, ContourSmoothing -* Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin -# {0., 0. } , Axes -# Time, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading-# False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"}, RotateLabel -> False]
e = 0. 01 ;
ep2 = ContourPlot[eq, {0, a, b), {A, 0, 2}, AspectRatio-# 1. 0,
PlotPoints -#60, Contours -# {0} , ContourSmoothing -> Automatic, 
RotateLabel -# False, AxesOrigin {0., 0. } , Axes -#■ Tame, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading -# False, AxesLabel -> ("0" , "A"} , RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0. 03 ;
ep3 = ContourPlot[eq, {0, a, b}, {A, 0, 2}, AspectRatio -# 1.0,
PlotPoints -# 60, Contours -> {0} , ContourSmoothing -> Automatic, 
RotateLabel -# False, AxesOrigin -# {0., 0. } , Axes -> True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading-» False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"}, RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0.05 ;
ep4 = ContourPlot [eq, {0, a, b), {A, 0, 2}, AspectRatio -> 1.0,
PlotPoints ->■ 60, Contours -» {0} , ContourSmoothing -# Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin -# {0., 0. } , Axes -# Time, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading-# False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"}, RotateLabel -> False] 
e =0.05812791235158552;
ep5 = ContourPlot [eq, {0, a, b}, {A, 0, 2}, AspectRatio-# 1.0,
PlotPoints -#60, Contours -» {0} , ContourSmoothing -# Automatic, 
RotateLabel -# False, AxesOrigin -# {0., 0 . } , Axes -# True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading-# False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"}, RotateLabel -> False] 
e = 0.07;
ep 6 = ContourPlot [eq, {0, a, b}, {A, 0, 2), AspectRatio-# 1.0,
PlotPoints -# 60, Contours -# {0} , ContourSmoothing -# Automatic, 
RotateLabel -# False, AxesOrigin -# {0., 0. } , Axes -# True, Frame -> False, 
ContourShading -> False, AxesLabel -> , "A"), RotateLabel -> False]
Show [epl, ep2, ep3, ep4, ep5, ep6, Frame-> True]
210
paths.nb 2
A
- Graphics -
211
casp.nb
ClearAll[e, 5, X, A, k, n, z, epl]
A = 8 (A-l)3 +27 e2; 
e = 0; 
z = 2; 
k = 9; 
n = 0.2;
epl = ContourPlot[A, {e, -0.07, 0.07), {A, 0.7, 1.01},
PlotPoints ->90, Contours -> {0} , ContourSmoothing -> Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin ->{0., 0.7}, AspectRatio -> z, 
PlotRange -> {k, n} , Axes -> True, Frame -> False,
ContourShading -> False, AxesLabel -> {"e", "A"}, RotateLabel -> False]
A
pontentialnb 1
ClearAll [e, X, 0, UT, A, pi, p2, p3, p4, p5, a, b]
A = A - 1 ;
04 A ©2UT =   + ---  + e 0 ;8 2 
TVa = --- ;2
7Vb = —  ;2
A = 1.2 
e = 0
Plot[UT, {©, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> {0, 0), AxesLabel-> f,UT"}]
ClearAll [e. A, ©]
A = 1 
e = 0
Plot [UT, {©, a, b}, AxesOrigin -> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"©", "UT"}]
ClearAll [e, A, 0]
A = 0.85 
e = 0
Plot [UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0 
e = 0
Plot [UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin -> [0, 0}, AxesLabel {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0.85 
e = 0.02
Plot[UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel -> {"0”, "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0.85 
e = 0.05
Plot[UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll[e, A, 0]
A = 0.85 
e = -0.02
Plot[UT, [0, a, b] , AxesOrigin -> [0, 0), AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
ClearAll [e, A, 0]
A = 0.85 
e = -0.05
Plot [UT, [0, a, b}, AxesOrigin-> [0, 0}, AxesLabel-> {"0", "UT"}]
1.2
0
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pontential.nb 2
UT
1
0
UT
- Graphics
0 . 8 5
0
UT
0
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pontential.nb 3
- Graphics - 
0 . 8 5  
0.02
UT
- Graphics -
0 . 8 5
0 . 0 5
UT
- Graphics - 
0 . 8 5  
-0.02
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pontential.nb 4
UT
0.85
-0.05
UT
- Graphics -
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APPENDIX VI
Programs for the analysis of the tilted cusp catastrophe model
Paths.nb 1
in[l] .*= ClearAll [eo, mo, <5, A, 9, u, eq, a, b, c, d, epl, ep2, ep3,
ep4, ep5, ep6, ep7, ep8, ep9, eplO, epll, epl2, epl3, epl4, V, VI]
e4 e2 e3V  =   + (A - 1) --- + eo 0 - m o   ;8 2 6
e3 e 2VI = ---+ (A - 1) 0 + eo - mo —  ;2 2
3 02V2 =  + (A - 1) - mo 0 ;2
a = 0.5; 
b = -0.5; 
c = 1.08; 
d = 0.8; 
mo = -0.7;
eo = 0;
epl = Con tour Plot [VI, {0, a, b} , {A, d, c} , AspectRatio-> 1.0,
PlotPoints -> 60, Contours -> {0} , ContourSmoothing -> Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin -> {0., d) , Axes -» True,
Frame -> False, ContourShading -» False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"), 
RotateLabel -> False, Textstyle-> {Fonts 1 ant-> "Italic", Fontsize 12}]
eo = 0.002;
ep2 = ContourPlot[Vl, {0, a, b} , {A, d, c} , AspectRatio -> 1. 0,
PlotPoints ->60, Contours -> {0} , ContourSmoothing -> Automatic, 
RotateLabel -> False, AxesOrigin -> {0. , d} , Axes ->• True,
Frame -> False, ContourShading-> False, AxesLabel -> {"0", "A"}, 
RotateLabel -> False, TextStyle-> {FontSlant-> "Italic" , Fontsize-> 12}] 
Show[epl, ep2]
(*
eo=0.002;
ep3=ContourPlot[V2, {0,a,b} , {A,d,c} , AspectRatio->l. 0,
PlotPoints->60, Con tour s-> {0 } , Con tour Smoothing->Automatic, 
RotateLabel->False,AxesOrigin->{0. ,d} ,Axes->True, 
Frame->False,ContourShading->False,AxesLabel->{"0" , "A"},
RotateLabel->False,TextStyle->{FontSlant->"Italic" ,FontSize->12} ]
Show [epl, ep2, ep3]
A=1.085; 
mo=-0.7;
Do[Print[+|£+(A-l)-mo 0,©] , {0,-0 .5,0,0.01}]
*)
218
Paths, nb 2
219
pontetial.nb 1
ClearAll [eo, mo, A, Q, V] 
mo = -0.7;
A = 0.8; 
eo = 0.002;
q2 q3
Solve [V   (A - 1 ) -----eo 0 + mo —  , v] ;
8 2 6
Plot [Evaluate [V /. %], (0, -7t/4, 7t/4), AxesOrigin 0 {0, 0}]
ClearAll [eo, mo, A, 0, V] 
mo = -0.7;
A = 0.9; 
eo = 0.002;
_ 04 02 03 1Solve V   (A - 1) —  - eo 0 + mo —  , V ;L 8 2 6 J
Plot [Evaluate [V /. %] , {0, -7t/4, 7t/4}]
ClearAllfeo, mo, A, 0, V] 
mo = -0.7;
A = 1;
eo » 0.002;
03
Solve [V =  (A - 1 ) -----eo 0 + mo —  , vl ;L 8 2 6 J
Plot [Evaluate [V / . %] , {0, -tt/4, tt/4}]
ClearAll [eo, mo, A, 0, V] 
mo = -0.7;
A = 1.03; 
eo = 0.002;
q2 q3
Solve [v =  (A - 1) —  - eo 0 + mo —  , vl ;1 8 2 6 J
Plot [Evaluate [V /. %], {0, -tx / 4, x/4}]
ClearAll [eo, mo, A, 0, V] 
mo = -0.7;
A =1.05; 
eo = 0.002;
0^  02 03
Solve [v ss (A - 1)   - eo 0 + mo —  , vl ;1 8 2 6 J
Plot [Evaluate [V / . %], {0, -7r/4, 7t/4}]
ClearAllfeo, mo, A, 0, V] 
mo =-0.7;
A =1.06; 
eo = 0.002;
0^ 02 03
Solve [v  ----- (A - 1) --  - eo 0 + mo —  , vl ;
1 8 2 6 J
Plot [Evaluate [V / . %] , {0, -7t/4, 7r/4}]
220
pontetialnb 2
- Graphics -
- Graphics -
pontetial.nb 3
- Graphics -
222
pontetial.nb 4
- Graphics -
Graphics -
223
APPENDIX VII
Programs for the analysis of the two-bar frame model with loading eccentricity
224
taylor-paths-wl-k-L-.nb 2
k2 = Evaluate [Part [f, 2] ] ;
Lmin = 5.3;
Lmax = 7.04; 
e = -0.0025;
pllwl a Plotf  -----  (kl2 + L (e - 1)) , {L, Lmin, Lmax}, AxesOrigin -# {Lmin, 0}1kl Cot [kl] 1
pl2wl = Plotf---- ^----  (k22 + L (e - 1)) , {L, Lmin, Lmax}]k2 Cot[k2]
si = Show[pllwl, pl2wl]
ClearAll[e, pllwl, pl2wl]
e = 0;
pllwl = Plotf---- —----  (kl2 + L (e - 1) ) , {L, Lmin, Lmax} , AxesOrigin -# {Lmin, 0}]
1 kl Cot[kl] J
pl2wl = Plotf---- —----- (k22 + L (e - 1)) , {L, Lmin, Lmax}]k2 Cot[k2] J
s2 = Show [pllwl, pl2wl]
ClearAll[e, pllwl, pl2wl]
1
pllwl = Plotf---------- (kl2 + L (e - 1)), {L, Lmin, Lmax}, AxesOrigin -> {Lmin, 0}]L kl Cot [kl] JPpl2wl = Plotf  (k22 + L (e - 1)) , {L, Lmin, Lmax}]k2 Cot [k2] J
s3 = Show [pllwl, pl2wl]
Show[sl, s2, s3]
- Graphics -
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taylor-paths-wl -k -L- nb
ClearAll[m, p, LI, kc, Lc, ec, VI, V2, V3, V, Vlr V2, Vkk, Ull, si, s2, s3]
( * -------- CRITICAL-------
( * ___________________________KEEP IT CONSTANT.
1 ,---------- , {kc, 2.83}]
+  — 1 —  43 m  p2 LI2
( 3j*  ) 9Lc = 1 + ------  kc2
I P3 LI2 J
( * --------------------- TAYLOR EQUATION---------------------------- *)
ClearAll [k, kl, k2, kmin, kmax, Lmin, Lmax, L, e, U,
Ul, Ull, Ulll, epl, ep2, si, ep3, wl, f, Lw, pllwl, pl2wl, wl]
P = i; 
m = 1;
LI = 40;
1
N[%];
EindRoot [kc Cot [kc] = - 
kc = Evaluate [kc / . %]
p ec - 1
V I  = ---------+ -----------------------3 m kcCot[kc]
LcV! = kcCot [kc]
(ec - 1)V2 = ---------------  (2 kc - Sin [2 kc] ) ;
2 kc2 (Cos[kc])2
V2 =   — —    (2 kc - Sin [2 kc]) ;2 kc (Cos[kc])
P 1V3 = 2 I  +
3 m p2 Ll2 ] (Cos[kc]):
kc2 + Lc (ec - 1) ) ( Sin [2 kc] 2 kc
kc Cot[kc] + (kc2 Cos [kc]
] /  \
f  ) ( kc Cot[kc] J
1 ,Ul = —  V3 (k - kc) 2 + V2 (L - Lc) (k - kc) + Vi (e - ec) ;2
Ull =D[U1, k]
(*
(*........................ Limit Point....................... *)
NSolve[{wl = -  p ■ fc5 (k2+L (e-l)),Ul==0,Ull==0},{wl,L,k}]
k  ( fc “ 3 “  45 “ 94S )
*)
ClearAll [k, kl, k2, f, L]
Lw = NSolve [Ul ==0, k] ;
f = {k} = {k} /. Lw;
k l = Evaluate[Part[f, 1] ] ;
